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SI.JMMARY

Several illusions have been fostered by Indonesiars progranme for

rural development. Not the least of these is the proposition that the

Green Revolution in Java, by virtue of its success in increasing rice

production, has wrought benefits for all sectors of the rural populace.

The first chapter of this thesis explores the roots of the nyth

that portrays the Green Revolution as a dynanic stinulant acting on a

relatively unchanging rural society. ReLated to this is the notion that,

at the village level, the so called abangan ethic, to use Geertzrs phraseo-

1ogy, will ensure a just distribution of benefits fron the new technology

of niracle rice. A confrontation emerges between the trGeertzifiedrt picture

of rural Java on one hand and the considerable evidence pointing to a rnore

dynanic social systen undergoing a process of change culninating in the

formation of class divisions in the 1960ts.

With the trdeGeertzification" of rural Java and given the historical

role of revolutionary class struggle in national developnent, it becomes

untenable to support the notion that, prior to the Green Revolution, rural

Java remained stagnant or the villagers necessarily rrbackwardrr and passive.

The notives of the rrNew Orderrr in adopting a modernisation fron above

approach using nuLti-national companies artd/or the existing capital holders

in the cor¡ntryside nust now be re-exanined.

The second chapter approaches this by outlining the political as well

as economic dernands that arose as a result of the social status-quo

established after 1965. In particular, the anti-peasant and counter-

revolutionary character of this status-quo is delineated. The consequences

of this for rural developnent are then spelled out and ilLustrated by an

examination of the multi-national phase (1968-70). This chapter also
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concerns itself with the obstacles encouritered in this period.

The social and econonic impact of the Green Revolution on Javars

rural populace is taken up in the third chapter. The approach here is to

categorise the population of a fairly typical Central Javanese village

into various social classes. Each sawah controlling class is classified

by reference to what is considered to be the nininurn area of riceland

necessary for subsistence. For example, the large-landowners are defined

as those villagers or officials who control about twice the subsistence

area. The neaning of the Green Revol-ution for each of these classes and

the related on-going processes of social change arising frorn the adoption

of the new technoLogy are then explored.

The inplications of the Green Revolution for social revolution are

taken up in the final chapter. Having defined the objective conditions

for peasant nobilisation along class lines, the cor:nter'revolutionary and

revolutionary effects of the impact of technical change at the village

level are examined.
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GLOSSARY

The noninally Moslem Javanese who actually follow a
syncretisn that combines Buddhist, Hindu, aninist and
Moslen beliefs.

Custonary law.

One sided actions initiated by the left wing peasant
organisations in 1964-65.

The village spies ushered in by the nilitary as a means
of social control in the desas.

Village government land given over to officials in lieu
of wages for their tenure.

The traditional harvesting system whereby any villager
could participate in the harvest and retain a small
share of whatever he or she cut.

A traditional norm referring to self sufficiency.

A derisive term describing the official preoccupation
with targets.

The nane given to one who has performed the moslen duty
of pilgrimage to Mecca.

This is a cluster of buildings rnaking up part of a
village or city.

A Moslem leader, teacher or scholar.

A village headman.

The sharecrop arrangement where the tenant bears all costs
barring Land tax and gets one third of the harvest.

The arrangement where the sharecropper receives one
quarter of the harvest.

The five efforts in agriculture promulgated as part of
the Green Revolution.

panca usaha
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pekarangan Garden land usuaLLy adjacent to houses.

santri The orthodox Moslen.

sawah Irrigated or rainfed riceland.
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PREFACE

The argunents contained in this thesis are provoked, firstly by

the continuing crisis of the poorer sectors of Indonesian society in

contrast to the brazen opulence of the rndonesian elite; secondly by

the stance of the bourgeois economists who, by failing to recognise the

social and political dinensions of developnent, have failed to represent

the interests of the Indonesian people.

My thanks to Dr. Peter Mayer and Bruce McFarlane for their

inspiration and support.

Note on the Indonesian Lanquaqe

The rnain text of this work uses contenporary (post L972) Indonesian

spelling while quotations and references have been left in the original.
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INTRODUCTION

Developnent under the "New Orderrr Government is at last coning under

fire frorn scholars who are unable to accept the prenise of the bourgeois

economists that foreign investnent, inported technology and in general, the

enuLation of all things Western, provides the best hope for the people of

Indonesia. Critical considerations in opposing the orthodox approach relate,

not rnerely to economic growth, but to the distribution of the benefits of

such growth and in particular to the changing lot of the every-day Indonesians,

the petty-traders, becak drivers, smal1. farmers and landless laborers; the

people so often overlooked by those who formul.ate economic policy. Equally

inrportant is the relationships between the various groups and classes in

Indonesian society, in short, the nature of the society energing under the

present day leadership.

However starkly the paradox of boom-town fluorescence anidst deepening

poverty accosts the eye in Jakarta and other centres of rrmodernisation'r the

case against the present developnent path has only just begun to be docunented.

A major objective of the present thesis is to help bridge a noticeable gap in

recent criticisn touching on the present strategy of rural developlnent. The

inportance of changes in the agricultural sector in Indonesia can hardly be

overstated. Not only do nost Indonesians work in agriculture but vast nunbers

are barely subsistent and therefore the slightest and seemingly innocuous

technical change can have profound effects.

The Green Revolution represents the focus of the ?'New Orderts'r efforts

to rrmoderniseil agriculture and its inpact on Javars villages is providing the

rracid testrr for the entire progra¡nme. As such the Green Revolution in Java

deserves close examination in its own right. Moreover, the recurrent and

inevitable flaunting of production figures showing the increased output of

rice, whiLe rnany villagers can scarcely afford to eat this staple; represents
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a provocation which is hard to ignore.

Another challenge is the acute shortage of grass-roots information

on Javats villagers, particularly the poorer ones. The Suharto Governnent

has cornmon interests with the larger landowners and nost of the programmes

of rural developnent have, to date, emphasised the role of this class. In

pragnatic fashion most rural studies have concerned themselves with these

landowners while ignoring the rest of the village populace. Ttre general

problen is conpounded by the great regional diversity of Java which creates

the possibility of any single viLlage study being discounted as anomalous.

Further, it is obvious that the Indonesian Government prefers to produce its

own version of changes at the village level. The well known social

anthropologist, Dr. Masri Singarinbun, inforned me in Late L974 that rrpovertyrr

was, until recently, a "dirty wordft in Indonesia and politically unsafe.

Be this as it nay, the present thesis ains to outline the inpact of

the Green Revolution on various rural social classes including the very snall

farmers and the landless laborers. A related objective is to delineate the

inportant changes occurring in the interactions between these classes.

A second thrust of this work is to examine the Green Revolution in

Java in its broader social and political setting in order to discover, not

just who benefits, or fails to benefit fron Indonesiats Green Revolution,

but why? For too long bourgeois econornists have nyopically studied the

Green Revolution, on the micro-level, often fail-ing to perceive that the

particular strategy pursued is not the only possibility, but merely one that

is consistent with the prevailing counter-revolutionary social and political

structure.

When viewed in this context the Green Revolution in Indonesia is

inseparable fron various forms of dependence (econonic, cultural and political)

on the affluent countries. It happens that Western nations, in particular the

U.S., provides, through its various aid groups, the basis for a more or less

stereotyped Green Revolution progranne which neatly coincides with the require-
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ments of the type of socio-political structure prevailing in Indonesia.

Dissenination of the technology is from above, via nulti-national conpanies

and the rural capital holders, while the peasant is construed as backward

and more inportantly, as a passive receptacle of the new technology.

0f course, dependence ¡nanifests itself in a variety of fonns. For

example, cultural imperialism, the adoption of rich-country standards, To-

inforces the idea of the traditional (pre-nodern) village, thereby firmly

setting the peasant in his backward and passive role. Technological

dependence nanifests itself in capital substitution for labor which serves

to reinforce the power of the capital-holders at the village revel.

one of the main contentions of this thesis is that the most sig-

nificant changes are not those heralded by the Green Revolution but those

that rural developnent is designed to suppress. The orthodox view sees the

Green Revolution as a dynamic force for change acting on the 'rtraditionalrl
(involuted and stagnant) village. Technical change spreads downward from

nultinationals, the bureaucracy and the landed class to embrace the ordinary

peasant who is still languishing in the slowly changing "Geertzified"

vil I age.

When these illusions are pared away quite a different picture emerges.

The slowly changing Javanese village emerges in the 1960rs torn by class

divisions which are briefly exploited by the Indonesian Connunist Party (PKI).

It is the present writerrs view that these beginnings of class struggle

reflect the potential, in the long terrn, for neaningful changes in Indonesian

society. The severity of the counter-revolution against progressive class

forces is no small measure of the rrNew Orderrsrr ïecognition of this. It is

only when the gauntlet can again be taken up by the landless and poor

peasants that Indonesians will once more dare to hope for a better future.
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CHAPTER 1

THE POLITICS OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT

The visitor to Indonesia is particularly struck by the hlay many

aspiring urban dweLlers lust after the syrnbols of western affluence (the

electric watch, the ¡notor bike or car) in even a more blatant fashion than

their r{estem counterparts. In the minds of nany Indonesians technical

advance is seen as synononous with developnent and is therefore to be

accepted without reservation. For exanple, the electrification of the

village has already been the subject of serious discussion and study.

Without mention of the opportunity cost a recent report has described

electrification as feasiblel in a country where basic sanitation and an

effective health service have yet to reach a large proportion of the rural

population.

A useful analysis of the role of foreign culture fron the developed

nations is provided by Johan Galtung in his rtstructural theory of inperial-
)isnff.' Galtung incorporates cultural and poLitical forms of inperialisn

(along with the better known economj-c and nilitary ones) in his theory. He

argues that the former is instrunental in establishing so-ca1led bridgeheads

in a developing country and these are used as bases in a process of penetration.

Exposure to western ideas, products and life styles rnight constitute one ex-

anple of this. The infusion of rich country standards and conceptions creates

a narket for western goods and leads to a rising denand for foreign tech-

Banbang Riyanto et al., Evaluasi Progran Modernisasi Desa Tahun {e
l-IV Pelit" 1 P@ (Economic Faculty, Gadjah Mada

2. Johan Galtung, t'A Structural Theory of Imperialism",

1

Research, No. 2, L97L, pp.81-117.
Journal of Peace
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7
nology. " Cultural inperialisn of this kind nay go hand in hand with

increased (unequal) trade with western nations, irnport substitution and

foreign investnent. Greater dependence may be the result.

Drawing on Gunder Frankrs schema relating countries at the Centre

to those on the Periphery, Galtung also theorizes that the latter will

tend to initate developnent strategies evolved at the Centre since,

I'The structures and decisions developed in
the rnotherland of liberalismt or in the
rfatherland of socialisnr senre as models
by virtue of their place of origin not by
virtue of their substance.rr (4)

In sun, Galtung argues that both the infusion of cultural features such as

rich country ideas as well as the dislocation of decision naking from the

periphery toltrards the centre constitute aspects of imperialist penetration.

Cultural and Political Inperialism

The irnpact of cul-tural, political and interrelated economic imperial-

ism has a profound effect on approaches to rural developnent in Indonesia.

Having adopted hresteri living standards and developnent strategy the village

nouJ appears as strikingly devoid of the chosen symbols of nodernity and

becomes dichotonous to and contrasted with the westernised sector of the
5-economy." Inequality is seen as inevitable and even a measure of the success-

fu1 growth of the modern sector. In a nutshell, rrthe more pronounced the

dualisn, the greater the ínequality".6 Moreover, the peasant is now perceived

3. For a useful discussion of this see lvan Illich, t'Outwitting the Developed
Countriesrr, New York Review of Books Vol. XIII, No.8, 6 Nov. 1969,
pp.20-24.

4. Johan Galtung, op.cit., p.92.
5. Alan Snith gives a further insight into the dual strr¡cture approach in

noting that western social science depicts the nodern and traditional
sectors as highly contrasted ideal types. Developnent is seen as occurring
by way of a process of diffusion from one to the other. See rrTtre

Integration Model of Developnent: A Critieue", in Rex Mortimer (ed.)
Showcase State The Illusion of Indonesiars rAccelerated Modernisationr ,

(Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1973), pp. 27-47.
6 John H. Alder, rrDeveloprnent and Income Distributionrr,

No. 52, Dec. 1973, p.14.
Pustaka Universitas
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not only as unmodern and backward but recalcitrant, an obstacle to progress.

Several inportant consequences arise frorn the "traditional villageil

concept:

1. The backward characterization of the Indonesian village, which neshes

well with therrfloating massrrapproach to goveïnlnentrT serves to play down

the role of active peasant participation in the progralnmes of rural develop-

ment. Hansen notes that government officials, seeing thenselves pitched

against an rtinpoverished and conservativerr peasantry, and with production

targets to neet, ttfrequently resort to more subtLe tactics of bureaucratic

intinidation to quell peasant opposition".S Another sign of the low-key

role envisioned for the peasants is the developrnent fron above approach

where practical considerations (sone of which are possibly best known to

the recipients of the technology thernselves) are glossed over. Hansen

observes that, rfUrban technocrats often base plans on the most rnodern

technology without much forethought about how such innovations can be

adapted to existing rural conditions".9 Sirnilarly, the backwardness of

the village serves to justify the adoption of developnent strategies (sone

initiated at the Centre) involving the penetration of nultinational agri-

businesslo 
"rrd 

the establishnent of ruraL cooperatives and agricultural

extension services organised and controlled frot 
"bolru.11

7. This refers to the nonopolisation of all political/aùninistrative activi-
ties by elitist elenents, namely the arned forces (ABRI), bureaucracy
and technocrats. The populace is seen as basically passive. In the
general election of 3 July L97I, the Government sponsored party, Sekber
GoLkar (functional groups) nobilised alnost 65% (partly through the use
of coercion andrrsteamrollertr tactics) in an elaborate and successful
effort to cement this configuration. See R. Willian Liddle, 'rEvolution
fron Above: National Leadership and Local Development in Indonesiafr,
Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. XXXII, No. 2, Feb. L973, PP.287'309.

B. Gary Hansen, 'fEpisodes in Rural Modernisation: Problens in the Binas
Programrr, Indonesia, No. 11, April 797L, p.63.

9. rbid.
10. 

-See 

Ch. 2 where this issue is dealt hlith.
11. For a view of the rise and fall of student oriented agricultural exten-

sion services before the inception of the t'New Orderrr Government see
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2. A corollary of the rttraditional villagerr prenise is the notion that

rural developnent represents an unprecedented stirnulus to the rural sector.

The intrusion of capitalist relations of production in the guise of the

Green Revolution, is seen as an agent of dynanic change acting on an other-

wise slowly changing social and political order. 12 In turn, this provides

an irnportant propaganda r^reapon for the rrNew Orderrr Government in its long-

standing canpaign to promote its version of nodernisation while denigrating

Sukarnors Guided Denocracy as stagnant.

The argument is made that, measured by econonic criteria (the main

concern of Indonesiafs developnent economists) the agricultural sector made

inpressive headway during the First Five Year Plan (Repelita 1) as compared

to the Sukarno era. Frorn 1969-71 agricultural output grew at the rate of

4.9vo ayear in contrast to the I.4% achieved in the period 1960-6513 
"r,d

this growth rivals that of Japan and Taiwan in the post-hlar era. Neverthe-

less, it r4ri11 be argued that the Green Revolution on Java does not represent

a critical causal stimulant to otherwise slowly changing social and econonic

behaviour at the village level, but rather a continuation of trends well

established by the 1960rs.

3. While depicting the rrtraditionalrr Javanese víllage as an obstacle

to developnent, to be revolutionised by the Green Revolution, it is at the

same time, maintained that resilient traditions of sharing are still

operative at the vilLage level and will ensure a more egalitarian distribu-

tion of benefits fron technical change than would nornally be possible. It

is argued that,
r'. . . ernployer-enployee and patron-client relationships

11. (cont. )
Richard Willian Franke, The Green Revolution in a Javanese Vil
(unpublished PhD. Thesis, 9 ) pp.2L-2e.

T2 For exanple the view of the Asian Development Bank (ADC) approaches this.
See H. Myint, South East Asiars Economy, (Penguin,1972) Chs. 3,4 Ê 9.

15. Suhadi Mangkusuwondo, 'rDilernmas in Indonesian Economic Developmentrr,
Bulletin of Indonesian Econonic Studies (BIES) Vol.4, No.2, JuIy 1973,
p. 31.
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rrgo far beyond strictly economic exchanges and
actually represent losses of potential income
by the richer party in order that those less
well off may survive. These arrangements derive
fron social rather than economic forces and have
been well documented for Java by Clifford Geertz
and other observers.rr (14)

Fron here it is but a short step to the argunent so frequently heard in

the heady days when tfniraclen seeds were believed capable of taking the

Third World by storn, that the Green Revolution per se increases the

incones of all strata of the rural pop.rl."".15 Equally extravagant is

the World Bankrs proposition that the Green Revolution will take up the

slack between the traditional and modern ,".to"r16 and "by this neans one

of the main causes of the growing incone inequality of income distribution

would be elinin ated" .I7

Despite the prima facie absurdity of such clains, the idea that

Java represents a rtspecial caserr is widely held since it is not merely

bandied around by the ill-inforned. No less than Indonesiafs Ford and

A.D.C. backed Agro-Econonic Survey (having interviewed twice yeat1-y a

sanple of 600 better off landowners in 20 villages on Java since 1969)

states that even Javats large farmers (.59-1.11 ha in the r"tp1"18¡ adhere

to the o1d custons of mutual reciprocity. Rather than work their own land

they go off and till the soil on neighbouring farms and vice versa. In

this way theyrrearn back fron their fellow farrners in the village the wages

paid to hired labor when they in turn work as hired labor for fellow

villager5'r.19 Moreover, the AES clains that this practice explains the

L4.
15.

BIES, Vo1.X, No.2, L974, p.151.
See Lester R. Brown, ItThe Agricultural RevoLution in Asia", .Erylgn
4ÉÍrirå, Vot. 46, No. 4, JuIy 1968, esp. p.695.
It-would have to be shown that the Green Revolution greatly increases
dernand for hunan labor in the rural sector and this has not yet been
demonstrated.
John H. Alder, op.cit., p.L7.
These are erronéouíiy referred to as r?averagerr farmers by the AES. For
the present writerrs categorisation of large landowners, niddle
peasants and the poor and landless, see Ch. 5, P
Sajogyo and William Col1ier, 'rAdoption of New High Yielding Varieties

16.

L7.
18.

by Javars Farmersrt, in R.T. Shand (ed.) Technical in Asian
19.

Agriculture, (Australian National Univers ty s, 9 5) p. e6.
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high levels of hired labor use recorded on these farrns. 20

A Traditional Village?

I4le have seen that various forns of irnperialism have underpinned the

prenise of developnent economists that rural Java (prior to the Green

Revolution) can be characterised as r?traditional'r (i.e. backward and

essentially unchanging). It is interesting to note that nany of the

seninal studies of post colonial Indonesia have, analagously, adopted

positions where social processes are analysed in terms of western stereo-

types with the result that only superficial and nisleading nanifestations

are described. As Levine has astutely pointed out in relation to Feithrs

The Decline of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia,

So far as the true source of the failure of
constitutional democracy lies in the unrest
of groups outside the elite it lies in a
factor external to Feithts entire theoretical
structure. The problem becomes one of
accounting for the existence of this unrest
and then accounting for its influence on
Indonesian politics. We make little progress
by pointing to the rise of a bolidarity-nakerl
group which exploits this unrest if we do not
turn our analysis to the historical, social
and econonic relationships between the ruling
groups and the masses. The tsolidarity-
makerf group is stil1 a patt of the ruLing
elite and is in no basic sense representative
of the people.r' (2L)

What, now, is the historical val-idity of the I'traditional villagerf

assunption when applied to rural Java? Certainly it is Boekers rrstatic

expansion" and Geertzrsilshared povertyrrwhich have permeated the literature

as rnajor determinates of the nature of change and the persistence of

tradition at the village level. To take the concept of "shared povertyrl

Geertz refers to the distribution side of the involutional process of

rbid.

-David 
Levine, trHistory and Social Structure in the Study of Contemporary

Indonesia", J.@, 7 April 1969, P. 7.

20.
2L.
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adaption of an ever expanding village populace to a fixed land area. By

way of fragnentation of riceland and through the agency of seni-feudal

¡nechanisms such as sharecropping (based on egalitarian traditions of nutual

obligations) the system operates to provide some work and a rneasure of

subsistence for all the members of a relatively homogeneous village com-

rnunity. With regard to sharecropping Geertz states,

rfA man will let out part of his one hectare to
a tenant - or to thro or three - while at the
same time seeking tenancies on the lands of
other men, thus balancing his obligations to
give work (to his relatives, to his dependants,
or even to his close friends and neighbours)
against his own subsistence requirementsrr. (22)

It is the persistence of this ethic of rrshared povertyrt, in which

sociaL forces assume hegenony over econornic ones, that reinforces the

notion that Javats villages renained frtraditionalrr. External forces act

on an encapsulated village unit but change occurs within the unit accord-

ing to the internal and seeningly inexorable abangan ethíc.2s In the

words of Geertz,

r'...the Javanese village has come into this
century with a rapidly increasing population...
a set of values which connit those who hold
them to a conmunalistic rather than an
individualistic approach to economic problens. . .rr

24

In his latter work, namely on Modjokuto, a pseudonomous East Javanese

town, Geertz introduced another structural principle ter¡ned aliran (literally
strean) which is also closely bor.md up with the idea of patronage and

comnunal .r"1,r"r.25 According to this principle Javanese society is divided

22. Clifford Geertz, Agricultural Involution, (University of California
Press, Berkeley, 1963), p.99.

23. For a theoretical discussion of this rnodel see Geoff Wood, rrA

Peasantry and the Staterr, Development and Change, Vol. V , No. 2,
L973-74, pp. 45-75.

24. Clifford Geertz, 'rReligious Belief and Economic Behaviour in a Central
Javanese Townrr, Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. IV,
No. 2, p.LAI.

25. See Clifford Geertz,
Press, Canbridge, 196

The Social His of an Indonesian Town (M. r.T.
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according to ideological orientations. These are expressed in organisational

affiliations and assume vertical fornations. For example, the main division

is that between the santri, the staunch Moslens and the gbangan_, the

noninally Moslem but actually the adherents of a syncretistic religion.

In the modern context these orientations found expression through the

Nahdatul Ulama and the Masjuni on one hand and the PKI on the othet.26

ItIn such a way, the traditional distinction between two types of Moslems,

santri and the abangan, developed into a true cleavage pervading the whole

Javanese society fïon top to bottom,,.27

ltrhile Geertz placed sone stress on the role of human or social

capital in the developnental proc"rr28 his aliran analysis was to have a

decidedly negative effect on alternative approaches to viewing the

Javanese village as rrtraditional". Certainly the overdrawn aliran approach

tended to obscure class divisions. Ben Anderson points out that,
ItThe enphasis on the connunal character of the
aliran allowed political scientists to treat
them as essentially an interest group or
ninorities to be used as evidence of the
pluraLisn of Indonesian society, as an argu-
nent for a liberal constitutional order, as a
way of dissolving the popular constituency
for Indonesian nationalisn, and also for 

"ounderplaying the real class conflict...t' o"

It is my thesis that while Geertz correctly pointed to involution

as one product of the process of underdevelopnent he largely ignored a

second aspect. This involved changes begun in the colonial era that were

26. A useful breakdown of political parties and their respective alirans is
given by Donald Hindley in I'Alirans and the Fall of the 01d Orderrt,
Indonesia, No. 9, April 1970, pp.23-66.

27. W.F. Werthein, rrFrom Aliran towards Class Struggle in the Countryside
of Javarf, (paper delivered at the International Conference on Asian
History, Kuala Lumpur, August 1968) , p.3.

28. Geertz has suggested that "though it may be true that, as an economic
process, development is a dranatic revolutionary change, as a broadly
social process it fairly clearly is not. What looks like a quantum
junp from a specifically econornic point of view is, from a generally
social one, merely the final expression in economic terms of a process
which has been building up gradually over an extended period of tirnef'.
Peddlers and Princes, (Chicago University Press, 1965) , p.2.

29.@anValuesandResearchonIndonesiai',unpub1ished
paper (Roneo), A.N.U., L97L, p.7.
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to uproot communal values, especial.ly after independence, precipitate

land concentration and even agrarian capitalis*S0 .rrd eventually lead to

the antithesis of the bulwarks of the t'traditional villagerr concept (rrshared

povertyrr and vertical, aliran structures) in the emergence of class

divisions. IVhat is the historical evidence for this?

Underdevelopnent and Involution

In his exposition of involution and the distribution of income

through'?shared povertytr Geertz delineates inportant aspects of the way in

which the colonial power, far fron fostering the expansion of capitalism,

actually retarded it. Moreover, the preexisting node of production hras not

subject to wholesale destruction but, rather, r4ras conserved. For example,

Geertz relates how the Cultivation Systen entailed the renission of land

tax where the villagers undertook to grow Government owned export crops on

one-fifth of their land or work part of the year on Dutch estates.Sl How-

ever, this fbttenpt to raise an estate economy on a peasantryrs bootstrapsrr

in no way led to agrarian capitalisn,
ftFor, although the Javanese helped launch the
estate sector, they were not ptoperly part
of it, nor were they permitted to become so,
it was just sonething they did, or more
exactly were obliged to do, in their spare zotine. 0n their own tine, they nultiplied."uo

In fact, the Cultivation System was Van den Boschrs last ditch effort

30. The capitalist node of production in agriculture is taken to entail
(a) private ownership of the means of production (land), (b) pro-
duction for market as opposed to subsistence, (c) labor is free, it
is a corunodity to be bought and sold on the narket.
C. Geertz, Agricultural Involution,37.

5¿. rbid. , P.69.
pp.52-3.
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to nake the colony an asset while preserving feudal relations and in nany

lespects üIas a reversion to the systen of the fonner Dutch East India

Conpany which operated on a system of forced cultivation. In LB27 Du Bus

proposed a scheme rooted in liberal econonic concepts which entailed the

sale of unused land to Europeans who would attract labor on a free wage

basis. In the words of Van Niel "the Javanese hrere to be led into produc-

tive activity through contractual arrangements hrith Europeans,,.33 rn

opposition to this Van den Bosch set dohrn the franework for what cane to

be known as the Cultivation System which its architect clained was more in

keeping with the traditions of the J".r"r,"ru.34

Agreenents r^rere made, not bethreen the Dutch and the villagers then-

selves, but between the residents and the village heads. The peasants

were thereby cushioned from any market penetration, leaving the old

feudalistic systern as intact as possible. Moreover, the Cultivation Systen

anounted to a form of double taxation (in contrast to the interpretation of

Geertz and others) since,

frthe landrent remained the quid pro quo for all
goods and services which the village delivered
and it ü¡as consequently never the airn of the
cultivation system to indicate that a Javanese
village would be excused from landrent merely
by being willing to grow a particular crop on
part of its lands.rr (55)

If a villagets production of export crops equalled the landrent then, indeed,

the tax was considered paid, but not if the value of the export crops failed

to match the landrent. In this case the village had to rnake up the deficit.
This anounted to a harsh expropriation which drained away the donestic sur-

plus especially when, after 1830, the landrent was increased.56 Local

33. Robert Van Niel, rrThe Function of the Land Rent under the Cultivation
System in Javar', Journal of Asian Studies Vol. XXIII, May 1964, p.358

, p.359.
, p.366.
andrent assessment was based on rta given portion of the rice crop

which hlas or could be produced on village lands", and this was affected
by an inflationary spiral after this date. Ibid. , p.37I.

34. rbid.
3s. I5rä.
s6. ffiãr
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adninistrators also tended to expand the area given over to export crops.

In some villages half the area was planted to these 
"topr.37

Several points are relevant here. Firstly, it is obvious that the

systen curtailed indigenous economic activity while reinforcing village

authority patterns and using these to obtain corvee labor. The seasonal

part tirne nature of the work, the organisation of labor in line with adat

law and the fact that paynents to the villages were deducted from the land-

rent owed to the Dutch and onty rhe balance paid o.r8t1r,"åårñit"ûåå"ft13r

concludes that,
rflf one notes that the landrent assessnent upon
the population alnost balanced the payments to
the population so that the profit was alnost
nothing without even attaching a value to labor
time or capital costs of livestock and equipnent,
one cannot help but conclude that the government
had not the slightest intention or ability to
involve the Javanese in a forn of industry which
night pronote a sense of economic enterprise.
The situation.that confronts the observer of the
statistics is clearly one in which agricultural
labor was not regarded as a normal economic
connodity .,. labor was employed on the government
cultivations as a modified forn of corvee.r' (38)

Nor did the sugar plantations lead to the widespread penneation of

capitalist relations despite the fact that by 1958 there were 2,400 estates

in Indonesia (about half of these on Java) occupying about 21., miLLion

hectares.59 The peasants retained their land but the sugar companies,

syndicates and cartels, contracted with thern (often with the use of coercion)

to grow sugar cane on a portion of village land as an al-ternative to hret

rice cultivation. The Javanese peasant becane a part-tine cultivator of

sugar cane and consequently the Dutch did not create a large proletarianized,

37.

38.

In part this was due to the greed of aúninistrators who received a
percentage of the surplus. Ibid.
Robert Van Niel, rrMeasurement of Change Under the Cultivation Systen
in Java 1837-1851'r, International Conference on Asian History,
(Kuala Lunpur, Aug. 5-10, 1968) paper no.88, p.20.
C. Geertz, Agricultural Involution, p.86.39
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landless work force but essentially a seasonal part-tine one.

rrThe Javanese caneworker renained a peasant at
the same time that he becane a coolie, persisted
as a conmunity-oriented household farmer at the
sane time that he became an industrial wage
laborer. He had one foot in the rivegterrace
and the other in the nill. ... The basic pattern
of village life was naintained, in sone ways
even strengthened, and the adjustrnent to the
irnpingernents of high capitalism effected through
the cornplication of established institutions and
practices. " (40)

Other inportant factors which retarded the developnent of agrarian

capitalism on Java include the low rates of pay granted to plantation

workers coupled with the use of coercion enbodied in debt peonage arrange-

r"rrtr.41

trBy keeping the narginal peasant with one foot in
the rice terrace and one in the sugar nill the
Dutch managers were able to keep the Javanese
workers share of the retuflis fron the increasing
productivity of the sugar industry rninirnal.rr (42)

Geertz concludes that,
rr... the policies of the plantation conpanies had
an anti-developmental effect on the Javanese
agrarian econony in the Modjokuto area ... They
were intended to danpen rather than enhance the
intrinsically transforrnative effects of capitalist
economic organisation on a traditional structure.r? (43)

More general considerations relevant to the developnent of under-

developnent on J^u^44 include the failure to install a substantial rneans of

production4s (which itself cïeates a rnarket), the doninance of Dutch

40.
4L.

42.
43.
44.

Ibid. , pp.89-90.
Fances of noney or goods prior to service cornmonly led to debt-
slavery for the borrowers. A1so, groups rather than individuals tended
to be hired, the forenanrs position corresponding to that of a village
chief. D.H. Burger,
Village Sphere (Corne

Structural es in Javanese So : The
anslat10n er ES 'P.C. Geertz, The Social History of an Indonesian Town, pp.52-53.

C. Geertz, The Social Histo of an Indonesian Town p. 55.
economies of variousFor a useful ovelv]-ew o co ton

countries see J. Banaji, 'rBackward Capitalisn, Prinitive Accunulation
and Modes of Productionfr, Journal of Contenporary Asia, Vol. 3, No.4,
I973, pp.393-412.

45. In 1940 jvst 392 enployees in 5 snall factories were producing iron
castings. Peter H.W. Sitsen, rrlndustrial Developnent in the Netherlands
Indiesrr, Bulletin of the Netherlands and Netherlands Indies Council of
Pacific Relations No.2, n. d., p.L2.
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.upit^L46 leading to the draining away of surplus to Holland rather than

it being used to expand dornestic production, the eatLy destruction of the

Javanese merchant class in the interests of Dutch nonopoly and the instal-

lation of a Chinese and to a lesser extent Indian and Arab intermediary

class. Thq role of the latter prevented peasant cultivators of export

crops from coning into direct relationship with the ¡narket and curtailed

indigenous entrepreneurship, particularly in the field of snall scale in-
L7

dustry. "

As it turned out resource transfer out of agriculture renained

ninimal and the main stinuli to the nanufacturing and industrial sectors

were cheap labor and Dutch capital. By way of comparison, from 1911 to

1920 in Taiwan net transfer from the agricultural sector anounted to rnore

than half the value of agricultural sales and 50 percent of the value of

total production in agricrlture.43 Sinilarly, in Japan, in the crucial

years to the first world war (at which point agriculture shifted fron being

a dynanic catalyst to development to a relatively passive position) the

revenues raised by way of land tax 'rnade a necessary contribution to rapid

industria Llzation and urbanization" . 
49

The net result on Java was the conservation of the precapitalist

productive relations. Consequently, the peasantry failed to differentiate

on a large scale as described in the case of Russia by Lenin who pointed

to the restructuring of the peasantry under the inpact of agrarian capital.ism

One prewar estinate puts 52% of privately owned non-agricultural capital
in Dutch hands. Bruce Glassburner, I'Econonic Policy-naking in
Indonesia 1950-57rr, Econonic Developnent Ê Cultural Change, VoI. X,

47.
No.2, Part 1, Jan. L962, p.119.
Sorne figures on snall scale industries taken over by foreigners appear
in Sitsen, op.cit. , p.2L.
John W. Mellor, t'Accelerated Growth in Agricultural Production and the
Intersectoral Transfer of Resourcestt,
Change, Vol. 22, No. 1, Oct. 1973, p.3.
Kazushi Ohkawa and Henry Rosovsky, I'The role of Agriculture in Modern
Japanese Economic Developmenttt,

., vot. IV, No. 1, part 1L, Oct. 1960, p.47.

48.

46

49
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and the emergence of two new class"r.50 These are the rur:a| bourgeoisie,

the conmercial farners and entrepreneuïs, on one hand and the rural pro-

letariat, or h¡age laborers, on the other. However, on Java, this process

vlas retarded and no substantial rural bourgeoisie with a demand for the

products of nodern industry energed. Nor did a significant rural pro-

Letatiat appear while the proleta'rianized plantation workers were too

inpoverishedsl to present an effective denand which could have led to the

establishnent of an expanding rural market for food staples.

The outcone of all this, as Geertz points out, hras the strait-

jacketing of Javars social and econonic life. Unable to expand outwardlyr

either through extension of cultivated land or by way of industrialisation

the villages turned inward on thenselves, dividing the sane economic pie

generation by generation.

But this is only one aspect of the overall process since changes

initiated in the colonial era and after national independence underdeveloped

the Javanese vill.age in a further sense and one scarcely alluded to by

Geertz. In his work on Modjokuto Geertz describes the post war partial

capitaLization of agriculture, a process seen as restricted to villages

rrwhere the traditional systen was less strong"s2 or where a more puristic

Moslen influence prevailed.53 The nain conclusion he draws is that these

capitalist elenents are trweak dynamic factors, quite easily contained, in

the absence of outside stirnulus, within a generally static situation".54

While it nay be granted that this partial capitalízatíon may indeed

never have led to the wholesale perrneation of agrarian capitalisnss it nay

50. V.I. Lenin, "The developnent of Capitalisn in Russiarr, Essential Works
of Lenin, (Bantan Books, 1966), pp.11-51.
Cf. the case of Russia, Ibid. , p.22.
C. Geertz,
Ibid. , p.6
rbid.
Ceertz does see the plantation systen as having the potential to effect
a real transformation since it led to higher rents, increasing tech-
nical efficiency, land concentration and the beginning of a rural niddle
class. Countervailing factors include the short duration of the boom
period for sugar and the form of the plantation systen in its effect on

The Social Hist of an Indonesian Town p. 68.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
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nevertheless be true that the expansion of these elements led to the dis-

integration of communal values, and the ethic of rrshared povertyrr. Perhaps,

Geertz has:

rrcorrectly observed the social actions but then
fails to discover the real social system in
which landowners, sharecroppers and usurers
usually deal with each other.r' (56)

Moreover, the critical question is whether, in the face of this

ttdeGeertzificationrr of Java and the wholesale exploitation of the peasantry

by landlords (sone of this anounting to capitalist expropriation) class

divisions night not have arisen between the landlords and the partly pro-

letarianized landLess and poor. The nain point here, in the context of the

present argunent, is that the emergence of class cleavages presents a

dimension of change at the village level quite out of keeping with the

rrtraditional villagerrassunption. Moreover, such a transfornation would

seen at odds with Geertzrs theoretical franework which, by largely ignoring

the possibility of radical social change along class lines, plays down, in

quasi dualist fashion, the dynamic between the modern and rftraditionalrr

sectors and the significance of class formation in the overall perspective

of deveLopnent.

Quite apart fron Marxist analyses the importance of class formation

in the historicaL process can hardly be doubted. The interaction of classes

plays a central roLe in Moorets well known historical/sociological account

of the various routes to the ¡nodern world. In relation to the third such

route (Russian and Chinese conmunisrn) Moore explains,

rrThe great agrarian bureaucracies of these
countries served to inhibit the conmercial
and later industrial ilnpulses ... The re-
sults were twofold. In the first place
these urban classes hlere too weak to con-

55 cont.
subsistence agriculture which had been strengthened by the Cultivation
Systen. Ibid., pp. 42-43.
E. Utrecht, '[rnerican Sociologists in Indonesiart,56
Asia, Vol.3, No.1, 1973, p.40.

Journal of Contenporary
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Itstitute even a junior partner in the forn of
nodernisation taken by Germany and Japan,
though there were attempts in this direction.
And in the absence of more than the most
feeble stops towards ¡nodernisation a huge
peasantÏy renained." (57)

T'here is also rnounting historical evidence indicating that class

struggle leading to the seizure of state pohrer by workers and peasants may

lead to vigorous national developnent. The cases of the Peopleb Republic

of China and the North of Vietnam bear witness to this, particularly when

the achievements of these countries are conpared to the relative stag-

nation of seni-capitalist and seni-feudal tndia.5B One likely reason for

this is that social revolution tends to lead to a higher degree of

rnobilisation of a countryrs social capital; another that a revolutionary

upsurge may bring to power a govelnment capable of resisting foreign

donination frand of initiating a process of rapid economic growthrr.59

Class Fonnation

In the colonial era even the most rigorous efforts by the Dutch to

preserve the preexisting social status quo were bound to be partially un-

successful. For example, even the Cultivation Systen eventually cane to

entail some measure of cash payment for export produce and this ffstrongly

stinulated the circulation of noney in the interior, the very thing which

the Culture System had tried to avoid".60 Further, by 1827 the Dutch

Governnent decreed that landrent should be paid in cash. Moreover, per-

57.

58.

Barrington Moore Jr., Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy,
(Peregrine 1969), p.XIII.
Debesñ Bhattacharya clains that, in India, nore than 40eo of the
population are not getting enough food to eat from the point of view
of calorie intake, let alone adequate nutrition. frlndia and China -
Contrast and Comparison L950-7211, Journal of Contenporary Asia, Vol.4,
No. 4, 1974, p.459.
W.F. Wertheim, Evolution59.

60. D.H. Burger, t , p.
and Revolution (Pelican 1974), p.82.
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version of the Systen in the interests of expedience led to the use of a

proletari anized labor force to cultivate cash crops in sorne parts of Jalr".61

While cornmunal ownership was temporarily stimulated by the Dutch and

the alienation of Javanese lands outlawed, in the latter part of the

colonial era other changes offset this. For one thing the sugar companies

began to purchase land outright and through the agency of Javanese inter-

mediaries.62 To some extent this led to the growth of a larger land-holding

class of enterprising Javanese who contracted with the Dutch. Since these

large landholders hired their own day laborers the landsales heralded the

separation of land and labor (prior to this peasant cultivators becane the

63political descendants of the landowner ). This proletarianization of

narginal peasants and the beginnings of a large landowning (and also noney

64lending) Moslen oriented class represented a narked break hlith the past'

Geertz notes that,

rrfor a brief period the plantation system
threatened to force a conplete reorganisation
of the Javanese peasant econony (and, beyond it,
the Javanese social structure) in the Modjokuto
area. It did not succeed in doing so prinarily
for three reasons; the boom was short lived and
collapsed alnost entirely; the farn in which
the plantation pattern impinged on the indigenous
subsistence pattern tended to nitigate its trans-
formative effects; and the indigenous pattern
was deeply rooted and had been further strengthened
by colonial agriculture and adninistrative policies
in the nineteenth century, most particularly by
the Culture Systen." (65)

The dominance of a Chinese interrnediary class between the snall

holders and the market and the role of the Chinese as usurers within the

villages wrought further changes. In the early part of the era of Dutch

61. Clive Day, The Pol and Aúninistration of the Dutch in Java (0xford
Press, 1966 'P.Clifford Geertz, The Social Historv of an Indonesian Town,
C. Day, op.cit. , p.L92,
Geertz, ffiãEõcial History of an Indonesian Town, p.4L.
C. Geertz, ibid., pp.42-43.

62.
63.
64.
65.

p.40.
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hegenony village solidarity was preserved since European contact was made,

not with the villagers directly, but with the regents and only in later

19th century with village heads. But in the present century control of

production shifted decisively fron the hands of the traditional leaders

to the niddlenen. Moreover, after 1840 many village heads becane the

lackeys of the colonists since replacement rapidly followed resistance on

the part of these elected officials.66 In sum, the exploitation of the

peasantry was stepped up and as the position of the village head lost nuch

of its forrner status and power rrthe peasant, freed fron his chiefs, feL1

into the hands of the ,rs,.r"er".67

The overaLl picture, then, is one where the Dutch colonists, while

trying to straitjacket the preexisting order - to bring the produce but not

the people into the narket systen - were led, through nounting greed and

the subsequent necessity for greater intrusion into the village sphere to

undermine communal elements. The expedient reliance on the Chinese

ninority as an intermediary class between the viLlagers and the narket,

payments in cash and the stimulation of a money economy, private ownership

of land and the developnent of a plantation econony partly using wage

labor all point to scantily docurnented but, no doubt, positive change at

the village Ievel.

There is also little doubt that, at least in some parts of Java, both

land concentration and landlessness hrere proceeding apace in the period of

Dutch rule. Some evidence to support this is presented by Van Herel Reis

who toured Java, Madura and Bali in the 1840ts.68 In docunenting his inves-

tigation of the social structure of villages in Cheribon, on Javars north

coast, four distinct classes of villages are distinguished. These are

firstly, the nenbers of village government, then the substantial villagers,

66.
67.
68.

Clive Day, op.cit., p
D.H. Burger, op.cit.,
Van Hoevel Reis, Java

.3
p

05.
.12.
Madura and Bali

r84e) .

(P.N. van Kanpen, Amsterdan,
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the ordinary cultivators and lastly the landLess peasants or orang

69manoempang.-- The nembers of the fourth class are described not only as

possessing no land but also as owning no possesriorrr.T0 It is interesting

that a presunably notehrorthy class of landless and impoverished villagers

existed in this area before the middle of the last century. The fact that,

at this time, the landless worked as sharecroppers and received just one-fifth

of the hrru"rt7l puts paid to any generalization of the concept ofrrshared

povertyrt to include diverse parts of Java.

In the post colonial era the whirlwind had to be reaped. Slanet, in

attenpting to evaluate the accepted view put forward by D.H. Burger and

others, that Java differed fron most Asian countries, in that the issue of

the rights of the peasant to land presented no problen, outlined the historic

decline of the closed village structure.T2 She points to the demise of the

feudal aristocracy as the nain economic force at the village level and

singled out an ascendent group of noneylenders, usurers and village heads

who had stepped in to replace them.

rrThe socially and econonically strong groups in the
villages are the Hadjis and the Kijajis ... the village
heads with their ffiiries and otñFsuccessful people,
along with the Tengkulaks (buyers of agricultural
produce, who often lend noney at high rates of
interest on the standing crops).rr (73)

Moreover, Slanet tries to trace this developrnent back to the second

half of the 19th century. Quoting material gathered by a forner controleur

of Sunedang she docunents the existence of a substantial group of money-

lenders who, in 1901, operated in the Priangan area with capital exceeding

5,000 Dutch guilders.74 With village solidarity undernined in the face of

69.
70.
7r.
72.

Ibid. , pp.56-59.
rbid.
Ib-fõ. , pp.58-59 .

Ina T. Slamet, Pokok-pokok perngangunan nasyarakat desa;
Bhratara 1963).
Ibid. , p.2.
rbid.

73.
74.

(Jakarta,
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the rapid expansion of intrusive elenents, Slanet claims that comnunal

ownership of land went into steady decline:

rrUlajat rights to the land of the village or
Kanpong were either lost, weakened or abused,
so that gradually individual landholding carne
to predoninate.fr (75)

After independence the preservation of adat (custonary) law, which

had, to some extent, been upheld by the Dutch h/as even rnore seriously

threatened and concentration of land and capital proceeded apace, although

it must be enphasised that this was by no means a thoroughgoing or uniforn
76process.'" Nevertheless, the ascendency of a group of landlords-cum-money-

lenders in some parts of Java in the late 1940rs and early 1950rs is con-

firned by studies such as Adiwilagas, which deals with several villages in

West Java.77 According to this research, an indebted smallholder would give

up his Iand, section by section, in order to satisfy his creditors. Apart

fron land concentration Adiwilaga points out that ownership of capital goods

such as buffalo lay predominately with large landowners.

Slamet, who conducted research in rural Central Java in 1958, quotes

figures presented in the 20th public plenary sitting of parlianent, in

Novenber 1959, showing that "according to the old registrationtt there were

2rgsL landowners with more than 10 hectares on J^u^.78 Her own research in

the subdistrict of Klaten showed the extent of landlessness at the tine

(Tab1e 1).

In the village of Jomboran, some 5 to 6 kilometres fron the town of

Klaten Slamet found that 279 peasants owned sawah and house plots while 250

75.
76.

Ibid. , p.4.
One reason for this is that corununal obligations themselves meant
different things in different parts of Java. For exanple, cornrnunal
land rights were non-existent in some areas, of central inportance in
others. See Justus M. Van der Kroef, I'Land Tenure and Social Structure
in Rural Javarr, Rural Sociology, vol.25, 19,60, pp.4L6-L7.
e.g. R.A. AdiwlLaga, Desa Tjipanokalan, mimeo, n.d., pp.18-19.
I. Slanet, op.cit., p.5.

77.
78.
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TABLE 1

Rural Social Strata and Land Distribution in Klaten
tra]- Java 195

Category No. of
Pilasa¡rts

Tani kentjeng
(those with sawah and house plot)

tani setengah kentjeng

2,330

(house plot only)

tani pengindung
(only a house or nothing at all) 3,067

Source: Pokok-pokok pembangunan nasyarakat desa, p.7.

possessed only a house or nothing at aLI.79 S1amet also presents the

results of research conducted in the Bantan area in 1959, some of which

related to the question of the relationship between landholders and land-

less peasants. In the village of e-'ipilung which conprised 19 Karnpungs

and a population of 3,478 it was found that 20% of all heads of households

worked their own land while 50% of all heads worked as sharectopp"tr.S0

As for polarisation between the large landholders and the landless

and poor peasants the PKIrs rural reseatch, conducted in selected villages

in all provinces in 1959 certainly revealed the extremes of the econonic

,p""t"r*.81 The figures show that 5 .L% of the rural population in selected

villages in East Java were large landholders at this tirne and 28eo landless

laborers. Despite the extensiveness of this research, the obscurity of the

adopted criteria has diminished the usefulness of the data obtained.

Class Conflict

The antithesis of Geertzrs patronage based characterisation of

1 ,045

I. Slamet, op.cit. , p.7.
Ibid. , p.8.
The results were pu

79.
80.
81. blished in Bintang Merah, XVI, Jan. 1960.
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Javanese society is not poverty or even inequality, but class divisions.32

These are essentially the product of the penetration of cornmercial elenents

and capitalist productive relations. Surprisingly, it has been the

influence of the former rather than the latter that has (in cornbination

with the fulfilnent of other objective conditions) precipitated class

struggle waged by peasants. The Chinese Revolution is a case in point.

The key to this paradox lies in the nature of objective conditions needed

to produce peasant nobilisation along class lines. As Moore puts it,
It... a revolutionary novenent is nuch more likely
to develop and become a serious threat where the
landed aristocracy fails to develop a really
powerful cornmercial- impulse within its own ranks.
Then it may leave beneath it a peasant society
danaged but intact, with which it has few con-
necting links.'t (83)

In other words, the historical evidence adduced by Moore indicates that

where a peasant society is literally disrnernbered under the inpact of full

scale agrarian capitalism (where land and labor are separated) then peasant

nobilisation along class lines is unlikely to result. The destruction of

the English peasantry by way of the Enclosure Systen and the subsequent

passive role played out by the peasantay is one example of this.

0n the other hand, the capitalist node of production in agriculture

leads to an abrupt d.ifferentiation of the peasantry,34 
"t"rting class

cleavages as patron-client links are replaced by free narket relations.

This differentiation can enable class selfconsciousness to be forged,

82 Geertz recognised the co-existence of ideological systems (alirans)
and classes defined in terms of relationship to means of production.
Hans-Dieter Evers has recently argued that alirans and class structure
are rraspects of rapid changetr in a society and at various tines
depending on other conditions.* (*Hans-Dieter Evers, r?Group Conflict
and Class Formation in South-East Asiarr, Modernisation in South East
Asia, (0xford Press, London, L973) pp.108-131.) 0n the other hand,
if as western social sciences have tended to assune, alirans are more
or less permanent structures, then certainly the energence of class
divisions represents the antithesis of these vertical structures.
Barrington Moore Jr., op-cit., p.460.
For the case of Russia, see V.I. Lenin, op.cit., pp.22-27.

83
84
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thereby overcoming the nain obstacles raised by Marx and others in respect

to the revolutionary potential of the peasantry. Marx wrote of the peasants

of his era:

'rThey are consequently incapable of enforcing
their class interest in their own name,
They cannot represent themselves, they nust
be represented." (85)

Moreover, agrarian capitalisn tends to knock out intermediate peasant strata,

swelling the ranks of the landless which, historically, have conprised the

(initially) least nilitant but nost revolutionary peasant class.

In the context of rural Java it is probable that both the slow expan-

sion of commercial elenents þnd sone full-scale agrarian capitalisn)was

taking place for a considerable period of tirne although the class situatíon

is confused. The nost inportant evidence here nay be the growth of not

nerely the landless but the proletarianised wage laborers.

In the Sundanese desa of Chibodas in the period 1950-54 H. ten Dam

refers to a group of wage laborers who work for snal1 independent farmers

and the large landowners.86 Unfortunately no neat distinction is nade be-

tween tenants and wage laborers and the observation is made that sharecroppers

sometimes work as wage laborers. In Chandra Bhal Tripathits 1956 study of

what is stated to be a non-typical Central Javanese village the wage laborers,

as distinct fron the sharecroppers anounted to 3.9eo of the total village
87populatlon.

Certainly, a ready rnade agricultural proLetariat existed in the

plantation and forestry workforce. D.N. Aidit in the late 1950's numbered

the agricultural and forestry proletariat at about 6 nillion ot 20 nillion

Karl Marx and F. Engels, I'Manifesto of the Connunist Partyrl , Selected
Works, (Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1954), Vol. L' p.44.
FI. ten Dan, rtCooperation and Social Structure in the village of

Indonesian Economics: The Conc of

85

86
Chibodas", W.F. Werthein (ed.),
Dualisn in Theory and Practice, eve, , rP.

87. Chandra Bhal Tripathi, rtSone notes on a Central Javanese Villagerr,
The Eastern An st Vol.10, Nos. 3-4, March-Aug. 1957, p.116.
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with their fanilies.

peasant laborers.

88 This figure is stated to be quite apart fron

0n the other hand, the continuing strength of patron-client

relationships at this tirne is not to be underestinated. Typically, the

large landowner would lease his land to tenants and quite often, by paying

these a mere fraction of the crop, obtain cheaper labor than would be

possible by hiring on the open narket.89 Despite the degree of exploitation

involved in such practices, the enoflnous populÉion pressure'on land re-

sources enabled the Landovmers to pick and choose from prospective tenants.

In return for the landlords r?favortt the tenant was expected to safeguard

the interests of the owner, for examp1.e, by protecting the crop against

theft at harvest tine. This was the essential basis for patron-client

relationships in the 1950's and 1960's.

With respect to wage laborers it is probable that semi-feudal peonage

nechanisns involving debt labor practices, where labor is sold in advance

of service at a huge discor.mt on market rates, hrere prevalent. For this

reason H. ten Dan states that,
ItThe servant serves and takes his cue fron the
master. The concept of class consciousness
are not applicable to this relationship - which
does not alter the fact that there are signs
the tie is disintegrating, particularly between
the younger generations of the two groups.tt (90)

The breakdown in patron-client links and the explosive potential of the

proletarianized Landless can be seen in the following description of the

landless l-aborers in the 1950rs.

88.
89.

D.N. Aidir,
0f course,

Problens of the Indonesian Revolution (Dernos 1963), p.54.
type o tenancy agreement val].e according to the area

and the relationship'between the landlord and landless peasant. Re-
latives, for example, have custonarily received favourable treatment.
Van der Kroef lists 5 different kinds of tenancy agreenents used in a
West Javanese vi1lage, studied in the late 1950rs. The nost favorable
of these allots the cultivator L/3rd of the crop where the landowner
bears the cost of seed and land tax. Op.cit., pp.422-23.
H. ten Dam, op.cit. , p.366.90
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"The farrn hands as a group are not at all bor.¡nd
to the village. Many hail from elsewhere and in
due time move on to yet other districts where
they expect to find nore chances of success or
higher wages or where work is reported to be less
heavy. Their interests are not vested in
the desa ... but are restricted prinarily to one
thought: lllill ny fanily have something to eat
tornorrow? ... The result is an opportunistic
attitude towards life ... which also finds
expression in their contacts with persons from
outside their group.rr (91)

In his work on land tenure and social structure in rural Java, Van

der Kroef also notes the increasing poLarization between the landlord class

(tuan tanah) and the landless (!"trh) in the 1950's. He describes the in-

creasing proletarianization of the landless and their tendency to turn to

new functional groupings for support. He sees the likelihood for the

Iteconomic strata systen ... to break aptatt into its polar opposites, with

unsettling political consequencer".92 This was a prediction that was soon

to becone a reaLi-ty in Javafs villages.

The nobilisation of landless and poor under BTI auspices began to

divide Javars rural populace into warlike canps in the early 1960rs, par-

ticularly after ripening conditions induced Aidit to enbark on a policy of

forcible redistribution of land (ak:i sepihak).95 However, this proved to

be an over-anbitious step that eventually stirred the landlord class and

its political wing to reassert their control at the village level.

In sun, the energence of class divisions in rural Java points to

the denise of a rrtraditionalrr system as postulated by Geertz and inparts a

dynarnic to rural¡Society quite out of keeping with the idea of one dinensional

91.
92.
93.

Ibid. , p.353.
Justus M. Van der Kroef, op.cit., p.427.
It is probable that class confticts had begun even before the adoption
of the aski. Mortiner argues that, while there is little evidence to
suggest--hat the PKI leadership ü¡as pushed into adopting the policy of
one sided actions, rnanifestations such as grass roots nilitancy rtnay

well have been very important in persuading thetn that
for taking a step that, on other grounds, they were a
take'r. Indonesian Connunisn under Sukarno: Ideolo

the tine was ripe
lready keen to
and Politics

1959-65, orne vels ty Press, aca oDr ,P 02
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change according to the internal and seeningly inexorable abangan ethic.

Moreover, the fruition of horizontal divisions in the early 1960rs demon-

strates that the comrnunal and populist aspects of Javanese society (which

had been enphasised by Sukarno as well as westem. social scientists) had

been greatly overplayed. Finally, while an analysis of all the conplex

reasons for the failure of class struggle on Java (such as the organisational

principles of the PKI and its affiliates) is beyond the scope of the present

chapter, it is clear that the resilience of patron-client relations in

1965/66 (the basis of cor¡nter-revolution in the villages) had nothing to do

with traditions of mutual obligations that entailed 'rshared povertyrr.

Implications for Rural Development

Once the basis for the 'rtraditional villagerr assunption is discounted

one is led to question the idea that the Green Revolution represents a

critical causal stimulant to the rural sector. I would suggest (and this

is taken up in the final chapter) that rural developnent under the successive

five-year plans (Repelita I and 2) l:.as in no way produced a massive upheaval

of longstanding trends, although the process of class fornation (differen-

tiation) has been accelerated. Connercial elements and agrarian capitalisn

were al.ready transforming Javats viLlages long before the Green Revolution.

Secondly, since anything but egalitarian traditions of mutual

obligations have survived into the seventies Java cannot represent a

rrspecialil case where an egalitarian distribution of benefits fron technical

change can be assured. Once this is established the experience of other

countries such as India (Punjab) would tend to assuage any such idea. Sharma

states that,

'tDozens of field studies fron many parts of the
country in recent years have, r.rriformly and
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rrconvincingl)¡, de¡nonstrated that the gap between
the rural rich and nral poor is fast widening -
not only between agricultural laborers and Land-
owners but also between snall and nediurn farmers
on the one hand and rich farmers on the other.
The absolute daily wage of farm laborers has un-
doubtedly risen considerably in recent years, but
their actual conditions have deteriorated, nainly
because the rise in wages has been outstripped by
the rise in the cost of living, but also because,
in some places, there is a declining denand for
wage labor resulting fron an increase in
mechanisation. t' (94)

Thirdly, since Java has undergone a process of underdeveloprnent it

nay represent a unique case (even conpared to other underdeveloped South

East Asian countries) a consideration which flies in the face of any

diffusion nodel of progress postulating an ideal type traditional society

and an ideal type modern society.95 consequently, the applicability of an

imported strategy of developnent, using foreign trained (Ford, Rockefeller,

Japanese and Gernan) 'rexpertsrr is called into question.

Finally, if the rationale for the use of a hrestern orientated,

development fron above strategy can no longer be found in hackneyed dualist

assunptions, explanations nust be sought in wider consideration. These

include the nakeup of the socio-economic structure, specifieally, the nature

of the status quo enforced by the nilitary capitalists after 1966. The

argument outlined in the following chapter deals with the relationship

between the counter-revolution against progressive class forces and rural

developnent in the period 1968-70.

Hari P. Sharma, rrThe Green Revolution in India: Prelude to a Red Onerr,
in Kathleen Gough and Hari P. Sharrna (eds.), Imperialism and
Revolution in South Asia, (Monthly Review Press, London and New York,

While the 'rdiffusion of technologyt' view does not, strictly speaking,
inply a unilinear approach to developnent (rather, the poor countries
follow the rich because the Latter provide the technology and nodel)
the end result is sinilar. Technology transfer in the agricultural
sector exenplifies this. Methods used in developed countries have
frequently been adopted in place of traditional nethods without special
tailoring of technology. It is becoming clear that even nore modifi-
cation of agricultural technology is necessary than in manufacturing.

94

95
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CHAPTER 2

THE''GREEN COI.JNTER-REVOLUTIONI' T1968-70)

Although it is clear that there are rnany different kinds of Green

Revolutions what is less obvious is the role of social and political factors

in explaining these variations. Taking the Green Revolution in The Peoplers

Republíc of China the underlying reasons for the kind of rural developnent

in that country are not too obscure. One of these is that the social

revolution in China, incorporating land reforrn and leading to collectivi-

sation of the means of production, has elininated the landlords (who, as

village powerholders, may have monopolised the new technology) and paved

the way for a grass roots approach involving the rapid dissernination of

technical change with the benefits shared by all. rrThe comnon phenonenon

of worker and peasant opposition to developnent (Luddites) does not exist."1

But, to take the case of Indonesiars Green Revolution in the period 1968-70

and in relation to the Nasional Binas that followed the forner progranme,

a cursory exanination reveals a completely different problernatic and one

which has scarcely begun to be investigated.

One reason for this is that studies of the Green Revolution is

countries such as the Phillipines and Indonesia alnost invariably tackle

the new technology solely on the micro econornic leve1 appraising the merits

of the particular approach used in terms of the rate of adoption by peasant

cultivators, growth in yields and narketable surplus and other technical
^itaspects.' Unfortunately this line of research, while useful in nany ways,

tends to see the developnental process and the choice of any one strategy

as an economic matter when other considerations are, in practice, often rnore

1. See Ben Stavis, 'rChinars Green Revolutionfr, Monthly Review, Vol. 26,
No. 5, Oct. L974, p.25.
One book that epitomises this approach is R.T. Shand (ed-),2

Change in Asian Agriculture.
Technical
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irnportant. For exanple the decision to push ahead urith partial mechani-

sation in agriculture in Indonesia cannot satisfactorily be explained nerely

by reference to the need for increased labor productivity. Sinilarly the

econonist who night argue against mechanisation on the grounds of social

costs to the rural poor should not be surprised if his argunent carries

little weight, since it flies in the face of some very basic social and

political realities.

A nore fruitful approach might be to examine the relationship between

the rrNew Ordertt and the various social forces involved in the strategy of

nechanisation. These would include foreign business (whose interests are

partly represented by the Ford and Rockefeller foundations and other aid
Igroups"¡, the landed class, indigenous business interests and of course,

the Indonesian peasantry.

These relationships are cornplex but I will argue that the course of

rural developnent in Indonesia is intinately connected to them. With

specific reference to the period 1968-70, it is the need of the rrNew Orderrl

to naintain the status quo established frorn 1966 that is essential to an

understanding of the strategy pursued.

The Role of the State

Within this context, however, how are we to view the role of the

state in relation to the dorninant classes in Indonesian society? If Marxist

theory is followed (and this sees the state as both the instrument of the

ruling class and the guardian of the interests of that class) several diffi-

culties arise.

Firstly, there is no one unified propertied class in Indonesia

but three. Secondly, Marxist theory would predict that the peasants alone

See Harry M. Cleaver, rrThe Contradictions of the Green Revolutionrr,
Monthly Review, VoL. 2, No.2, pp. 80-109. Also David Ransom, 'rFord
eõrnntry: B-uÏÏãing an elite for Indonesiarr, S. Weissnan (ed.) Jhe
Trojan Horse: .The Strange Politics of Foreign Aid, (Ranparts Press,
I973), pp.93-116.

3
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would bear the costs of developnent and in this case the period under study

would be at least partly anomolous. Specifically, the adoption of a non-

narket strategy, the low price of rice, rnild land reform and political cur-

tailment nust have danaged the interests of the landed class (albeit tern-

porarily) and shattered the aspirations of those who had helped destroy the

PKI.

A more useful analysis is that suggested by Alavi who argues that,

in relation to the doninant propertied classes, the post colonial state now

nediates their conpeting but no longer contradictory demands. By that token

it acquires a relatively autonomous role and is not sirnply the instrunent

of any one of the three classes.4

This analysis opens up the possibility that after 1967, the cornmon

defence of all propertied classes under netropolitan patronage was felt to

demand the continued repression of the peasantry as an integral part of the

Green Revolution, even at the temporary expense of the landed class. At the

same tirne, it is like1y that the State in Indonesia is far more the guardian

of the interests of the indigenous and rnetropolitan bourgeoises than the

landed class. For one thing, there are extremely powerful interlocking links

between the rnilitary and the fonner classes. Military involvement in the

economy (in multi-national ventures of all kinds, in State conpanies, in all

sorts of businesses as well as noneylending and landbroking) is extensive and

well known. Mortiner goes so far as to say:

ttTo speak of the present regine as a nilitary
regime is in significant respects nisleading,
since it obscures two inportant features of
the present dispensation: that it is that
section of the nilitary which also wields
economic power that stands at the apex of
the power pyranid, and that this group of
generals is intinately connected with civilian
bureaucrats and a select group of businessnen
who participate in their ventures.rr (5)

Harnza Alavi,'rThe State in Post Colonial Societies", Gough & Sharma (eds.)
erialisn and Revolution in East Asia pp.L45-L73.

4

5 , or eve opnent Showcase State p. 58.
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I will argue that rural developnent in Indonesia reflects funda-

nental social and political realities just as clearly as Chinafs strategy

(which has supported peasant interests) has shown which classes hold power.

My case is that, in the period 1968-70 the interests of all propertied

classes under netropolitan patronage demanded the continued enforcement of

the status quo directed against the peasantry and that this is part of the

rationale for the type of Green Revolution strategy adopted. In other words,

the nilitary press ahead with rural development while bent on containing

social change. The relative autonomy of the state enables this approach

to be used even though it (ternporarily) damages the interests of the

landed class. Whether or not this is relative autonomy fron all classes,

as Alavits nodel suggests, or simply autonomy from the rural propertied

class is a noot point and one which can only be resolved by continuing

events in Indonesia.

The establishnent of the present social status quo has been analysed

by other writers.6 However, a brief description here serves to reveal the

thrust of the counter-revolution and in tutn, therrNew Orderrsrrapproach

to rural developnent.

The Counter-Revolution

The first phase of the counter-revolution was narked by the partial

failure of peasant based class struggle under the auspices of the PKI,

which had consciously stepped out of the franework of the Nasako¡n alliance

in mid-Septenber 1963.7 Fror this time, peasant nobilisation along class

lines had begun to repl-ace aliran based support,S Perhaps the most critical

aspect of the canpaign for class support concerns the so called one sided

e.g. George Anthony, rrlndonesia: Shaping a New Order?rr, Arena, No. 50,
L972, pp.22-33.
Rex Mortiner, Indonesian Connunism under Sukarno
See E. Utrecht, rr ass struggle o L cs

6

7

8

pp.295-505.
ndonesiatr, Journal of

Contemporary Asia, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1972, pp.274-282.
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actions aski sepihak involving forced land redistribution which had becone

the principal neans of initiating class struggle by early L964. Although

the reasons for the ultinate failure of Aiditfs rrrural offensiveil are mani-

fold the following salient points can be made.

Firstly, the unilateral actions opened up class cleavages between

landlords and rich peasants on one hand and the poor and landless on the

other, although inconplete polarisation, no doubt, made the picture more

conplex than this. Nevertheless, the peasant backed offensive faced class

reaction by the landowners, represented by the IsLanic parties and to a

lesser extent the PNI. 0f course, this r¡¡as no more than the Connunists had

bargained for with the possible exception oflFerocity of the religious

dinension of the struggle.

Secondly, with the onset of the aksi the organisational principles

which had previously enabled the PKI to muster support along class lines

were noh¡ inappropriate. Comnunist subsidiary organisations, with the exception

of the youth group Pemuda Rakyat, denied fornal partisan affiliation at the

village level, thereby remaining ostensibly autonornous fron the PKI.9 This

was instrumental in enabling subsidiary organisations, such as the BTI, to

freely compete for support on local issues. More inportantly, the village

level organisations could avoid being tainted if the national body evoked

popular ennity. For example, corununists in the villages could escape

accusations that they were anti-Islanic and could thereby win over the

nominal support of peasants tied to alirans and nonnalLy unable to join a

class action.

But the PKI was nor^r pressing an issue at the village level which forced

many peasants to choose, irrevocabLy, between supporting the class struggle

or opposing it by way of traditional patron-client bonds. Moreover, anongst

9. R.W. Liddle, Ethnicity, Party and National Integration, (Yale South
East Asian Studies, No. 7, 1970), pp.82-83.
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the poor and landless peasants who had, regardless of their political

alignnent, accepted the nerits of the aks:i the disputes over land represen-

ted'rnot a conflict of goals but a conflict over the same goal between

peasants aligned with different groupsrt.l0 Since the BTI generally embarked

on unilateral action for the benefit of its own members, Islanic oriented

peasants, who were unable to cross political bor.¡ndaries and forrnally join

the Party, weïe unable to share in the spoits of the land grab.ll These

becane potential recruits for the larger Landowners in their reaction at the

village level. Further the BTI often ernployed short sighted tactics de-

signed to stir up trouble and ennity between opposing groups. ttThey failed

to exercise restraint and in the end they got the reputation of being

trouble makers".12 At the sane tine frustration among the cadres on dis-

covering that redistribution had been evaded by hajis and kiyay:þ (by way

of expedient rfdonationff of land to religious institutionslS) nust have been

enormous. Moreover the prevalence of this rnethod of evasion, particularly

in East Java, nust have acted as a catalyst to the Islanic/PKl confrontation.

In sum, the PKI faced opposition, not just along class Lines, but

also fron the many poor and landless peasants who were, for the reasons

cited, unable to support the Party and reap the rewards of the aksi. Con-

sequently, by the tine of the r'long marchrr through Java in early 1965 the

PKI had b'een unable to present a substantial showing of open support at the

village 1".re1.14 The massacres that followed the so caLled Untung coup

attenpt in October of the sane year, in which the peasant supporters of

the PKI offered no resistance, amply demonstrates this.

10 Margo L. Lyon, Bases of Conflict in Rural Java, (University of
California Rese 70), p.58.
rbid.
E. LJ-trecht,rfland Reforn in fndonesiarr, BIES, Vol. V, No. 5, Nov.
pp.85-4.
Ibid. , pp.84-5.
Rex Mortiner reports on this,
by the sane author, The Indones arty and Land Reform

11.
L2. 1969,

Indonesian Connunism p.376. See also
73.
14.

1959-65. (Monash papers on South East Asia, No.1, 1972), pp.56-62.
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With the destruction of the Nasakom S-way balance of power a second

phase of the counter-revolutj-on can be discerned. This was marked by the

ascendency of Indonesiars nilitary through alliances with several civilian

groups such as the studertrls and more importantly with the Moslem oriented

landed class. The latter union culminated in the hunting down and butchering

of hundreds of thousands of PKI supporters and their farnilies.16 For exanple,

in Surakarta some 30-40 fanilies with suspected connunist synpathies were

executed nightly in the local graveyard over a period of about 3 weeks.17

The killings, as in other areas of Java, took place amidst a revival of

horror stories concerning alleged PKI atrocities against Islarnic leaders in

the Madiun uprising. While in Surakarta the arrny played only a peripheral

role in the killings, in other areas it was directly involved. Throughout

Indonesian Tinor suspects hrere rounded up, held in local jails and finally

executed and buried in mass graves on orders fron Jakatt". 18

Meanwhile, the elimination of leftish and pro-Sukarno supporters

within the army and navy had begun under the guidance of General Sunitro

who, after 1969, succeeded in unifying the armed forces politically as well

as structurally. The 1969 reorganisation provided a springboard for the

ascendency of the nilitary and provided the necessary unity for independent

action. McVey notes that Sunitrors handiwork:

rrfollowed the general trend of post revolutionary
nilitary consolidation in its search for
centralization and the elinination of particu-
laristic ties. Much has been acconplished." (19)

The third phase of the counter-revolution involved the assertion of

hegenony by the nilitary over all classes in the countryside and included

15. For the role of the students, see Rodger K. Paget, rfThe Military in
Indonesian Politics: The Burden of Powerrr,
Nos. 3 and 4, 1967/68, pp.300-302.
See David Ransorn, rrFord Countryrt.
Information gleaned during a stay in Surakarta.
Related by a forner policenan stationed in Kupang.
Ruth McVey, rrThe Post-Revolutionary Transformation of the Indonesian
Armyrr, (part II) Indonesia, No. 13, April 1972, p.180.

Political Affairs Vol. XI,

16.
L7.
18.
19.
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the further emasculation of the peasantry as a political force. Regarding

the landed class, the rrmarriage of conveniencerr with the army v¡as clearly

over by the early 1970ts although there were earlier indications of its

irnpending collapse. For one thing, the renewed enforcement of the 1960

Agrarian law, naking mild reform mandatory,20 *rrrt have disillusioned

sections of the landlord class, particularly those who had wrested land back

fron the hands of BTI members during 1966 and Lg67.2L Utrecht clairns that

after the October, 1965 coup attenpt, about 150,000 ha had fallen into the

hands of forner owners and a sirnilar hectarage had been taken by third

persons (including the nilitary).

As for the political wing of the landlords, the Moslem organizations,

the flirtation of the arrny with groups such as the Nahdatul Ulana in the

Sukarno 
"r^23 

came to an end. The high handed interference with the

Islanic Parnusi and the relegation of General Nasution (who rnore or less

represented the outer Islands Moslem groups) to a figurehead position anply

denonstrated that the f affairr "r, olrut.23t

In relation to the peasantry, the nanipulation of the PNI (probably

the only party likely to articulate peasant interests after the annihilation

of the PKÐ24 prior to and during the 1971 elections closed off this

channel to the peasantry. For example 'rthe rpurgingr of the candidate

lists by the electoral authorities not long before the canpaign started hit

the PNI harder than any other party . ..".25

Within the administration arny appointees noved in to replace

20. In the 6 years fron 24th September, L962 to the end of 1968 about ln ha
were redistributed, 200,000 ha in 1968. E. Utrecht, rrland Reform in
Indonesiatt, p.87. It is probable that redistribution ground to a halt
in 1966 and 1967.
In these years about 150,000 ha reverted into the hands of the former
oü¡ners. Ibid.
E. Utrecht, tr-Insoluble Agricultural Problems: inpedirnents to agricul-
tural developnent in Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaysiarr,
Conference on the Appraisal of the Relationship Between Agricultural
Developnent and Industrialisation in Africa and Asia. LJNEC (Africa)
Tananarive, July 4-L4, 1975.
See Howard M. Federspiel, rtThe Military and Islarn in Sukarnof s

2L.

))

23.
Indonesiar,l Pacific Affairs Vol. 46, No.5, Fall 1973, Pp.407-420.
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goverîors, district chiefs and village heads, as the nilitary destroyed the

last traces of countervailing pohrer. Where administrative functions were

not taken over by the nilitary, as in the case of the Governorship of East

Java, pressure on the renaining civilians has been extreme. Heinz Arndt

has related that Governor Noer of East Java,

Itfeels he nust push the rice buying progrannes
very hard ... his nethods have 1ed to a spate
of newspaper reports of intirnidatory practices
at the local level lest he should lose his
position to a nilitary nan.', (26)

Sinilarly, at the village level, lurahs who were not Teplaced by arny

appointees came under pressure. In the East Javanese vilLage of Sekaralas,

studied by the present writer ín 7974, the headnan was elected but was felt
by fellow vill.agers to have little rnore than a puppet status and the

position connanded little respect. Traditionally, village heads nediated

the demands of the villagers and the aùninistration, the relative indepen-

dence of the lurahs naking this possible. Jay concluded that, in 1963,

rrheads of village cornplexes, are given much
effective autonomy as well as sole responsibility
in the aúninistrative affairs left to the village-
conplex governrnent. This allows a lurah nuch
scope for quiet nodification or passive resis-
tance to superior planning.'r (27)

However, in Sekaralas the headnan was little more than a lackey of the

aúninistration reduced to unquestioningly carrying out orders from above.

Moreover, the military governrnent after 1966 inaugurated a pervasive

village spy system whereby a representative of the arny or rstrongmanl

(babinsal was held accountable for political security at this 1evel. Usually

23a. W.F. Wertheirn, rrlslam Before and After the Electionsrr, in Oey Hong Lee
(ed.) Indonesia After the 1971 ELections (Oxford University Press,
London , 1974), pp.88-96.

24. Bernhard Dahn, rtThe Parties, the Masses and the Elections"r p!!., p.8.
25. J.A.C. Mackie,rfThe Golkar Victory and Party-Aliran Alignrnents\ ibid.,

p.73.
26. Quoted in Herbert Feith, rrThe Political Economy Question Marks:

Bureaucratic Power and the Slowing of Reformrr, paper presented to
Monash Seninar on The Indonesian Econony since 1966, June 1975, p.2.

27. Robert Jay, Javanese Villagers: Social Relations in Rural Modjokuto,
(M .I.T. Press, Cambridge and London, 1969) , p.407.
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an assistant headrnan, the babinsa, was charged with the responsibility of

regularly reporting on the activities of fellow villagers.

In sun, the establishnent of a social status-quo by way of counter-

revolution against the peasantry took place in several stages. The weaken-

ing of open PKI support at the village level, following the failure of

unilateral action, aiming at peasant nobilisation via land redistribution,

can be seen as the first of these. The action by the rnilitary, in skilfully

using both the students and the landed class in a bid for State poh/er, was

ultimately rnade possible by the destruction of the PKI and the consequences

of this in relation to the Nasakon alliance, in which the comrnunists had

represented a countervailing force to the military. Finally, the military

were able to dispense with previous alliances and assert their hegemony

over the rural classes. This was effected by measures such as the takeover

of the administration and, in general, the emasculation of the peasantry

as a political force.

Post 1966 Needs

The dilen¡na of the rrNew Orderrr nilitarists âfter 1966 was how to

set about the task of rural developnent without upsetting the applecart.

That such development was necessary ü¡as, of course, never in doubt. For

one thing, the planned expansion of the manufacturing sector, stimulated

by the nassive inflow of foreign capital and IGGI loans," rr the wake of

1967 investnent I^*,29 denanded an increased marketable surplus fron the

countryside. Clearly, every urban worker nust be fed by such a surplus and

the urban population, from 1930 to 1971 already averaged a high 4.7eo Snowth

50per year. In the sane period the population as a whole grew at a nuch

28. Loans to the tune of $US 4r598.6rn were received fron IGGI to the end
of L973. Majalah Keuangan, No. 43 June L974, p.23.

29. For details of the various articles of the law see Surnmer Scott, rrThe

Challenge to Anerican Corporate Investnen
Vol. XII, No. 5, May L972, pp.399-4L5.

t in Indonesia'r, Asian Surv

30. Dwight Y. King, rrSocial Developnent in Indonesia: A Macro Analysisrr,
Asian Survey, Vol. XIV No. 10, Oct. L974, p.926.
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slohrer rate, about 1.7% pet y".".31

More generally, experience of industrial revolutions in various

countries has shown that "unless in technology and organization the agri-

cultural sector natches the non-agricultural the progress and stability of

the econony as a whole are apt to suffer".32 Certainly, therrNew Orderrr

recognised that, in the interests of poLitical security, Indonesiafs

burgeoning population had to be fed. For exarnple, in his Septenber 1967

statenent on rrthe armed forces participation in the econonic stabilizationrr

najor general Hartono Wirjodiprodjo stated that,

'rlt is a fact that, in recent years, the Indonesian
economic situation v¡as worsening and showed con-
tinuous decline. This caused a lowering in the
standard of living and the buying power of the
people. The daily economic life got harder and
harder, constituting one of the inportant sources
of political instability." (53)

It has been estinated that, of Indonesiars 58,164 villages onLy 2eo export

rice and 27,737 are self-sufficient by Indonesiafs lowly standards.34 More-

over, one view has it that given 30 years of developnent along present lines

there will be only a gradual shift of the econornic structure towards

industry and servi"ur.35 In this context the agriculturaL workforce will

still be increasing during this span of time.36 The rnilitary üiere, no

doubt, fully cognisant of the political inplications of this, realising

that,

rrthe assumption that rural areas wilL renain quiet
and apolitical in the context of rapid population

31.
32.

rbid.
D.G. Karve,rrAgricuLture in a Developing Economyrr, in I. Sachs (ed.)
Agriculture Land Reforms and Econonic Developnent, (Polish Scientific
Publishers, Warsaw, 1969), p.9.
Major General Hartono Wirj
the Econonic Stabilization

33.

34.
55.

36.

ilB aan
Gavin W. Jones, I'Implication
Planning in South-East Asiart,
L973, p.52.
rbid.

", laogres-, No.52, Aug. L974, pp.11-12.
of Prospective Urbanisation for Development
Pustaka Universitas No. 43, June/JuLy
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frgrowth and rapid sociaL change is ...a dangerous one
If a situation of calanity is to be avoided ... not only
¡nust the birth rate be brought down, but the whole of
agriculture nust be transformed ...rr (37)

Technical Change in the Rice Enterprise

This is, of course, not to suggest that irnproved rice technology

per se, or a national progr¿rrune to inplement it, r4ras nehr to Indonesia.

Indeed, at least as early as the L9201 s experimental work with fertilizer

and irrigation was undertaken, nuch of this, prior to 1940, being carried

out at the experinental garden, Maura at Bogor. By 1949 a total of 140

hybrid populations of rice had been nade at Bogor about 30 of which were

used for selection *otk.38 Between 1928 and 1949 rnany new varieties were

nade available for local yield tests outside the breeding statior,r.59 While

sorne of these, such as the Rencara strain showed high yielding characteris-

tics (despite a tendency, shared by the Los Banos FIYV, to r?shattert) no

widespread dissemination of these varieties had taken place by tsso.40

Nevertheless, sone thousands of hectares had been sown to new rice strains

such as Mas and Intan by this tirne.4l

Experinents to gather infornation on the total amount of water

required to produce a good rice crop on a given soil were also conducted.

As early as the L948/49 r4/et season new techniques, naking possible the

accurate measurement of the water flow, had led to the confirmation of the

view that excessive hlater supply produces substantially raised yields.42

37.
58.

Ibid. , pp.52-53.
J.G.H. Van Der Meulen, I'Rice Inprovement by Hybridization and Results
Obtained'r, Contributions to the General ricultural Research Station
Bogor Indones a, No. 6, c. , P.
rbid.

t. , p.47
Ibid. , p.26
G.A.W. Van
the General

De Goor, rfResearch on Rice Irrigation", Contributions to

39.
40.
4L.
42.

Dec. 1950, pp.2-2
a o.cultural Research Station Bo
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The first najor effort to promote the use of inproved seed varieties

was known as the Three Year Plan for Achieving Self Sufficiency in Rice

(1959/60 - L96L/62). Although rice production grew at the rate of jusr

I.2%,43 ,ot"*hat less than population growth, the prograrnme represented a

step, albeit a snall one, towards national self-sufficiency. In 1961, only

about L/Srd as much rice (135,000 tons) was imported conpared to the first

year of the three y"r, p7rr.44 Moreover, the ferti\izer revolution had

begun with inputs reaching 500,000 tons, some 2-3 tines the pre-war level.

The First Binas

The Binas or Mass Guidance rice intensification progr¿urune began in

1964 following successful experimentation in three villages in West Java

in the 1963/64 growing ,urrorr.4s It is this prograrnme that best serves to

highlight the differences between the pre and post 'rNew Order'r approaches

to rural developrnent.

A najor innovation in the first Binas involved a grass roots strategy

whereby students, initially fron Bogor, went out into the villages to work,

hand in hand, with the peasant farmers. These students had to actually live

in the villages, concentrate their efforts on work hrithin a particular

village and teach the farmers in snall groups of B to 72.46 The insistence

that no single student should instruct more than 50 farmers working adjacent

paddy fields and the high ideological level of the youthful extension

workers, despite their shortcomings in technical matters, assured the

success of the ptogr"m".47 The foLlowing season (1964/65) sone 440 senior

43.
44.
45.

Joyce Gibson, I'Rice Production and Importst?, !fS, No. 1, June 1965, p.4B
rbid.
TFpilot project took in 162 cultivators and 105 ha, yields exceeded
6 tons of dry stalk paddy per ha. Alexis Rieffel, rrThe Birnas Progranne
for self sufficiency in Rice Productionrr, Indonesia, No. 8, Oct. 1969,
p. 106.
E.A. Roekasah and D.H. Penny rrBimas: A New Approach to Agricultural
Extension in Indonesiatr, BIES, June 1967, No. 7.
rbid.

46.

47.
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students fron nine colleges hrent out into the countryside to teach 220

villagers the new nethods of û.rming.48

If agricultural extension for the nasses seemed to be trbusiness as

usualfr under the Suharto regirne and the continued use of the Binas and

Inrnas acronyms lent credence to this, the opposite was closer to the truth.

For one thing, the grass roots approach, despite the facade (which continues

today under the Butslþrograrn)49 h^ð, been thrown out.

The 1965/66 growing season, as Franke has pointed out, r^ras a

renarkable success for the students, considering the social turmoil at

this tine.S0 150,000 ha of first class sawah was earmarked for this season

although only about one-third of the project could be caried out. Land

reform and sharecropping agreenents giving the landless 50% of the crop

had helped win over nany peasant cultivators. Also, the new IR-S and IR-B

rice varieties pronised yields of up to 7.8 tons of paddy per ha and this

heightened the enthusiasm of the participants.5l

The ideological level of the extension workers was particularly

high. At a conference at the university of Gajah Madah in Septenber, 7964

students laid down guide lines for extension work. They decided, in part,

that,

rrThis task of service is not a pretext for
putting ourselves among the petani; we
must be capable of giving them a realization
and a consciousness in consonance with the
passion of the revolution.

For six nonths we wilL leave our school
benches to plunge ourselves among the petani
without counting gain or loss.t' (52)

48.
49.

rbid.
Tt is believed that about 1,000 students in L974 were living in villages
although the present writer found that these usually stayed with the
headnan and participated only nominally in village life.
Richard Franke, The Green Revolution in a Javanese Village.
E. Utrecht, rrlnsoLuble Agricultural Problensfr, p.15.
Quoted in Alexis Rieffel, op.cit., p.113.

50.
51.
52.
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In the 1966 and 1966/67 Binas great changes were underway. pro-

gressive cLass forces were being wiped out all over the countryside,

rrStudents were back, but the revolutionary
slogans were not. Indonesiars Government
had proclained a rrNew Orderrf inDlakarta.tt (53)

From the tine of this change of government and the broader transformation

this engendered, students would no longer see the Green Revolution as an

instrunent to be used in rrrubbing out the vestiges of capitalism and

feudalisrn and all other forms of exploitation".S4 A recent study of the

post-1967 era has concluded that

rrlf the Goverrunent hopes that these young
men and v¡onen with expertise in agriculture
will play a najor role in rural development,
such hopes seem r-nlikely to be reaLized.
Our data have shown that most prefer work
in the private establishments of the civil
service and that few plan to reside outside
the najor urban centres.rr (55)

After 1965/66, Bimas was conceived on a grand scale, massively

diluting the ratio of students to peasant far:ners. The following table (2)

shows this expansion in terms of area served by Binas. It is noteworthy

that in the 1966/67 season the target hras actually 1.4 n hectares.

TABLE 2

Binas and areas served L964/65-7966/67

Season Area (ha)

Ls64/6s
Ls6S/ 66
re66/67

11,000
150, 000
480,000

Source: E.A. Roekasah and D.H. Penny, op.cit. , p.67.

When it became obvious that trthe results obtained were in inverse

55.
54.
55.

Franke, op.cit. , p.27
Rieffel, op. cit. , p.113.
T.M. Snith and H.F. Carpenter, rrlndonesian University Students and
Their Career Aspirationsr', Asian Survey, Vol. XIV, No. 9,
pp .825-26.

Sept. L974,
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relationship to the size of the programne,"56 thrt yields in L966/67 increased

by only 0 - 20%57 Þi¡taq gror.rnd to a virtual halt in L967 , never to be revived

again in quite the same way. Figures for the Kabupaten of Cianjur tell the

story up to 1967 for that area (Table 5).

TABLE 3

Performance of Binas in Ka enT iand u1
7

Production KW/ha padi
Season Target

100

Realised Bimas Farmers Non Bimas

L964/6s
1965/66
1966
Ls66/67
t967

10,000
14,000
1r000

70
70
45
63
47

1

8
13
I

100
,500
,500
,852
,000

55
49

4L
37

Source: Surjardji, Kuntjore, Saidjan Dasuki, rrSurvey

Intensifikasi padi sawah di Tiiandjur Djawa
Baratrr, AES, Bogor, 1969, p.3.

The New Strate

What then, ürere the considerations of the nilitary Governrnent in

revising its approach to rural developnent? As we have seen rstabilityr

in the countryside had been a najor priority and one that now denanded that

nobilisation of the peasants, through cooperativessS and the like, be

avoided as far as possible. In the same vein it was now expedient to cast

the peasant in a passive rather than active role in the developnent plo-

granme. In turrr, this meshed quite well with the administrative irnperative.

Secondly, the period 1966-68 had been fraught with difficulties arising frorn

a weak and corrupt bureaucracy.

Dissatisfaction with aúninistrative services in this period was rife.

For example, inputs of fertilízer and the like were delivered late or not at

E.A. Roekasah and D.H. Penny, op.cit. , p.67.
rbid.
õ-n necenber 1B , L967, I'ulrqualifiedt' cooperatives were outlawed.

56.
57.
58.
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all as nisnanagenent and corruption took their toll.59 Of course, this

was reflected in low repaynent rates for credit received by fanners.

Kasrynors survey of West Java in 1969 found that, in the Kabupaten of

Cianjur ín 1967/68, only 20% of. the credit extended to farners had been

tepaid60 while in the s¿tme season in Subang the figure was 34eo.6l

Undoubtedly, the failure of the adrninistration had its roots in the

wholesale takeover by the rnilitary down to the village level where it was

unchecked by any countervailing pov¡er. A relevant analysis of the arny in

relation to its newfound role within the aùninistration and econony (although

one that applies more to a later period) has been fornulated by Utrecht.

Drawing a dichotomy between "military nanageïsrr and I'field officers'r Utrecht

depicts the forrner as the main beneficiaries of foreign investment and aid.

However, Utrecht clains that the rrfield officers'r have received only a snall

share of the action rrfar from sufficient to raise the standard of living of

the lower ranking militaryrr.62 Consequently, the inpoverished lower ranking

soldiers, fully aware of high level corruption at the top of the chain of

command, must seek extra incone via outside work often including illicit

activities.

Against this background of misnanagement cane Indonesiats unprecedented

involvement with nulti-national agri-business but other factors, such as the

pro U.S. orientation of thertNew Orderrr,63 ,nd the lack of independence through

indebtedness to institutions suqh as the International Monetary Fund64 
^ru

equally significant. As for the internal political and econornic notives,

the Governnentrno doubt, reckoned that the dissenination of

59. See Gary E. Hansen, Itlndonesiars Green Revolution: The Abandorunent of
a Non-Market Strategy Toward Changer', Asian Survey, Vol. XII, No. 11,

60
Nov. L972, p.936.
Faisal Kasryno 'rMasalah Intensifikasi Padi Sawah di Tiga Kabupaten di
Djawa Baratr', E, Bogor, 1969, p.7.
rbid.
Erns-rnst Utrecht, rrRecent Conflicts inside the Indonesian Armyrr, Journal
of Contenporary Asia, Vol. 4, No. 3, L974, p.327.

61.
62.

See David Ranson, trFord Countryrr.
For the political and econornic implications of IMF involvement see
Cheryl Payer, ttThe Perpetuation of Dependence: The IMF and the Third
Worldrr, Monthly Review, Vol. 25, No. 4, Sept. L971, pP.36-49.

63.
64.
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'rfixed packagerr inputs, the use of aetiaL spraying and in general, the

non rnarket strategy would help preserve the bloodily won social status quo,

while placating foreign business. Multi-national expertise in nanagement hras

expected to bypass, to sorne extent, the corrupt adninistration in order to

produce a snoothly run and rnore efficient progranme.

The MuIti-Nationals

Subsequently, on May 24th 1968 after a brief trial in South Sulawesi,

the Indonesian Governnent took the plunge and contracted with the Swiss

consortium CIBA to supply inputs to 300,000 ha on each of the three provinces

of Java in the coning Lg68/6g ""t ,"rrorr.65 For its part of the bargain

CIBA ultinately received $US 52.50 per ha in return for the application of

the new technology6í ,nd. also bore the cost of a nanggenent fee (Rp. 40 ha),

the cost of transporting materials and other "*purrr"r.67 Repayment hras to

be rrin kindr', around one-fifth of the harvest at the end of the season, but

CIBA assumed no responsibility for this,68 th"t"by avoiding responsibility

for the possible failure of the progranne. Every indication at this tine

was that CIBA|s participation represented the thin edge of the wedge, since

an option covering a further 400,000 ha in the 1969/70 wet season was also

contracted, other conpanies, namely Hoechst and C00PA participation at this
.69

t]-me.

hrhile the nulti-nationaL approach represented a new dinension in

Indonesian agricultural extension and occupied a central position after the

1967/68 season Bimas it was by no means the only one. Other programmes hrere

the new Binas Bimas Baru , the quasi Binas (Imæ) where participants pro-

op.cit., p.L2L.65
66
67
68
69

A1exis Rieffel,
Ibid. , p.L2L.
rbid.
ffi l. , p.L22.
Ibid. , p.LL7.
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vided their own finance, as well as Bimases founded by individual provinces.

An exanple of the latter type, called the rrFree Bimasr? appeared in the

L967/68 season in South Sulawesi and was ftmded by the price differential

of rice bethteen Makassar and Jakartr.TO TabLe 4 shows the diversity of

progralûnes used in sarnple Kabupatens in East, Central and West Java.

TABLE 4

Binas in 10 Kabupatens 1968/69 and 1969 seasons

Province Kabupaten 1968/ 69 1969

East

Central

West

Dj enber
Sidoardj o
Ngawi

Kendal
Pemalang
Kebunen
Banjumas
Subang

Tj iandj ur
Serang

Binas
CIBA.
CIBA.
Binas
CIBA.
CIBA.
Binas

nasional
1

I and
nasional
1

1

nasional
tt

Inmas + Binas nasionaL
Inrnas + Bimas nasional

Hoechst
il

It

CIBA
il

COOPA
tt

CIBA. 11 +

Kodan Siliwangi
COOPA

COOPA

il

CIBA. 1

Source Hadisapoetro Soedarsono rtMasalah Intensifikasi Padi
Sawah di Djawafr, AES Bogor, Aug. 1969, p.2.

Political and Econonic Costs

If these progranmes and in particular the nulti-national involvenent

represented a radical departure from the aninus of the 1963/64 Binas, how

did the new approach serve the cause of casting the Javanese peasant in the

new role envisioned for him by the I'New Orderrr and how did the performance

of the programnes live up to the rnilitaryts expectations? Firstly, Binas

Gotong Royong, characterised by the delivery of a I'fixed inputrr package of

seed, fertilizer and insecticide (the latter usually delivered to the sawah

fron the air) in preselected areas certainly denied the peasant any neasure

of active participation or choice, thereby reinforcing the stranglehold by

70. Ibid. , p.II7
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the nilitary which, at this tirne, had almost a paranoid overtone.

The very inflexibility of Binas, on an island as diverse as Java,

was bound to create difficulties, despite statements that the nulti-national

approach would surmount the obstacles of differences between regions and

lack of data. With regard to the latter, in every Binas progralnme, infor-

mation from the village level was out of date or sinply erroneous; con-

sequently Binas was not always based on areas h¡ith the best potential. 7T

Hansen suggests that the multi-national approach represented a possible

solution to this problen. He states that,
rrThe distribution of a uniforn input nix not
only reflected a lack of confidence in the
peasants capacity to perform his role as a
national decision-naker effectively, but it
also constituted an attenpt to rectify certain
deficiencbs in the governmentrs decision
naking process. Governnent records on soil
conposition and agricultural conditions were
either non-existent or unavailable for innediate
channelling into the policy rnaking process. The
development of a packet concept constituted an
attenpt to surrnount this shortconing in that the
market contents represented an educated guess
on the cornbination of those factors of production
considered most conducive to achieving optinurn
yields.rr (72)

In fact the multi-national effort failed in this, and denonstrated

that development fron above, where human resources are ignored, goes hand

in hand with rnismanagenent, profiteering and waste. For one thing, if the

fixed package approach, in relation to seed and fertilizer, could rneet

general requirements without precise village level information, the appli-

cation of insecticide was another story.

For exanple, the sudden appearance of plant disease requíres swift

renedial action but this depends on accurate information and uncluttered

communication of it. In Subang, CIBA reportedly sprayed with Demicron 100

which was found to be only effective in conbatting harna sundep (rice pest)

71 Faisal Kasryno, r?Masalah Intensifikasi Padi Sawah di Tiga Kabupaten di
Dj awa Baratrr, p. 1.
Gary E. Hansen, op.cit., p.955.72
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When a conpletely different disease tikus attacked crops CIBA failed to

respond. Eventually 25% of the area under CIBATs auspices hlas inflicted

and yields were drastically reduced. TS

Further, village level information was indispensible if spraying fron

the air was to correctly coordinate with the growing cycle. In Kebumen CIBA

applied insecticide 50 days after planting (a rnere 10 or so days before

harvesting) thereby greatLy reducing the usefulness of this tutrrlt".74

What is more, it soon became apparent that the nultinational Bimas

could solve none of the difficulties which caused the collapse of its

innediate ancestor. In Subang 47% of urea was Late75 (sone had disappeared

and never reached the fanners while in Serang and elsewhere the fertilizer

r^ias stored by the side of roads where it quickly decompor"d.76 Moreover,

while C00PA, of all the conpanies, had charged the Indonesian Government

the highest price for its services, the situation in Cianjur, Serang,

Banumas and Keburnen at the end of June 1969 was that spraying for the

1968/69 season had simply not taken pL^.".77

In hlest Java COOPA was so late in nany areas that peasants had

already planted traditional varieties of seed and bought fertilizer where

this was to be used. Naturally, these farmers did not want to join Binas

C00PA and be liable to pay one-fifth of their norrnal crop at the end of the

season. Consequently, targets for national improved strains were only net

to the extent of 50% while a mere L7% of the area designated to be planted

to HY\Is(PB 5 and PB B) actually g"e* then.TB

Not only were inputs often delivered late but frequently they htere

received in smaller quantities than contracted for. For example, CIBA had

I J.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Kasyro, op. cit. , p.2.
Hadisapoetro, op. cit. , p.7.
Kasyro, op. cit. , p. 1.
Hadisapoetro, op. cit . , p.I2.
Ibid., p.9.
Kasryno, op.cit., pp.4-5.
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agreed to apply insecticide to its areas three tirnes in the L968/69 growing

season but this turned out to be the exception rather than the rule. The

following table (5) tells the story in Subang.

TABLE 5

Aerial Spraying by CIBA in Subans L968/69

No. of Applications Target Area (ha) % of total realized
(50,000 ha)

27
55
24

5

3
2

I

L3,428
27 ,565
11,899
2,4L6motor spraying

Source: Hadisapoetro, op.cit., p.13, Table J.

Further, a study of two villages in subang has shown that one of these

(Cidahu) fail-ed to receive any rodenticidu.T9 In East Java, fertilizer

was found to be nissing in several Kabupatens while the prornised ?'cost of

livingrtallowance for farners failed to materialise at the village level.B0

Non appearance of transportation finance was another notorious source

of difficulties. In Subang Rp. 75 should have been paid to farmers to cover

the cost of transporting each quintal of rice to storage facilities.8l This

was never paid and no allowance was nade for this cone harvest and repaynent

tine.

0n one hand, the evidence suggests that the multinational finns

failed to deliver the goods contracted for, although, since indigenous

conpanies sub-contracted with the multinationals to deliver the inputs, it

is likely that there were involved too. Anongst the foreign conceïns, out-

standing shortfalls were reported in areas where C00PA was involved (table 6),

Faisal Kasyrno and Jusuf Colter, rrrnasalah intensifikasi padi sawah di
sawah di kabupaten Subang" A!S, Bogor 1969, p.15.
Suprapto Gunawan, rrMasalah ñEensifikasi Padi Sawah di Djawa Timorrr,
AES, Bogor 1969, p.
Kasyrno, op. cit. , p.8.
Franke, Green Revolution

79

BO

B1

82 p.41.
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although Franke overstates the case when he clains that,
ItAs for COOPAis performance in the field, jeeps,
fertilizer, pesticides, handsprayers (since the
conpany did not contract, as had CIBA, for
aerial spraying) none of them seen to have
arrived ...'r. (82)

TABLE 6

Performance of Binas COOPA in Kabupaten Tjiandjur
(1969 growing season)

Target Realised

Area (ha)
PBs HYV (ha)
Urea (kg)
Fertilizer TS kg
Insecticide
(1) Diazinon (K)
(2) Zincphosfide
Seed (Rp)
Hand Sprayers
Motor rr

Cost of Living
(Rp)

Management (Rp)

23,026
974

5, 075,050
1 ,560,000

36, 000, 000
6 , ooo, ooo

60, 000
2,400

24,000, 000
r,200

320

9,980
155

11247 ,554
708,940

2,500
244

2,97L,689
L34

0

0
100, 000

Source: Sujadji, Kuntjoro, Siadjan Dasuki rrsurvery Intensifikasi
Padi Sawah di Kabupaten Tjiandjur, Djawa Baratft, pp.7-8.

0n the other hand, there rnay be substance to Frankers contention that

COOPA was backed by arrny g"rr"r"1r.83

rfReporters for a major muckraking paper
discovered a company letter, dated in Vadinz,
Lichtenstein on the same day of its arrival.
... When further evidence came in the only
remaining question was: which big generals
secretly owned the conpany?'r (84)

It is also probable that companies, multi-national and local, had

to deal with the corrupt adninistration in attempting to neet production

83. Another example of involvernent by the top arny echelon in agri-business
concems the use of rtgeneralsr noney" to finance Ijon credit at the
village level. Interest rates are 25/30% a month. Ace Partadineja,
rrRural Credit: The ljon Systemtr, BIES, Vol. X, No. 5, Nov. 7974, p.70.

84. Franke, op.cit., p.41.
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targets. Disappearance of inputs, later found to have been resold else-

where and in particular, the rnisappropriation of management costs, lends

credence to this. For exanple, in Cianjur seed money to the value of

Rp. 1,000 per ha suppl-ied by C00PA becane Rp. 875 afterrradministrative

costsrrr35 although Hoechst in Sidoarjo seems to have avoided this sort of

expense and provided the full Rp. 11000 p"t ht.86

In the other Binas progranmes where peasants had to purchase the

inputs it became even more obvious that the r?field officersf' were taking

a cut. For example, in Serang farners with Bimas Permerintah MH 1968/69

had to pay Rp. 45 kilo for fertilízer when the official price was Rp. 32.50

fron the State owned P.N. Pertani.ST The 38% difference has never been

adequately explained although Kasryno has briefly mentioned expenses re-

lated to the administration of the Kopertats (cooperatives) and I'other

costs". BB

Another critical shortconing that the multi-nationals and other

participants could not surmount ü¡as the lack of irrigation and related

infrastructure. It has been estimated that in 1968, 60% to 80% of Javars

irrigation canals and floodgates systen were in a state of disrepti".89

The final. results of these shortcomings were manifold. Targets were

not rnet, inputs were used incorrectlygo and in minute doses. Plant

disease took its to1l, low yields üIere recorded and in many areas an

incensed peasantry balked at repaying "debts". In Cianjur C00PA

served inputs to far less than the targeted area.9l Of. g74 ha designated

to receive the PBS HYV the actual figure was 155 h^.92 In Subang where

10,000 ha was supposed to be sown to PB5 and PB8 varieties these hlere

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Hadisapoetro, op. cit. , p.10.
Ibid.
KãIryno, p.5.
rbid.
Erns-rnst Utrecht, rrlnsoluble Agricultural Problemsr' , P.L7.
For one thing Bimas Gotong Rojong provided the services of only one
extension workffi (sub district cornprising a nunber
of Kelurahan).
Surj adji, Kuntjoro,Saidjan Dasuki,91.

o, rbid.
op. cit. , p.7 .
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93planted on only 6,740 t.a.

of a targeted 5,000 ha.94

The Kodan Siliwangi Binas realí-zed onLy 3L2

Tj iandjur Serang Djenber

If shortfalls of inputs, late delivery and the like (not to nention

the reaction of the fiercely independent Javanese farrner to the whole

approach of Binas) resulted in lower yields than expected, none of this

was taken into account cone repayment tine. For exarnple, in Subang yields

of 7 Kw/ha were expected which would have netted the Government 34,754 tons
oqof padi.-" In fact, yields were from 1-4Kw/ha and just 9,389 Kw were re-

prid.96 In response, the Governrnent, in September 1969, rescinded the

right of the petani to calculate his own yields (and rupayrnent¡ .97 Farrners

reacted by reselling fertiLízer or sinply refused to join the progranmes.

Where repaynent took the form of cash rather than "in kindrt problems

arose in relation to the low price of the new HYVrs. 0n one hand, the

Governrnent fixed the price of fertilizer (corruption pushed this still

higher) but failed to support the price of new rice. The following table

(7) shows the extent to which the farmers had to pay for the Green Revolution.

TABLE 7

The Price of Padi in several Kabupatens on Java
in 1969 at the desa level

Cost per kw in Rp

Rice Types

Bu1.u (padi)
Tjere (padi)
PBs (gabah) *

1,800
1 ,500
1,100

2,000
1,800
1 ,500

1,500
1 ,100
L,200

I
1

I

700,
t
t

400
200

* Since 1 kw padi = .69 kw gabah the PBS is far cheaper than
shown.

Source: Hadisapoetro, op.cit., p.15.

93.
94.
95.
96.

Kasryno & Colter, op.cit. , p.7.
rbid. ,
Ibid. , p.10.
rbid.
ffi-senr ttfndonesiar s Green Revolutioûtt, p .943.97.
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On one hand, the farners using HYVbhad to buy (in cash or in kind)

TS and urea to the value of about Rp. 9,00098 per ha plus about Rp. 4,000

worth of insecticides. In the case of Subang these costs alone would have

anounted to almost half the expected Teturn on one hectare given the

relatively low price offered for PB5. 0f course, the taste characteristics

of the new rice together with other adverse characteristics partly account

for the lower price of the new strains but the failure of the Indonesian

Government to support rice prices is also a significant facto".99

Nor were the farners the only casualties. The cost of the first

Þ¿^*-CIBA project hras astronomical, especially when conpared to the quan-

tity of rice it produced. In septenber 1969, the Minister of Agriculture

revealed that his departnent had required a Rp. 5 billion subsidy in order

to pay off the nulti-nationalr.100

Following Suhartors rnuch vaunted rrpersonal investigationil into the

shortcomings of the Binas Gotong Royong, in April L970, the multi-nationals

were dispensed with and et another version of Birnas inauguratedrthe Binas

Gaya Bar'u (Bimas new style) or Birnas Nasional (national Bir*). This time,

ther?New Orderttseemed to have accepted the inevitabl-e, the restoration of

the narket nechanisn which, given Javats rural social structure, meant the

stinulation of a class of rural capitalists, perhaps capable of suppressing

dissent at the village level. Under the new programne fertilizer and

insecticides were supplied at subsidized prices but without direct govern-

nent intervention in distribution. Farrners hrere granted credit if they

joined Binas and were allowed a far greater freedon of choice in selecting

inputs.

But, if the I'New Ordertr had ruri out of alternatives and was forced to

98. In 1968, one kg of urea was Rp. 28 and each ha requires about 200 kg.
TS was Rp. 33 and L00 kg is required.

99. One reason for keeping the price of rice low was clearly to avoid
unrest among urban consurers, especially the nilitary.

100. Repo rted in the Indonesian Raya, I2tÏl. Sept., 1969.
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embark on its present-day strategy, it was determined to nake no other

concessions which could augment social change. For one thing, the question

of peasant organisations has been approached with extreme caution lest the

ties between the large landowners and the poor and landless be weakened.

Above all, the history of the Koperta illustrates this.

The Changing Role of the Cooperatives

In the 1960ts the PKI had seen agricultural extension as part of the

social revolution, involving the mobilisation of the poor and landless.

For exanple, Aidit charged that the Paddy Centres had been the focus of

nisnanagenent and that "there is no effective control from below,'.101 The

solution, according to Aidit, üras to rrmake the cooperatives, too, a weapon

in the hands of the working peop1s,,.102 Within this context,

rrThere is no other way ... than for the middle
and poor peasants to be organised within co-
operatives which can grant credit, which can
nake efforts to provide a good narket for
their products, which can buy up consumer
goods at reasonable prices and can help then
to raise their production of agricultural,
dairy and fishing products.rr (103)

Describing the cooperatives of the tine as rrorganised frorn aboveff the PKI

held that, "In order to be successful, the cooperative movernent must be

an independent novement, with denocratic statutes and one that unites the

Iargest possible rr,¡r,ber". 104

However, the PKIrs interest in building denocratically based co-

operatives waned by the end of 1965, possibly due to a lack of success in

this venture but, nore inportantly, due to an enphasis on political rather

than econonic issues. rrTheir practical econornic proposals, which stood in

D.N. Aidit
Ibid. , p.4
Ibid. , p.4
Ibid. , p.4

t Problems of the Indonesian RevoLution
34.
34.
36.

101.
t02.
105.
104.

p. 556.
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such strong contrast to the sterile enotionalisn of most other support for

Guided Democracy, were chiefly designed to demonstrate their expertise in

the field and to indicate the kind of economic policy they would follow if

they gained poüIer.rr105 Nevertheless the peasant organisations played an

inportant part in the pre-1966 Green Revolution by stinulating the adoption

of modern planting techniques. Utrecht claims their activities paved the

way for launching the first Binas since rrthe peasants had already learned

the benefits of fertilizer and insecticide. Lack of money was the only

reason they did not use them".106

In the early Bimas prograrnme (7964/65) agricultural cooperatives

were established at a precipitous rate since participation in Binas denanded

menbership in a prinkoperta (prirnary agricultural cooperati'rre¡ .107 Never-

theless, nany farmers in the cooperatives thus established, no doubt, shared

menbership with left organisations such as the BTI. Consequently, on

Decenber lBth, L967 a new law outlawedrtunqualifiedff coop""rtir"r.108

The rrNew Orderrsrr first nation-uile experinent with rural cooperatives

was based on BUUD Badan Usaha Unit Des which had been operative in the

Yogyakarta area since L971. By the end of May L973 over 1,400 BUUD organi-

sations were nominally in existence throughout J"'rr".109 These cooperatives

were not only hastily fonned but were run by the arny dominated civil

service. This was nade possible by a decision of the Minister of Manpower,

Transnigration and Cooperatives in 1973, stating, in part, that

frThe representative of a village not yet owning
a coopeaative can be someone fron the civil
service.rl

tt0utsiders can be elected as Board nember,
according to the stipulation of the law
on cooperatives No. 12 year L967." (110)

105.
106.
r07.
108.
109 .

110.

Rex Mortiner, Indonesian Connunisn Under Sukarno, p.275.
E. UGcht, rrlnsoluble Agricultural Problemsrr, pp.18-19.
Rieffel, rrThe Binas Programmett, p.I23.
Ibid. , p.L22.
rrSurvey of Recent Developnentsrt, BIES, Vol. IX, No. 3, L973, p.3
Decision of the Minister of

rta
ion and Co tives
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While army control of BIJUD has certainly rendered it inpotent as a

potential catalyst for social change via nobiltzation of the landless and

poor, it has also 1ed to corruption within the cooperatives. For example,

in 1973, the Governnent set a donestic procurement target of 900,000 tons

of rice to be purchased by Bulog the national rice procurement agency and

this was alnost arbitrarily translated into specific targets for each adninis-

trative unit down to the village level. Beset with what is euphemistically

called rrtarget feverrr, Genam targe!)BUUD officials who purchase rice for

Bulog not only denanded unrealistic quantities of paddy in nost areas, but

they dictated a price well below the ruling narket level. For exarnple, in

the Kabupaten of Solo villagers had to accept Rp. 2,500 per quintal when the

market price was Rp. 5,000.111 When farmers balked, BUUD officials used the

threat of arny and police action thereby forcing peasant farmers to buy on

the open narket in order to sel1 to BUUD at a loss. Sone peasants were

coerced into selling cattle and personal effects in order to do this.

Naturally, such grass roots resentment renains.

In sumrl have argued that rural development in Indonesia is essentiaLLy

a reflection of the underlying socio/political structure. In particular, the

period 1968-70 was characterised by development fron above where the narket

nechanisn was shunned and the reasons for this approach are rooted in the

anti-peasant nature of the social status quo bloodily established in 1965/66.

The response to the needs of counter-revolution was partly conditioned by

the relative autonony of the State, at least in relation to the propertied

class in the countryside, the Moslen oriented landlords.

The ¡nilitary ained to cast the peasant in an essentially passive role

and sinultaneously to overcome certain difficulties encountered in the

previous approach to rural developnent. However, this was fraught with

difficulties. These arose fron the inflexibility of the approach(epitonised

by the use of fixed packets of inputs and aerial spraying), inefficiency and

111. Infornation obtained by the present writer from villagers in
Sekaralas in L974.
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possible corruption resulting in shortfalls and non delivery of inputs.

Moreover, the low price of rice provided a further disincentive to an

aLready dis gruntled peasantry.

If the failure of the military to recoup the substantial expenses

incurred in paying off the multi-nationals led to the abortion of the

strategy the post 1970 Bimas offered no panacea. Certainly, the use of

the free narket mechanisn could only be an overall improvenent in terms of

productivity and adoption of the technology but it was only narginally less

repressive. Moreover, as the following chapter demonstrates the New Binas

was to mean no nore for the poorer sections of Javanese rural society than

the previous one.
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CH.APTER 5

THE GREEN REVOLUTION AND SOCIAL CFIANGE

An analysis of the inpact of the Green Revolution on the lives of

rural Indonesians is best approached by way of village level study' Infor-

nation at the rnicro level from six villages is used here. Two of these

villages, Lestari and Sriharjo, are the subjects of research by R' Frankel

and D.H. Penny in conjunction hlith M. Singarinbrrrr2 ""rpuctively. 
The

other four villages ü¡ere studied by the pÌesent writer in L974. 0f these,

two desas were chosen for more detailed research since they seemed to

exemplify the contrasts between the pre- and post-revolution worlds'

The Villases

The village of Pandanan N.W. of Solo (Surakarta) in kecamatan

l^lonosari, kabupaten Kbten represents a reasonably well off village by

Javanese standards and a fairly cornmercialised one at that. A population

of 2,7L0 (757 fanilies) work 145.8 ha of irrigated riceland (tt*"h) and

31.9 ha of garden lttd (P"katatgan). Dry land (tegal)3 i, relatively

unimportant in this village, as in nuch of Klaten, while pekarangan in the

4
kabupaten has gained in importance as a Tesponse to population paessure.

In 1958 the area of land given over to pekarangan in Klaten amounted to

alnost half that used as sawah.S In Pandanan however, the ratio is about

R. Franke, The Green Revolution in a Javanes e Vill
D.H. Penny & Mas S at10n and Povert in Rural Java:

1

2

3 Tegal i
far les

Some Econornic Arithnetic From o tura
Cornell Un ].VelS ty, New York, I97

s unirrigated arable land nornally sown to annual crops
s valuable than sawah. Approxinately t ha tegal is equi

to .4 ha of sawah.
Pekarangan (garã-en I
Sriharjo the price o

conomr-cs,

and is
vaLent

4

5

See-TËI[. , p. 8.
and)ã-n- be even more valuable than sawah. In
f this land was Rp. 2.5-3 rnillion, sãñäh was valued

at Rp. L.5-2 million/ha. Ibid.
R. Bintaro, rpressure of nõþilfation in Klaten and its obvious resultstr,
Indonesian Journal of Geogrãphy, Vol.1, No.1, 1960, pp'45-50'
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1:4 and garden land usually refers to ninute areas surrounding houses which

support clunps of fruit trees.

The degree of land fragnentation in Pandanan is probably unexceptional

and 331 fanilies (45.|e,)are landless, although some of these ol{n a few fruit

trees. The various types of landownership are shown in Table 8, while

Table 9 gives sone idea of the structure of landownership in terms of size

of holdings. Unfortunately, the village records (sonewhat typically) did

not plesent a detailed breakdown for the category of farmers owning less

than .4 ha although the headman offered some estirnations.

TABLE 8

Landownership and Donicile, Pandgttan-lQþ

Category Households eo of aLI

House sawah Ç pekaiangan 206 28

(naro wito)

House & sawah
(tani guñãÐ

House only
(indr-g)

None

27

TABLE 9

Distribution of landownershiP rishts lsawah onlv) Pandanan L974

(a) Village land (cornrnunal) and village Government land (gengkok)

Type Area (ha)

200

225

106

51

T4

communal tanah kas des L7
5
2
1

3/ 4ths
L

I

No. of Fanilies
1

36
361
33L

village he
assistant
adninistrator b
irrigation officer

Area

a esa

religious official (todi")
educational official (p"t""g t*i d"tÐ

(b) Privately held land

above .801
.401 - .8
less .4
none

Source: Village Records.
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A cornparison of these data üiith figures obtained in a recent survey of

the kabupaten as a whole throws light on the extent to which Pandanan can be

regarded as a typical village in Klaten.6 In relation to village government

1and, of which tr^¡o types can be distinguished,T ,h. survey found that nearly

one-fifth of all sawah in Klaten falls into this categoryS and in this respect

Pandanan is fairly typical.

The survey fotrnd that landholders in Klaten comprise 70.4% of the total

rural population leaving sone 50% landLess9 which would seem to portray

Pandanan as a rather inpoverished village by local standards. However, since

Boothts survey has figures for those villagers owning house gardens only and

includes these anongst the landourners (naking up 37.3% of the total) this more

than accounts for the disparity. At the other end of the scale Pandanan has

about the sane share of fanners (28%) with sawah and Pekarangan as in Klaten

as a whole although Pandanan seens to have a rather large proportion of gundul

than the average.

Apart fron, more or less, typifying a Klaten, if not a Central Javanese

village, Pandanan has felt the inpact of the Green Revolution for several years.

One sign of this is the presence of a resident far¡ners education officer,

another, the advanced degree of land renting on a co¡nmercial basis by the

I'progressivefr farmers. In 1973 experiments v¡ere conducted with a paddy tractor

and these are coveted by several wealthy farrners. All these are signs of

change, of the readiness to innovate and naximise profits fron land rather

than cultivate for subsistence.

The second village selected for closer attention, Kendal Bulur, in the

kecamatan of Bo J ocangu, kabupaten Tultng Agung, in East Java, represents a

more inpoverished village and a less comrnercialised one. It was selected for

study since HYVis have not been used here, owing to clinatic vagaries

6 Anne Booth,rrlandownership in Klaten", @, Vol. X, No. 5, Nov. L974,
pp.155-140.
Village land known as tanah kas desa (see Table 9) is usually leased or
sharecroppedoutandtñffiruestothevi].1agetreasury.onthe
other hand, income from tanah Bengkok goes directly to the various village
government officials. Ibid., p. 136.

B. Ibid. , p.L37
9. rbid.
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and the absence of technical irrigation. Although the rest of the Green

RevoLution technology is used in Kendal Bulur, the profits to be made fron

rice production are not nearly as great as in Pandanan and the village

remains in sorne respects pre-revolution. For example, semifeudal forms

of organisation prevail in agriculture. Sharecropping is one of these and

75 farnilies are employed in this fashion.

Some 2,488 people (680 fanilies) subsist on just L29 ha of pekarangen

and 90.5 ha of rainfed sawah. 250 fanilies own no riceland, quite apart from

the sharecroppers. The structure of landownership in the village is shown by

Tab1e 10 from village records, indicating the huge nunber of farmers owning

ninute plots of land. Operational size of farms would be even snaller in

most categories.

TABLE 10

Distribution of Landownership in Kendal Bulur 1974 (sawah only)

Area No. of Families eo of all Fanilies

Above .801 1 (headnan) .2

.401-.80 2 .3

.20L - .40 L20 L7.6

0 - .20 232 34.L

none 325 47.8

Source: Village records.

The two other villages studied by the present writer for the pur?ose

of comparison, are Gadingan, about 10 k N.E. of Solo, in Central Java and

Sekaralas in the Kabupaten of Ngawi, East Java. Both of these are deficit

villages characterised by abundant poverty and huge population pressure on

existing land resources.

Gadingan has a population of 3,067 on 137.5 ha of sawah and 14 of

pekarangan. 0n1y 180 families own enough land to avoid working

outside the village and another 250 have a little land but must seek

employment in Solo. New rice strains (PBs) have been used

in the village on a large scale since the wet season 1968/69 and
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nost of the farmers have adopted the technology.

Sekaralas, one of four hanLets, is equally irnpoverished with a

population of 4,000 on 500 ha of nostly dry tegal, and some pekarangan.

More than half the villagers are landless or very nearly so. This is also

a village where FIYVTEþredoninate, at least in the rainy season.

The other najor source of grass roots infornation on Javat s rural

society and the inpact of the Green Revolution is the Bogor Centered Agro-

Econonic Survey (L969-72). With a sarnple of 600 farrners in 20 villages on

Java, interviewed twice yearly since 1969, the AES has provided valuable

raw data on numerous aspects of technical change. Unfortunately, the rele-

vance of this data is somewhat diminished by the fact that the AES sarnple

farners ate fat fron representative of Javars farmers as a whole. Even

conpared to the 1963 Agricultural Census data (which itself played down

the nurnbers of snall holdings) the AES sanple farmers are in the top 30-40

percent in terms of farm size. Since land concentration on one hand and

no doubt, further fragmentation on the other has taken place since then,

the AES sanple farmers could well be in the top 20-30% in terns of size

of holdings.

A final village level survey is that of Roger D. Montgomery, which

usefully provides a further exanination of labor as associated with HYVts.l0

Moreover, this nay be a rnore rrindependentrr survey when conpared to the AES.

10. Roger D. Montgonery, rrThe Link between Trade and Labor Absorption in
Rural Java: An input-output Study of Jogjakattar', (unpublished Ph.D.
thesis, Cornell, 1974). The present thesis cites Montgoneryrs
trMigration, Enployment and Unemployment in Java: Changes fron 1961.

to L97I with particular reference to the Green Revolutionrt, Asian
Survey, Vol. XV, No. 5, March 1975, pp.22|-223.
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Criteria for Survival

In order to gauge the effect of the Green Revolution on different

rural social stratalO the choice of some kind of criteria is unavoidable

despite the fornidible obstacles to such a choice. Forernost amongst the

difficulties in selecting criteria is the great diversity of Java which

rnakes generalization hazardous.

The critical deterninate in categorising peasants into classes is

the anount of land (r"r"h, tegal. or pekarangan) which will support an

average fanily of five. In establishing this it nay be possible to define

peasant strata in terms of land holdings using standard conceptions such

as niddle and poor peasant classes.

Without doubt there is, prina facie, a good deal of contradiction

between various standards of self-sufficiency, sone of which are resolved

when it is realized that, over the decades, the Javanese have changed their

own ideas about living standards. There is a traditional Javanese saying

that it takes one bouw (.709 ha) of sawah or tr4ro bouws of tegal to support

a farniIy.11 Nowadays, a farmer possessing this nuch land would generally

be considered to be wealthy. Indeed, even in 1903 the rnajority of rural

people (7tu"7 did not attain this level. Moreover, in 1963, some 68% of

Javats agricultural population worked farms of less than . S halz and sone

30-40r" may now be landless.

10. 0bviously, technical change in agriculture is inter-related with broader
economic changes such as the development of the manufacturing sector.
Since off-farm incorne is critically important for those with less than
the necessary land to afford a subsistence, the generation of off-farn
income opportr.rnities is, indirectly, an inportant dinension of the
Green Revolution though one that is beyond the scope of this thesis,
Nevertheless, the linitations of the present approach, in this respect,
are acknowledged.

11. Don C. Bennett, rrThree Measurements of Population Pressure in Eastern
Javarr, Ekononi Dan Keuangan Indonesia, No.5/4, March-April,1961, p.105.

12. Adapted fron Agricultural census date (1965). It is probably that, in
the 1960's, a viable farn had to be %t'a, especially if it conprised
tegal rather than sawah.
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However, the erosion of traditional expectations in relation to living

standards only partially accounts for the decrease in farmland area deened

sufficient for survival. Two other changes, the Green Revolution itself

and the subsequent increases in yields together with a narkedly increased

real price for rice are also significant.

Comparing the yields obtained by farmers growing local varieties and

those using HYV's it is clear fron AES data (Table 11) that productivity

has increased narkedly by way of the Green Revolution although snall farners

have not always done well.13

TABLE 11

Average Gross Yields After Harvest Costs and Size of
Operation by Rice Varieties Produced by Sanple Farrners

on Java for Wet Season I970/7L

Location Rice Varieties
Local IR.

West Java
nr¡nber of sarnple farrners
ave. yield after harvest cost

in paddy (Q/ha)
ave. size of operation (ha)

Central Java
nunber of sarnple farmers
ave. yield after harvest cost

in paddy (Q/ha)
ave. size of operation (ha)

East Java
number of sample farmers
ave. yield after harvest cost

in paddy (Q/ha)
ave. size of operation (ha)

Source:

27.78
.78

L22

156

26.s6
.58

69

42

s5. 19
.65

.27

36.3L
1. 30

105

3I 86
62

42.69
1.18

Adapted fron Willian Colliet, rrlmpact of [fYVrs on
the Farmersr Production of Rice in Indonesiarr, AES

research notes No. 5, Bogor, Lenbaga Pusat Penelitian
Pertanbn, Jan. 1972, pp.8-11.

Conparing rfEastern villagesf in the 1963/69 and 1970/71 wet seasons
smaller farners (.57 ha in the first season and.74ha in the second)
actually had lower yields in the I970/7L season, despite rice inten-
sification. Sajogyo
(Bogor AgriculturaL

Modernisation without Devel

13

VElS ty, L973, Bogor ' PP.

in Rural Java
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The irnpact of FIYV's (quite apariu fron the post 1972 upward valuation

of rice) on farm income is well illustrated by Frankers study of the Central

Javanese village of Lestari. Prior to the Green Revolution Franke found

that,

rrthere is a cost-benefit cut-off somewhere just
under % ha which denarcates a technically sub-
sistence farning enterprise, one in which
enough production is nade to keep the fann in
operation only with a supplenentary- inc_ome t-o - . ..f +
feed the labor supply of the operating household."-

After the Green Revolution (but before the najor price incteases for a kilo

of rice), Franke re-appraised the situation and concluded that the cost-

benefit cut off now lay just above I/4th t.a.

'rthe operator of I/4 ha comes out with an improved
situation, one which night even bring hirn out of
debt or prevent him fron falling in as easily.
Frorn a pre-revolutionary production of 9 qt. the
smal.lholder could expect to arrive at a likely
increase of a nininum of 4 qt. valued at Rp.6,000.
This would raise the seasonal potential cash
reserve of the household frorn Rp -9 ,L22 to Rp .L5 

'622or, more than Rp.21603 per rnonth, an increase from
Rp.59 per day to Rp.86, breath-takingly close to
the Rp.100 per day rough nininun on which a house-
hold óf five could resupply its hunan resource with
the calories needed to maintain itself throughout
a six-rnonth long farrning season." (15)

The increased price of rice is the second najor factor which has

raised the income potential of sawah. The real price of rice noved up

sharply in 1968 but declined again the follo"irrg y"rt.16 However, towards

the end of L972 the price of a kiLo of rice rose dramatically once ¡nore

(see Tabl e I2). Using the all-Indonesian food price index, from the second

half of 1972 to the end of L973 the rate of increase was 50% per year and

in this period rice prices had soared LLo%.L7

L4.
15.
16.
L7.

Richard Franke, Green Revolution p.L24.
Ibid. , p.205.
BIES, Vol. X, No. 2, L974' P.L34.

Ekonomi Dan Keuansan Indonesia, Vol. XXIII, No.2, Jvne 1975, p.182.
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TABLE 12

Rice and Other Prices, L966-73

Cost-of-Living Index
Jakarta, 62 Connodities

(Sept.1966 = 100)
Mediurn QualitY
Jakarta Retail

(Rp/ke.)

Java-Madura
Rural Markets

(Rp/ke. )
Food Total

Dec. 1966
Dec.1967
Dec.1968
Dec.1969
Dec.1970
Dec.1971
Dec.L972
Dec.1973

1966-68
1968- 71
L97L-73
1966-73

L37

557

626
905

L,L62

r33 10.4

46.6523

652 45.3
807 7B.l

1,028 100.1
Per cent Increase

292 349
24.2 -2.8
90 L2L

670 860

s.41

59. 86

40. 81
84.43
83.t2

506
L2.4

r27
750

655
2.4

r04
L,440

Source: H.W. ArndtrrfFarm Incomes L966-73, BIES, Vol. XI no.1, March 1975.

Franke priced one quintal of paddy at Rp.1,500 (1971) while in

1973 the price hlas at least Rp.3,000. 15 qt. noI^I realizes Rp.59r000 or

Rp.26,000 after production costs (one-third). This works out at about

Rp.4,333 a nonth or Rp.L44per day and fron this it would appear that the

owner of a one-quarter plot of sawah in Klaten could now attain self-

sufficiency by Javanese (rural) standards. 0f course, if a farm is barely

self-sufficient and the cultivator is bent on maintaining a rice diet, the

price of a kilo of rice is not so irnportant to hin. He nay market some of

his produce but, from necessity, will be forced to purchase an equivalent

amount in the lean pre-harvest period.

On the other hand, there seems no obvious reason why Javanese farmers

should not be self-sufficient (""t"p*) and use rice-substitutes for sone

portion of the y""t.18 In fact, nany Javanese farmers, especialLy the

One obstacle here is that many Javanese farrners prefer rice and do not
féel cukupan if they cannot consume rice all year round. However, this
prefeãfis mainly found in areas suited to rice growing.

18.
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poorer ones, grohl rice partly as a commercial crop and subsist on rice

substitutes for sone rnonths, if not all of the year. This accounts' in

part, for the comrnercial approach to paddy farning and the resultant high

yields on very snall ft"rnr.19 Considering that, in 1968' non rice crops

accounted for some 52% of the total harvested area on J^u^20 and that these

2L
palawij a crops have assurned greater inportance in recent yeaÏs it seems

reasonabl.e to assume that corn, soybean and other crops can satisfactorily

replace the traditional rice diet for some ronths.22 This is not to deny

that rice substitutes (cassava in particular) can lead to malnutrition when

used exclusively23 and it is probable that cassava has been relied on too

heavily in the past. In 1968, 35 out of some B0 kabupaten produced over

24
50 kilos of cassava per head of population.

TABLE 13

of Kecanatan Accordin s to YieLds per Hectare of Padi, L97L

Kecamatan
Average

Padi Yield
qt/ha

Kecamatan
Average

Padi Yield
qtl}:.a

Polanharj o
Jogonalan
Delanggu
Pranbanan
Manisrenggo
Kebonarun
Wonosari
Wedi
Tulung
Karanganom
Cawas

57. 8
57.5

59. 8
5B.s
58.5
58.4

57.5
57.3
57.3
s5.9
55.9

Klaten
Ceper
Ketandan
Gantiwarno
Jatinon
Juwiring
Karangnongko
Karangdowo
Kemalang
Trucuk
Peden
Baj at

55. 8
55. 8
54. 8
54.6
s3.9
55. I
53. 1

48.9
4s.3
42.6
40.2
37 .2

Source: Anne Booth, 'rland ownership in Katenrr, p.138.

19.

20.

Evidence to support this is produced by Penny Ê Singarimbun, op.cit',
o.33.
^S.S riffion hectares were planted to sawah, .4ni11ion to upland paddy,
non rice crops were: Z.S niffion hectiles of corn, 1.4 nillion ha of
tubers (rnainiy cassava) and .8 nillion ha pulses (peanut and soybean) '
Sajogyo, op.cit., P.2.
prom t3gg-o 1968 the area sown to non-rice crops increased from 35%

to 55%. Although detailed figures have not been produced_it has been
reported that páLawija production has increased in the 1970rs.
Thè area under-T-im-as aná rnrnas is to be increased to 900,000 ha in
1975. BIES, voÏlxr, No.rluarch 1975.

2L.
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In sum, a L/4 ha plot of sawah in Klaten is sufficient to support

a Javanese fanily of five given the Green Revolution technology and the

willingness to take advantage of high rice prices by partially substituting

for a wholly rice diet. Since yields from sawah in Kl-aten have been shown

(Table 13) to be about average when compared to other areas the figure of

I/4 ha is not restricted to Klaten oï even to Central Java but may apply to

irrigated rice areas. In relati.on to rain-fed riceland a little under %ha

would be the corresponding area, necessary to provide subsistence. In fact,

the present writer found that, in the East Javanese village of Sekaralas a

1¿ ha p¡ot of the latter was about the area deened necessary to nake a fanily

cukupan. In Pandanan, the area was l/4 ha of irrigated sawah.

The Division of Wealth - The Large Landowners

Where .25 ha of sawah will support one family those farrners with nore

than .4 ha of sawah night be considered well off, if not rich and indeed, this

is the feeling at the village level. Referring back to Table 9 it can be seen

that, in the village of Pandanan, some 5% of village fanilies fit this cate-

goïy. However, village officials holding bengkok land must be included since

these constitute some of the largest operators of land in the village. It

is probable that some landhoLders operating tanah kas desa land should also

be included but no reliable data were obtained in the villag",25 Finally,

22.
23.

Which is the case anyway for the najority of Javanese villagers.
In fact areas where cassava constitutes the food staple are notorious
for protein deficiency and oedema.
R. Nãpitupulu, rrHunger in Indonesiarr, BIES, N9.- 9, 1968, p'65'
The qüestiot ás to who obtains rights --t" t*"tt 

kat a":" lan$. (17 ha of
s.*"h in pandanan) is a ticklish one. Siñilrevenue from this land
ããrs the village developnent subsidy there is, no doubt, sone

pressure to maxitnize incone from this source by leasing it out to
i"tg" landowners. The alternative would be to let sharecroppers work

the sawah, and this would serve the interests of social equality within
the iltage. Given the increasingly nonolithic structure of village
governmenl itt ""."nt 

years, the pérvasive influence of the arny and

iolice and a law and order approãch to the detrinent of denocratic
iraditions the trend may well-be towards the forrner approach, although
custom rnay still be the overriding factor.

24.
.,Ê
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the large landowners rent land fron the snallest and this is not shown in

village records.

If Table 9þ) is nohr approximated to peasant classes in terms of

operated rather than owned land and the distribution of bengkok land (but

not tanah kas desa) included the following distribution (Table 14) night

be expected.

TABLE 14

Distribution of Classes in Terms of Operated land, Pandanan, 7974

Class No. of Fanilies eo of alL

Large landowners
Middle peasants
Poor peasants

*Landless laborers

45
150
200
s42

6.1
20.4
27.r
46.4

*This includes those owning Pekarangan only.

Starting with the category of large landowners (6. I% of the village

populace) it is clear that the benefits of the Green Revolution have been

substantial. The increased yields (Table 11), the higher price for

narketed paddy after L972, low wages and the possibility of capital sub-

stitution for 1abor27 h^t made the Green Revolution a progranme for the

large landowners par excellence.

One sign of this is the greatly increased price of sawah since the

inception of the new technology. In the village of Gadingan, sawah cost

Rp.1.2 million per hectare and 140,000 a season for renting, increases of

at least L/Srd. In Sriharjo, Penny and Singarinbun found that the price

of sawah varied between Rp.1.5 and 2.0 nillion per hr.28 While this nay

not be the result of overt planning on the part of the government, nevel-

theless it is widely held in Indonesia that the military are privately

engaged in land broking practices that have an inflationary inpact on land

27. The nain innovations are the use of buffalo and paddy tractors to
replace hunan labor. See pp.78-79.

28. D.H. Penny Ç M. Singarimbun, Population and Poverty, p.8.
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pr]-ces.

As a rough guide to the profits available to Large landowners: the

owner of a % ha plot yielding 8 tons of paddy per hectare at Rp.45 per kilo

would nett about Rp.120,000 per annum after production costs (one-third)

have been deducted.29 Since a landless laborer earns about Rp.100 per day

and obtains about 14 days enployment in the rice enterprise in a season of

180 days,t0 ta follows that, on this basis, a laborer would have to work

about 43 years in the rice fields to earn an equivalent sum.

Not only are the large landowners able to reap large profits fron

the Green Revolution but they tend to do better than their fellow villagers

operating smaller parcels of land.51 One study, by Sajog)¡o, based on

retabulated AES data has exanined the neaning of rice farming for various

tenule status groups, considering both farm size and leve1s of rice farning

income (gross production deducted by rental, crop shares and harvest costs¡12

Cornparing sample farrners in Western and Eastern villages in the wet

seasons Lg6B/6g and 1970/71 Sajogyo found that the large farmers (especially

those who had increased farrn size) were the ones obtaíning higher yields

and were also the farrners who had turned to the rice enterprise as a

conmercial venture. For exanple, in Eastern villages in the first seasons'

owner operators with .53 ha average got 1.23 ton/ha while those with 1.57 ha

obtained L.43 ton/h^.S3 Moreover, in the two seasons, in Eastern villages,

I'the group of owner operators were the ones for
whom rice farrning has retained the same impor-
tance, more for larger farrns (81 to 84% or
respectively 1.57 ha and 1.63 ha) and less for
snaller farms: 64% or .43 ha.fr (34)

29
30

3L.

BIES, Vol. XI, No. 1., March L975, P.19.
ilne iigure of L4 days is put forwaidby Penny Ç Singarinþun, op.cit.,
p.25. It may or may not be the general case but, from the present
i¡riter's viliage studies it seemé to approxinate the situation in
Central Java.
As previously stated a possible exception here is the class of very
snall landowners who grõw rice on a èonmercial basis, subsist wholly
on rice substitutes (mainly low nutrition cassava) but obtain very
high yie
Saj ogyo,

lds.
Modernisation without Developnent, P.23.32.
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In his conclusion Sajogyo f1atly states that,

rrin the growing and lucrative business of rice
farming due to better services of rBimasl

intensification programs, larger farmers have
done better than smaller ones.t' (35)

In the villages studied by the present writer the same disparity

was evident. In the village of Sekaralas, one wealthy farmer owning 72ha

of riceland and who treated rice growing as a comnercial enterprise,

clained he obtained a yield of 9 tons of paddy per ha in the wet season.

Snaller farmers, with less than 2ha ptoduced no more than 3-4 tons on

a per ha basis.

Not only do the better off farners obtain higher yields because

they tend to contlol- the best sawah but because they can afford to

maxirnize yields and profits by using the optimurn quantities of inputs

such as labor, fertilizer and insecticide. In Sriharjo the large land-

owners were fotrnd to use fertilizer at the rate of 245 kg per ha whereas

the srnalleI ones used just 67 kg p"t h".36 Sinilarly, in Sekaralas, the

elite landowner previously cited used Rp.40,000 worth of physical inputs

on his 7r< ha while snaller operations used about half as nuch on a per ha

basis.

Rural Credit

The provision of finance for the large landowners presents no pro-

blens and few of then need take advantage of the cheap goverrunent credit

which is freely available to then. Apart fron the latter source, the

large landowners are usually able to travel further afield and borrow from

institutions such as the Bumi Daya bank which caters exclusively for then.

33.
34.
35.
36.

Ibid. , p.24.
rbid.
ï5ïi. , p.25
Penny Ç Singarimbun, Popul ation and Poverty, p.33, Table 19.
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Of course, cheap governnent finance is not just available to rich

landowners although those farners operating more than .3 ha have easier

access to it. Nevertheless, the Bank Rakyat with its BRI unit at the

kecanatan and often at the village level offers Rp.1,200 in cash and

Rp.2,400 for fertiTizet at Leo a nonth for seven months to most landowners.

Frankers study of Lestari in the earLy period of the Green Revolution

in that village found that nany snall farmers failed to take advantage of

goveflment loans and grow HYVrs since:

"...the dependency which is built up between
debt laborer and his supplier of income when
in need, is not purely financial. The lender
acquires in effect a degree of control over
the very life of the debtor, and this means
that for the debt-bound household to involve
itsel f rn the Green Revolution would amount to
an act of litical resistance to the control
exert ers.
entrepreneur ty poor would beac
a threat to the entiïe structure of privilege
and security, built up not only for the poor
thenselves, but also for the wealthy who
receive most of its rewards.rf (37)

While Frankers conclusion, no doubt, remains significant in relation

to many of Javars villages and leads to the larger question of the inpact

of the Green Revolution on patron client bondsrSB ,".r"tal considerations

are relevant here. Firstly, the performance of the Green Revolution prior

to the early 1970rs (as we have seen) nust have discouraged nany farmers and

particularly the smaller ones from adopting HYVrs. Snall. farrners are more

likely to suffer fron price variations and a low price for a narketed sur-

plus, and particularly from a lack of village level banking facilities59

and personal tuition in the new techniques. In relation to this last

nentioned point it is clear that extension workers have tended to work with

the better off farmers rather than the smaller owner operators. One study

Franke, Green Revolution, p.2lI.
This issue is taken up in the final chapter.
For some of the general conditions which lead to snall-farmer involve-
¡nent in rural "rãdit schemes see R. Tinnerneier, rfTechnology, Profit
and AgricuLtural Credit",
L974, pp.54-60.

37.
38.
39.

Development Digest, Vol. XII, No. 1, Jan.
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carried out in April, L973 in six Kabupatens (namely Karawang and

Tasiknalaya in West Java; Padang Pariarnan and Tanah Datar in l4lest Sunatra;

Pinrang and Gowa in South Sulawesi) concluded that,

trAdoption of agricultural innovation was not significantly
correlated to the nunber of contact farmers in the area.
This reality was probably due to the fact that nost
contact farmers were selected fron the rural uPper
class.r? (40)

Nevertheless, nany of these inadequacies have been countered in

recent years. Binas and Innas have greatly expanded their areas of res-

ponsibility, price support for paddy at the village level has been

effectively introduced, banking units have sprung up in many villages

and ñr nore information on the technology is now available. Further, it

is not unprecedented for small farmers to initially show diffidence to the

new technology but later to be amenable to it. In Pakistan sna1lholders,

far from rejecting the technology, adopted dwarf varieties rapidly once

its nerits were denonstrated.

Village unit cooperatives may aLso be having an inpact on the

dissenination of the technology particularly since a good many poorer.

farners nust, no doubt, learn the advantages of the new techniques from

neighbours. In fact a case study of two villages in West Java, conducted

in 1971, found that 2Seo of fanners obtained their infornation in this way.41

0n the other hand, this is not to deny that existing credit

facilities both favor the large landowners and do not rneet the needs of

the snaller farmers who nust Tely heavily or exclusively on them. For one

thing, the Bank Rakyatts Rp.3,600 loan nust be repaid in seven months and

Jusef M. Colter, Surjadji, Masdjidin Siregar ,"Survey Peranan dan
Kemampuan Tenaga Penyulun Pertaniah Dalan Program Binas Padirr,

arta, p.9.

Rural Sociology, I.P.B., 1971), p.9.

40

4L.
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this neshes with the biological rice growing cycle. It also rneans that

farners who rely on this loan rnust sell their marketed surplus either

directly after the harvest (when prices are lowest) or before the harvest

to a niddleman (penebas).42 The large landowner is far less likely to be

caught short and can take advantage of seasornlfluctuations in the price of

rice.

Farm Labor

The necessary inputs of farm labor provide no difficulties for the

better off landowners. The enormous population pressure on land lesources

has created a massive labor pool in rural areas and perhaps half the

village population earns the najority of its incorne from non-farm sour."r.43

Moreover, while the potentially independent landholder is like1y to break

away fron peonage bondage with the large landowners, those with not enough

land, even given the Green Revolution, are less líke1y to do so. The great

scarcity of employnent and consequently, the fierce cornpetition for work

between the landless and poor peasants reinforces the power of large land-

ov¡ners and in particular, their hold over the impoverished classes. Con-

sequently, large landowners can still count on very cheap labor power,

bought before service in the lean pre-harvest season. This will be at

Least one-third cheaper than free market daily hlage rates.

Capital substitution for labor is also a viable proposition for

large landholders and one that is being increasingly taken. One major

innovation is the use of hrater buffalo to replace human labor in paddy

field preparation before planting. This is not to suggest that buffalo

have not been previously used on Java, but that their use has been encouraged

42.
43.

Ace Partadireja makes this point inrrRural Credit: The Ijon Systemrr.
This estimation appears in H.W. Arndt, rrFafln Incornes L966-73tt,
BIES, Vol. XI, no.l, March 1975, p.Sg. The nain non farm sources of
ilcome are stated to be petty trading and day-labor.
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by the Green Revolution and has becone far more widespread. For one thing,

the better off landowners, in partícular, now have more surplus to reinvest.

Moreover they dispLay a commercial outlook that tends to disregard the

needs of the landless and poor while the shortened growing season with HWrs

makes rapid soil preparation inperative.

In the villages personally studied the use of buffalo was actively

encouraged by Binas officials at the desa level. For exanple, in the

village of Pandanan the tenet,s of the Green Revolution ideology, the five

efforts or panca usaha are translated as: 1. use buffaLor 2. seed with PB,

3. irrigate, 4. use insecticide after planting, 5. fertilize.

According to headmen (lurahs) questioned the use of buffalo has

increased markedly since the early 1970rs. One sign of this is the larger

cost involved in hiring a man and tean conpared to the going rate a few

years ago. In the villages studied using HYVbthe average rate was Rp.360

for a man and team for one morning, an increase of more than one-fifth

in the past twelve nonths alone.

The use of paddy tractors, first reported by the AES in Lg72,44 it

another dirnension of capital substitution for labor. Despite the prohibitive

cost of these tractors (Rp.1.1 nillion for the Iseki KL 7Bl) the "New Orderil

is very nuch in favour of farn mechanisation and this is now undentray. The

AES reported there were nine paddy tractors in one sanple village in Subang

and the distributors of the Iseki told the present writer they planned to

provide 1.00 tractors to Bali and Lornbok alone ín 1974.

0f course, the extent to which these innovations substitute for

hunan labor will be in direct proportion to the increase in disparity between

the econornic positions of the landowners and the landless. In respect to

this the following (average) figures were obtained in the villages studied.

Tf a L/4 ha plot of sawah is worked by hand alone about 50 nan days (6 hr day)

W. Collier, J. Colter, C. Saleh, rrObservations of recent rice problems
at the farm Level in Subang kabupaten", Ë research notes no. L2,
Dec. L972.

44
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are needed for soil preparation. Using buffalo power just three days of

ploughing and smoothing together with six days of hoeing in equivalent.

Consequently the use of buffalo costs about 84 man days per ,"trorr.45

The Iseki povrer tiIler (KL 78L) can perforn the entire ploughing and

hoeing operation on one hectare in just 50 man days of hired and fanily

Labor (buffalo and hunan). Collier reports that,
ItThese (large landowners) want padi tractors and
feel it is better to use these tractors than
hired laborers. One padi tractor can plow one ha
of sawah in one day and half of the night. They
useG-ps at night. During the soil preparation
period, one padi tractor could handle approxinately
25 to 30 ha of sawah. If only hired laborers are
used it takes 2Ñ0 men, two times to prepare
one ha, on 10 laborers and seven kerbau, one person
with each water buffalo, to prepare one ha of
sawah. If nine padi tractors only were used on
Ñ:a of sawah, this would displace fron 2,060 to
5,400 nan days of labor ...rr (46)

It is little wonder that there is a rumour currently circulating

amongst Javat s rural landless and poor to the effect that paddy tractors

'?darnage the soilrt. Nevertheless the fears of the large landowners who

covet these tractors are assuaged to some extent by army and police

activity at the village level.

Another recent change which has possibly been introduced for the

benefit of 1-arge landowners and which nay depend on intervention by the

rlaw and ordert aûninistration at the desa leveI concerns changes in rice

harvesting rnethods. Traditionally, under the age-old bawon system, any

villager could participate in the harvesting of rice and retain a snall

portion (about VL2th) of whatever he or she cut with the ani-ani. In recent

years this has changed and landowners, especially the large ones, usually

tïy to linit the nunbers of people who participate in the harvest.

Apparently the landowners feel that the hunger driven villagers are liable

to take nore than the customary share allotted to then and this is especiaLly

45. Penny $ Singarimbun arrive at a sinilar, though slightly smaller
figure (77 man days) . Population and Poverty

46. Collier, op.cit., p.3.
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so if hundreds of peasants descend on a hectare or so of ,a*ah.47 At the

same time, while attempts to linit the numbers of harvesters are by no

means new to nany parts of Java, the action of the landowners may reflect

an increasingly commercial approach to rice cultivation which nay be at

the expense of remaining traditions of mutual obligations. There is no

doubt that the landowners attenpts to control the harvesting procedure have

followed the course of the Green Revolution.

Several nethods are used by the landowners to limit the numbers of

harvesters. One of these involves a neüi system called cablokan which seens

to be effective in acconplishing this. Under this system a group of women

(10 for L/7th ha) join together and are employed in transplanting and

weeding a farmerrs sawah. Instead of monetaly paylnent he will give thern

only meals, but at harvest tirne this group of women have the sole right to

cut the rice. Collier reports that most of the women who participate in

cablokan are related to the landowner, and that it is thought that this

systen will eventually cover soil preparation as 
"e11.48

Another innovation that achieves the end of safeguarding the land-

ownersr interests at the cost of traditions helpful to the poor and landless,

is the tebasan transaction. Under this systen the crop is sold to a niddle-

nan (penebas) while it is still unripened and, being an outsider to the

village, the penebas is able to restrict the nurnbers of harvesters, although

he rnay fear for his tife.49

47. Collier reports in 1972 that, in a village in Subang:
I'one farmer who tras 22 ha tries to harvest before they (people frorn
other villages) arrive. If he succeeds, it only takes 25 people. If
his fields are harvested by these people fron outside the village
several hundred will do it. They say it is very difficult to control
the harvest and divide the shares during the harvester invasion. One

farmer mentioned that the paddy is bundled in the field and the har-
vester has already selected his bundles which are much heavier than
the bundles for the farrn oümer ... Apparently there is a certain
amount of tension between the land owners and other local villagers on
one side, and the swarms of harvesters on the other side.r' Ibid., pp.4-5.
Ibid., p.6.
e-ottier states that, in one village in Subang farmers feared for their
lives if they tried to control the harvesting procedure. Ibid., P.5.

48.
49.
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Fron the landownerrs point of view, under the tebasan his crop is

protected and his share guaranteed. Moreover, by selling their crops to

the penebas, the farmers obtain ready cash and avoid the problems of pro-

cessing, narketing, transpoïtation and storag".50 On the other hand

tebasan has a rnarkedly different effect for the farn labor.er's'

r'... the penebas gives less than the corunon share,
and this-share is given equally without concern
for established social relationships. The common

share is about one-tenth fron a farmer but about
one-sixteenth from the penebas. Besides, the
penebas can restrict the numbers who come to har-
ves-t. rn Jepata, 96 harvesters were observed
harvesting a plot of exactly .161 ha. At the sane
time, about 50 netres beyond this plot .14 ha were
being harvested by only 5 harvesters. The first
plot was managed by the owner but on the second

þrot ttre crop had been sold to a Peneþas." (51)

Nevertheless, the landowners have pressed ahead with tebasan trans-

actions in increasing nurnbers in recent yeaïs and in such areas as Klaten

with great population pressure on existing land resources tebasan has

become the norm. For exanple, in the village of Ngarjat some 51 of 60

sanple farmers were found to have soLd part or the whole of the harvest.

0f the 5L, 47 sold it through tebasan arrangements. The fol.lowing analysis

of the nore general reasons for the expansion of tebasan has been offered

by Utani and lhalauw who investigated the situation in Klaten ín L973.

rrln the transition from subsistence to peasant
econony, production becornes more conmercial,
even though traditional practise and social
relationships still exist. When production
becornes commercial, land owners begin to feel
that reciprocity and patron-client relationships
in the haivesting process are a burden and that
the economic disadvantage they suffer is not
worth the social prestige they get. But they
cannot simply avoid the system, because these
ties still have great strength' even in a peasant
economy. The only way to avoid then is to try

49 cont.
The present writer found that the rice crop buyers, the middlenen are
grea-tty disliked at the village level by the landless and poor.
l4I. utami, J. Ihalauw, rrsone consequences of snall Farm size", E,
Vol. IX, No. 2, JuIy 1973, P.54.
Ibid. , p. 55 .

50.

51.
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rrnot to be involved in the harvesting process
itself. In tebasan the harvesting process is
arranged by the penebas, who can restrict the
number of harvesters and who can distribute
shares without concern for social relationships.
So the farmers look at tebasan as a good way out
fron the bawon probtens-çsz)

In sum, the Green Revolution on Java is of great benefit to the

class we have defined as the large landowners. All the necessary in-

gredients for success, including capital and cheap labor are readily

available to this class by way of government loans (failing personal

resources) in the first case and as a result of the huge population of

landless and poor peasants in the second. The Bimas prograrune, while

probably helpful to most landowners, has undoubtedly found a greater re-

sponse amongst the large landowners who, in turn, have been able to con-

solidate their advantages by substituting capital for labor and by wtesting

control of the harvest fron the villagers in general.

Further, it is likely that the response of this class of large land-

owners to the Green Revolution has been, to a large extent, fostered by

the nilitary regine. Certainly the formation of a populous class of pro-

goverîment landowners, capable of suppressing village level dissent must

have been a priority, after the turnoil in the early 1960ts. One interesting

piece of evidence which nay betray this is the reference to rrkey fatmersrl

in reports on the activities of village unit cooperatiu"r.52"

Inpact on Forms of Tenancy

As might be expected in view of the above, one of the on-going pro-

cesses associated with the Green Revolution on Java concerns changes in

pre-existing social and economic relationships bound up with land tenure,

chiefly the share-cïop systen. Predictably, seni feudal forms of tenure

52.
52a.

Ibid., p.55.

fl.d., p.91.
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such as share-cropping have declined quite narkedly in the past few years

following a longstanding trend towards gïeater inequality in the division

of the harvest between the landowner and his tenants.

Utarni and Ihalauw found that the lnie1']lglg allangenent, whereby the

tenant bears the cost of all inputs barring Land tax and gets one third

of the harvest, the other two-thirds going to the owner, is now quite rare

in K1aten.53 It occurs between connon farmers and where sawah kas desa is

cultivated by cornnon farmers. Mrapat (to divide into four equal parts) has

taken precedence over other arïangenerrtr.54 rrAt harvest tine, the tenant

who acts like a contracted farn laborer gets only one-fourth the yield".55

Sinilarly, the present writer found that, in the East Javanese village of

Kendal Bulur the one-fourth systen was the norn. In this pre-Green

Revolution village the arrangement is called ngedok.

While such systens obviously favor the landowners and have litt1e to

do with traditions of nutual. obligations in the village it may well be the

case that sharecroppers working for even as little as one quarter of the

harvest are better off than the landless laborers. This is not because the

shareeroppers are paid (in kind) more for equivalent labor than the farm

laborers (alnost certainly they are not) but because the tenants are able

to work more days in a season. Consequently, in Kendal BuLur and other

vil1ages, sharecroppeïs were considered to have a better lot than the land-

less laborers, for at least the forner could count on a fairly secure incorne.

In the wake of the Green Revolution and particularly after L972'

sharecropping in all its forrns went into decline. AES data on this subject

is somewhat dated and what is more, obscure, since no distinction is nade

53.
54.

W. Utani, J. Ihalauw, oP.cit., P.51.
The illegal Sromo systõFalso rnentioned. By this the tenant has to
pry noney in advance in order to obtain the right to work the 1and.
Ibid. , p.52.
rbid.55.
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between sharecroppers and renters of land. Howevet, it is stated that, in

West Java, most sanple lessees are sharecroppers and retabulated AES data

for the wet season 1968/69 (Table 15) suggests that those farrners growing

HYVbÉend to be owner operators when compared to non adopters. The chi

squared test, comparing proportions of owner operators, lessees and owner/

lessees for local and IR strains in category (a) gave a result of 5.4

with 2 degrees of freedon. This was almost significant at the 5 per cent

56Ievel.

Further, while owners and lessees in West and East Java planted the

new varieties in roughly equal proportions in the 1969 dry and 1969/70 wet

seasons the CentraL Java sample in the two seasons showed a declining plo-

portion of lessees who pIanted IR varietiur.5T In the first season the

ratio of lessees to owners was 50% but in the second this fell to t6%58

while the actual proportion of sharecroppers to owneïs is unknowns9 it seems

reasonable to assume that the adoption of HYVb in Central Java probably

accompanied a decline in sharecropping.

In the nore conmercialised villages chosen for study purposes by

the present writer, the sane trend away fron sharecropping was discernible

while in Kendal Bulur where FfYVbare not planted the practice was sti1l

conmon with sone 70 fanilies ernployed in this fashion. In the other three

villages sharecropping was found to be nowhere near as conmon and was in

rapid decline. In Gadingan the lurah disclosed that the numbers of share-

croppeïs had halved in the past few years and the story lvas lepeated in

Sekaralas. In the latter village one large farmer pointed out the issues

involved.

56 Although the data for the foll-owing hlet season, when subjected to
statisiical tests, produced somewhat different results it is possible
that the higher priLe for a kilo of rice in the first season nake
these results more significant.
Saj ogyo, Modern isation Without DeveloPrnent, p.2r.
rbid.
![-reiterate, the AES rnade no distinction between sharecroppers and

renters of land.

57.
5B.
59.
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Adat (custonary law) in this village specifies that, for the wet

season crop the tenant must receive half the harvest where he shares the

cost of the physical inputs (namely urea) with the ovmer. Nowadays, high

yields frorn IR strains have raised the opportunity cost for the landowners

(and this nay be so even under a quarter share agreernent) while, in this

particular village, adat law renains strong enough to prevent any overt

tampering with custon.

In Sekaralas some of the landowners let out part of their land to

sharecroppers in the dry season (when HY\Iscannot be planted without irri-

gation) thereby fulfilling obligations to the village poor. Usually the

owner provides the fertiTizer and shares the crop with his tenant on a

50/50 basis. Ironically it is the strength rather than the weakness of

renaining traditions of reciprocal obligations in Sekaralas has hastened

the denise of the sharecroppers, leaving a few survivors to work the risky

dry seasor, 
"top.60

There are several other inportant reasons why landowners in

Sekaralas, the larger ones especially, are reluctant to turn over their

riceland to sharecroppers. For one thing the owner of the sawah is nuch

nore likely to use the optinun quantities of physical inputs than a tenant.

The tenant may not be as fu1ly conversant with the new technology as the

owner, he could find it difficult to raise his share of the working capital

and nay not be willing to risk his savings. If cheap governnent credit is

r.¡¡ravailable or inadequate a loan fron the village ¡noney lender or pawn broker

could cost 25-30% a nonth.6l Moreover, adat law safeguards the autonomy of

the tenant once he takes possession of sawah in Sekaralas (Javanese farmers

are fierceLy independent anyway) and a landowner wouLd be loath to interfere

60. Where the large landowners are able to ignore adat law (and this is
probably the case in nuch of Java) then exactly the sane end is
achieved.

61. This estimation is given in a study by Ace Partadireja, "Rural Credít:
The Ijon Systenrr.
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TABLE 15

Land Tenure Status and Planting of Rice Varieties for
l¡lest Java. Wet Season 1968/69

Percentage

Local HYV fIR)

1. (a) owner-operator
lessee
owner/lessee
(n)

2. (b) ovrner-operator
lessee
owner/lessee
(n)

6B
L2
20

72
7

2I
(14)

68
L3
19

(130)

100
0
0

(3)

s)L4(

(a) Farrners planting one variety. (b) Farrners
planting at least one varietY.

Source: Conputed fron AES Research notes, No. 7, May L972.

Chi square 5.4 with 2 degrees of freedom.

TABLE 16

Landrenting and Planting of Rice Varieties Wet Season 1968/69,
CentraL Java

9o Fartners

Local

ovmer operator 60
lessee (inc. sharecroppers) 17
owner/lessee (mostly 23

renters) See note 62.
AES Research notes, No. 7.

IR

29
0

7L

Source:

The chi squared test gave a result significant at the 1% level.

in the running of the farm.

It is for the above reasons that the more conmercially oriented

landowners have turned their backs on sharecropping practices and on purely

econornic grounds this is quite rational. AES data indicate that lessees,

in conparison to owner operators and owner 1urr""r62 had not fared as well,

producing generally lower yields. In Eastern villages in the AES wholly-

62. Fron the present writerfs experience it seems likely that the owner
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lessees, operating an average of .26 ha in tlne 1970/71 season were getting

a low .gS tons.63 By contrast sanple farrners in Western villages who were

owner operators achieved L.39 ton/farrn on an average of . SZ ha.64 Since

the landowner who lets his land out to sharecroppers in return for a share

of the harvest also shares the burden of low yields the opportunity cost,

for the landowners, is considerable.

The final result then, is a decline in sharecropping and a trend

towards ohrner-operated farms. Sharecroppeïs are knocked out as a signifi-

cant social class and join the ranks of the farn laborers while the rernoval

of this internediate stratum results in operationally larger farns organised

along capitalist lines.

Concentration of Land

Coincident with the denise of sharecropping is the increased pre-

valence of landrenting as a straight out conmercial transaction. Retabu-

lated AES data for the Wet season 1968/6965 in Central Java (Table 16)

showed leasing of land in this season to be more conmon alnongst IR growers

than those persisting with local strains and this was despite a very low

nargin of benefits for HYVbconpared to traditional varieties. The chi

squared statistical test, comparing proportions of owner operators, lessees

and owner lessees gave a result significant at the 1% level. Moreover,

conparing sanple farms in Western and Eastern villages in the period

1968/69 - LTTO/7L the AES found that owner lessees farrning Larger farms

had done better than other categories (owner operators and wholly lessees)

62. cont.
lessees are renters of land rather than sharecroppers, considering the
sizes of opera
AES Western vi
a.-n average of

tions of this group as cited in AES reports.
llages in the L970/71 season sanple owner les
2.6L ha. Modernisation Without Development,

e'g', in
sees worked
p.24.

63. Ibid. , p.24.
64. rbid.
65. Tñe 196S/69 season is used here since rice prices were higher than in

the following season.
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and in the case of Eastern villages had tripled farn size (frorn .67 ha to

2.04 ha). In Eastern vi11ages,

ItIt is the lessees who by farming more land,
especially owner-lessees who doubled farn
operation in the second season (farning
2.6L t.a) who have become nore dependent on
rice farning as a najor incorne source.rr (66)

In'the comrnercial.ised villages studied by the present writer land-

renting had indeed increased as a result of entrepreneural activity on

the part of large landowners in the wake of the Green Revolution. In

Gadingan the lurah stated that the area of sawah rented out had increased

fron 1 to 5 ha in the past few years. In Pandanan a gloup of well-off

landowners leased a few patoks each fro¡n poorer viLlagers who had found

it difficult to subsist on their tiny plots of sawah and had becone debt

bound. In a few cases the creditors üJere the sane large landowners who

rented the sawah. In these cases the rental was at a huge discount on the

open narket rate of around Rp.140,000 per ha a season in Central Java. Even

so, if this rate were paid and assuning a yieLd of 70 quintals of paddy6T

a profit of around Rp.40,000 could be expected after costs.

However, landrenting is generally the preserve of the large land-

owners who, alone, can raise the necessary capital. AlL the lessees in

Gadingan and Pandanan were already in possession of large holdings and

they usually gained the right to work adjacent sawah, thereby enlarging

the operational size of their farms. This is tantanount to land concen-

tration.

As is well known the 1960 Basic Agrarian law set ceilings on the

66.
67.

Sajogyo, op.cit., p.24.
This is an above avelage yield but not for renters of land who have
been shown to cultivate more intensively than owner' operators. See

Sobat Sembiring, I. Bagus Djagta,trPengaruh Status Penggarap terhadap
luas panenan padi sawah di Indonesiarr. Workshop Purna Sardjana

@konoiri Pertairian Fak Ekononi Universita@
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size of farns according to the circunstances in each district. Although

the 1960 legislation neglected the issue of land renting and was concerned

with owned rather than operated land the law set high ceilings which would

rarely be net on Java today.68 The most likely attraction of landrenting

as opposed to outright purchase is that corruption within the government

aùninistration has rendered land transfer both difficult and expensive.

Franke reports the position, in the village of Lestari,

frEach parcel of land is listed in a registry book kept in
the village office and recorded by one of the two
village scribes. The owner has a copy of his rdeedr,
and nay transfer the name of the title by means of
a long, bribe-ridden process which starts at the
village office and ends at the land tax office in a
city about 40 kilometres away. Recently villagers
in Lestari have not had much success in transferring
title in this way. About 25 deeds, sent away in 1968,
had not yet been returned in 1971 when a village
official finally dared to go personally to the tax
office and ask that they be handed over. The trip
was only partly successful, however, for the aùninis-
tration costs were deemed too high by the new land-
ovrners, so the transfer did not take place.rr (69)

Whatever the advantages of renting over outright purchase there is

alnple evidence that accunulation of the best riceland is proceeding apace

on Java and nay already have wiped out the effects of land reform (1962-65

and 1968- 7l|¡.70 Moreover, there is little doubt that landrenting is

instrumental in reinforcing the economic advantages of the large land-

owners who alone can dabble in it.

To sum up the irnpact of the Green Revolution on those farmers defined

as large landowners, (i.e. those with .4 ha or more of irrigated sawah or

its equivalent) it is apparent that this class has greatly enriched itself.

To reiterate, the greater productivity made possible through the use

of Los Banos FfYVrs, the increased price for narketed rice and an abun-

dance of cheap labor (sone of it debt bound) as well as easy access to

6B.
69.
70.

In Sekaralas the naximurn is 71¿ ha, in Lestari, 5 ha.
R. Franke, Green Revolution, p.80.
For a discuffise of land redistribution see
E. Utrecht, rrland Reform in Indonesiarr.
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credit hrhen necessary have combined to nake this possible. Moreover, the

large landowners, once instilled with the idea that the rice enterprise

can be a highly profitable conmercial venture have noved to reinforce their

advantages. Capital substitution for labor by way of buffalo and paddy

tractors is one aspect of this, making possible a further increase in labor

productivity. Changes in rice harvesting methods, so that the harvest is

now controlled by the owner or penebas have undernined the bawon systen and

have enabled the landowners (and not just the large ones) to obtain a larger

share of the harvest.

A further dimension of change involves changing tenure relationships

as farming becones more conmercialised. As we have seen it is no longer

in the landowners econornic interests to lease out his sawah to sharecroppers

and econonic interests now assume hêgenony over social obligations. This

fact has found expression both in the decline of sharecropping and the

increased prevalence of land-renting as a straight out conmercial transaction.

No doubt these two changes enable the better off landowners to consolidate

their econornic donination in the villages.

The Midd1e Farmers

Turning now to the niddle peasants, those operating .25 to.39 ha of

irrigated sawah and who conprise some 20eo of the population

of Pandanan it would appear that this class has also been able to reap the

benefits of the Green Revolution. In pre-Green Revolution vil1ages, such

as Kendal Bulur, nany of the landovmers with this area of land are poor

peasants who cannot subsist on their farms and must seek employment in nearby

towns or cities. In villages such as Gadingan and Pandanan, these farmers

are able to eke out a living by planting HYVrs and taking advantage of the

high price for narketed rice. Certainly the Green Revol.ution has freed nany

of these farmers from the shackels of debt bondage, enabling thern to anticipate
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a relatively secure future.

0n the other hand the niddle peasants are disadvantaged in several

respects when conpared with the large landholders. As previously stated

the former can obtain cheap goverilnent credit but the repayment period dis-

advantages the middle peasants and reinforces the position of the penebas

within the village. Moreover, cheap credit nay be rnore difficult to obtain

for the self sufficient farrners, particularly if non governmental sources

are approached. If the niddle peasant becomes deeply involved in borrowing

fron the local large landowners-cum-money lenders, at the characteristically

usurous ïates of interest he may soon be on the way to losing his farm, or

trapped into renting out part of his land for a season to cover the debt.

Such stories are to be heard in any village. Moreover, while credit is

available for fertilizet on the basis of repayment in rice the teflns are

quite onerous. The officialLy promulgated rate is 3 kilos of fertilizer

for 4 of paddy but, in the villages investigated, the rate was 2/4. In

other words, 2 kilos of fertilizer must be repaid with 4 of paddy come har-

vest tine.

Even more inportant is the inability of the rniddle peasants to

finance sufficient Labor.TL Part of the difficulty here involves the

shortened growing season with HYVts. The new varieties matuae quickly,

enabling five crops to be grown every thro years on irrigated sawah in place

of two cïops yearly with the old straint.Tz While this is obviously ad-

vantageous in terms of production it also neans that land preparation must

be completed rapidly, denanding a more intensive labor use in the shorter,

preplanting period.

For this reason it is often the case that the household labor proves

insufficient since the linited resources cannot be spread over tine. Franke

This applies more to better off niddle peasants than narginally7t.
subsistent ones.
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points out that, in Lestari,

rrploughing and snoothing of. % ha in tine for the
maximum use of water resources cannot be done
quickLy enough without the use of a hired water
buffalo team with caretaker, and hoeing, pre-
paration for transplanting, and transplanting,
are also on inflexible tine schedules ... Trans-
planting ... is an especially sensitive operation
which must be cornpleted within one or at the very
nost tt^ro days, since the seedlings, once rooted
fron the seedbed, will not grow well if left too
long in loose bundles floating in the water on
the paddy field. Later, while the household nay
take its tirne with spreading of fertilizer, it l4li11
be hard put to find a sprayer for pesticide without
hiring either a small sprayer-entrepreneur or a
laborer fron one of the larger landowners whose
own equipnent is free for a time.r' (73)

Unable or possibly unwilling to use rnuch hired labor and with capital

substitution beyond his neans the middle peasant often stints on labor and

achieves lower yields. In Sekaralas, where 1." ha of rainfed rice land pro-

vides a subsistence income one large fanner verified that a fanily working

this nuch land tends to use less than sufficient labor. He stated that

villagers cooperate in order to help each other in such cases but that there

were linitations to this. For one thing, Javanese farrners are fiercely

independent (if they can possibly afford this luxury) and resent working

for others. Secondly, feLlow farrn operators pLant at the same tine and are

in no position to lend a hand when they are short of labor themselves. More-

ovel, it is hard to see the basis of reciprocity between the landless and

the niddle peasants. The landless cannot afford to work for little or

nothing since their nor.lnal vrage scarceLy provides for thern and their

fanilies. It is also hard to see what the barely self sufficient farners

could offer the landless, especially in view of the previously nentioned

changes (such as in relation to harvesting) that have accompanied the

Green Revolution.

72. P.8.5 matuïes in 155 days, P.8.8 in 125 and C enpat (C4) in 125-150
days. In Gadingan a farmer stated that new rice natures in 5 nonths
and 20 days, whereas the old strains ripened in 4 nonths and 20 days.

73. R. Franke, op.cit., pp.128-29.
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To sum up, the niddle peasants, those operating fron .25 ha to
irrisated

.39 ha of/sãt^ráh or its equivalent have certainly benefited from the

Green Revolution. For many, the new technology has no doubt meant solvency

and freedon from the depredations of the village capital-holders. Moreover,

having attained self-sufficiency, off-farn work in petty trading or as

becak drivers in nearby towns has becone unnecest^ty.74

On the other hand these small farmers are not as well placed as the

larger ones to cash in on the Green Revolution. For one thing the necessary

credit rnay be cheap fron government sources but not necessarily suited to

their needs. Non government credit is harder to obtain and rnay well cost

a staggering 25-30% a nonth. Moreover, the quick ripening characteristic

of HYVrs and as a consequence, the high demand for labor at particular

tines in the growing cycle presents difficulties for nany of these farmers.

Capital substitution for labor, except perhaps in the use of buffalo, is

out of the question, while hired labor rnay be too expensive. Village co-

operation rnay help in some areas, but in rnany others the spirit has been

dashed, as has the econonic basis for, such cooperation. The Green

Revolution on Java is, after all, bound up with an ideology which makes

social obligations subservient to individual econonic interest.

The rPoorr Fatmers

As we have seen (Table 14) the vast najority of villagers in

Pandanan, and more generally, in Java, are poor peasants (owning less than

74. In the 1950ts and 60rs increasing nurnbers of peasants who were unable
to eke out a living fron work in agriculture turned to off farn occu-
pations such as these. Others took up factory jobs where shift work
enabled the farmers to still devote sone time to their land. Alter-
natively, they leased out their land to share-croppers or arranged to
have it worked by relatives. Because of housíng shortages the village
renained the dwelling place. See Ann Ruth Willner, I'Social Change in
Javanese Town-Vil1age Life'r,
Vol. 6, 1957-58, p.240.

Economic Developnent and Cu1tural Change,
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irrisated
.25 ha of/íawah or its equivalent) or landless laborers. No natter

how intensively the owner of say, a tiny .1 ha plot of sawah cultivates

his land using the Green Revolution technology, he cannot possibly produce

enough to survive. For this reason Penny and Singarimbun state that even

though rice production in Sriharjo is technically efficient, rrthe conclusion

is inescapable that nost of the people in Sriharjo are unable to produce

enough rice. There are far too many people for the 1and".75

Further, the poor peasants as well as the landless are buyers rather

than sellers of rice although nany poor peasants sell their paddy in order

to buy food of lower nutritional but higher calorific value. On one hand,

then,the use of HYVts would appear to benefit the poor peasant class and

indeed Penny and Singarinbunrs study shows that very snall farners in

Sriharjo use more fertilizer per hectare than those operating farns of

rniddling ti"u76 and no doubt achieve higher yields on a per hectare basis.

Ihis assumes, of course, that these farmers are able to cash in on the

Green Revolution. Despite the evidence to the contrary presented by

Frankefs study of the Green Revolution in its early phase in Lestari,

operators of very snall plots of sawah in Sekaralas, Gadingan and Pandanan

were, in the main, using new varieties by t574.77

However, the fact that snall farmers are adopting HYVrs does not

necessarily nean that they are able to improve their econornic position in

any significant way. Since the poor peasants, as well as the landless,

nust still sell their Labor pohter, preferably within the village, some

remain tied to the large landowners whose dominance is reinforced by the

relatively greater advantages they gain fron the Green Revolution. Many

snall farmers are þernanently indebted to large ones and some are still

D.H. Penny and M. Singarimbun, Population and Poverty, p. 3s
Ibid., p.33.
Tñã-present writer did not have the opportunity to collect data on this
subject. Observation and discussions with heaùnen, landowners and
landless laborers are the source of this infornation.

75.
76.
77.
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bor.¡¡rd in peonage relationships. If, for exarnple, a snall farmer nust pay

25-30% interest rates on loans in the lean pre-harvest period or if (as in

Sekaralas) 1 kilo of rice borrowed before the harvest rnust be repaid with

two, then the extra burden of costs associated with the new technology nust

greatly undermine profits.

This is not to say that some poor peasants cannot obtain cheap

govenirnent loans, although it is certainly harder for then to do so.

Nevertheless government credit does offer, for some, an alternative to

usurous practices, such as debt labor arrangenents (]@_E."ti") where labor

is sold in advance of service at a very cheap rate. The farmer is then

freed for higher paying work on the open market. In Gadingan and Pandanan

in L974, poor peasants were increasingly taking this option, though held

back by the continuing doninance of the large landholders and the relative

difficulty which very snall farners experience in obtaining cheap credit.TB

Moreover, the very snall farmer must sell his produce irrunediateLy

after the harvest, if not before, when the price of paddy is at its lowest.

If he wishes to naintain a rice diet he must purchase rice when prices are

at their peak and if he nust buy rnore than the value of his narketed rice

then the increased real price of rice is another burden. ProbabLy 2/3rds

of Javars rural population are net buyers rather than sellers of ti.".79

Consequently, poor peasants rnay still fall prey to neighbouring large

landholders, who are nore anxious than ever to control the best riceland.

The increased incidence of landrenting, evidence for which has already been

78. The obstacles to getting credit to small farmers in cotntries such as
Indonesia have been significant. A.I.D. (Agency for InternationaL
Developnent) reports that,
f'The direct distribution of subsidized credit by government agencies
inevitably invites extra-market activities by the socially and poli-
tically powerful, activities that are ained at securing the available
funds for thenselves. Because of the greater security they have to
offer plus the influence they can bring to bear on local managers
and empLoyees of the organisation, their efforts are more often than
not successfuL.It
Carl H. Gotsch, rrCredit Programs to Reach Snall Farmersrr,
Digest,

BIES, Vol
Vol. XII, No. 1, Jan. L974, pp.62-3.
. XI, No. 1, March 1975, p.24.79.

Development
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adduced, reflects not just the profits to be made frorn commercial rice

growing but the weakness of the position of the very snall landowners.

The Landless

Finally, what is happening to the nost populous single category of

villagers, in Pandanan and in Java as a whole, the landless? As we have

seen the ranks of the landless have been swollen by the Green Revolution

as semi-feudal tenure practices decline and as the ninute plots of the

poor peasants are effectively expropriated. Since the problem of landless-

ness is paramount on Java, it follows that the most critical test of the

Green Revolution is its ability to create new work opportunities. Failure

in this respect would amount to nodemisation without development, increased

productivity and growth in output at the cost of social dislocation and

widening income disparity.

The AES has presented rather confusing, if not nisleading, con-

clusions concerning the adoption of IR varieties and labor use. They state

that farners planting the new strains in the 1969/70 wet season averaged

293 pre-harvest labor days and those using the old varieties used an

average of 232.5 work days. However, it can be seen (Table 17) that AES

data nainly serves to illustrate that larger farms use labor less inten-

sively, irrespective of the type of rice planted. AES sample farrners

using HYtytin the 1969/70 wet season in Central and East Java actually used

hunan Labor less intensively than those persisting with the o1d varieties.

The nain reason for this is that IR farners in the sample work Larger plots

of sawah.

A rnore recent survey conducted in Yogyakarta and one which, in con-

trast to the AES study, includes harvest labor, showed that the average

mrmber of work-days required per hectare was 460 days for IR-S and 483 for

1ocal varieties.So This helps to denonstrate that the AES results are mis-

80. Roger D. Montgomery, "Migration and Employment in Indonesiarr, p.230.
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TABLE 17

Preharvest labor use by Rice Varieties, L969/70
Wet Season

West Java Central Java East Java

Local IR LocaI IR Local IR

Pre-harvest
labor use
(nandays/ha)

Ave. size of
farn operation

2L8 340 234 797 253 247

.85 .59 62 .80 .67 1.11

Source: AES Research notes No. 7.

leading if used to attenpt to denonstrate that farners growing HYV|s on

Java will necessarily use more labor.

0n the contrary, it is possible that the Green Revolution on Java

rnay tend to replace a systen partly characterised by intensively worked

sna1l holdings with a systen containing less intensively worked larger

holdings although this change would not be pervasive in the short term.

Moreover, the effect of the Green Revolution on this process of change is

probably incre¡nental rather than critical.

One general reason why large farns use human labor less intensively

(as shown in AES data) is that, whereas snall concerns tend to use labor

right up to the point where no nore output results fron additional inputs

of labor, the larger operator enploys labor only to the point where

additional output covers its cost. Moreover, the snall operator at the

subsistence level is far less likeLy to substitute capital for labor.

If the larger farrns using FIY\Isare worked less intensively with human

labor, it has been clained, nevertheless, that these farms enploy nore hired

labor. Collier and Sajogyo state that, in the wet season L969/70 AES sanple

farmers used 28% more hired labor per ha on HYV farrns when compared with

those using local varieties.Sl They proceed to ctaim that,

BL. William Collier, Sajogyo, rfErnploynent opportunities created by the high
yielding rice varieties in several areas of Javarr, ÆS Research Notes

No. 8, Bogor, June 1972, P.8.
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tr... the IR high yielding rice varieties had a definite
inpact on hired labor use in the River Basins area and
nay be assumed to have a sinilar inpact in other
regions. If the IR and Pelita varieties are adopted
on a najority of the rice farns in irrigated areas on
Java, the ernployment of hired people will definitely
increase, naybe even attracting people who have
rnigrated to the cities. If the irrigation facilities
on Java are improved and expanded this will have a
direct irnpact on increased ernploynent in rural areas
on Java.tl

A closer exanination of the AES data for the 1969/70 wet season

(Table 18) shows that sample farns in Central and East Java using HYVrs

are larger and far fron representative of Javars farrns generally. Also,

only the West Java salnple shows a much higher level of hired labor use,

whereas this is far from the case with the Central and East Java samples.

It is in CentraL Java, in particular, where land fragnentation is most

advanced and the problens of unernployment and trnderenplo¡nent nost acute.

TABLE 18

Average Preharvest Hired Labor use by Rice Varieties
1969/70 Wet Season

West Java Central Java East Java

Local IR Local IR Local IR

Hired labor
(nandays) r74 24L 169 L7L 2L3 2L5

eo of aLL labor 79 7L 72 87 84 87

Ave. size of
farm 85 .59 .62 .80 .67 1.11

Source: AES research notes, No. 7, 1972.

As for the general effects of the adoption of HY\Ison farm employment

it is probable that the switch to HYVbnay have led, overall, to a marginal

increase in labor dernand.32 In practice of course, âil)¡ such increase has

Montgonery clains that the adoption of FffV's has actually had an
emplóyment reducing effect, although he produces no evidence for this
other than raw figures which include harvest labor - a highly variable
input. Since the use of HYV does denand more farm operations in the

. . /cont.
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been wiped out on larger farms owing to other changes previously cited.

However, enployment created by the Green Revolution is also a

function of the increase in cropping intensity, the rapid expansion of

land use through nultiple cropping. Whereas the old strains of rice

(Syntha and Dewi-Tara) mature in about 148 days PB B and C enpat (C4) can

ripen in just 125 days. This allows five crops every tr{o years on an

average in irrigated areas such as in nuch of CentraL Java instead of two

ctops yearly. Put another way, the ratio of area harvested to land used

(the cropping intensity index) in Yogyakarta increased fron 1.17 average

in the early 1960ts to 1.32by the end of the decade.83 In general, the

reduction in employment opportunities related to land concentration is

probably offset by the increased labor denand associated with the use of

HYVIs, in particular through the potential of the new rice strains to

enable nore crops to be grotm per year. 0f course, the creation of enploy-

nent in this way is essentially a once only phenomenon, restricted by the

available irrigable land.

Capital Substitution for Labor

0n the other hand, capital substitution for labor and practices

which limit the nr.mbers of harvesters and numbers of laborers involved in

soil preparation, could swing the balance against the interests of the

landless and near landless Javanese. As we have seen, the use of buffalo

displaces about 84 nan/days per hectare and this is a technical change,

encouraged by Bimas officials at the desa level. A power tiller replaces

82. cont.
growing cycle, Montgomeryrs conclusion appears dubious, although he is
on firrner grounds in arguing that there has been a technical shift to
the types of skills performed by women during the rice cycle. Op.cit.,
pp. 229-3I.

85. Ibid. , p.229 .
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more than 50 nan/days of hired and farnily labor using buffalo and these too

are favoured by the government bureaucra"y.S4

Another innovation and one which is used in the Philippines and

would greatly reduce labor use j-n paddy farning on Java, involves chernical

herbicides. Weed control experiments using Propanil as Stan G-54 and

Nitrofen as Tok-Granlar, have already shown a higher significant yield of

paddy, conpared with conventional two times hand weedirrg.35 The use of

these herbicides could cost about 60 nan or women/days per ha each season.

The rnagnitude of the inpact of seeningly minor technical innovations

such as these, has been arnply demonstrated in recent yeals by the increased

use of rice hull.ers which have replaced traditional hand pounding in nany

areas of Java. While an initial study had inplied that villagers welcomed

the de¡nise of hand-pounding since few benefits were derived fron it,86 to"u

thorough-going field work suggests that the opposite is true. An estimate

that 100,000 jobs nay have been lost was found to be a gross underestimation

and in fact, a later study revealed that the earnings of laborers engaged

in hand-pounding on Java nay have been reduced by as nuch as $S0 ann,rally.B7

It was estinated that the use of hullers has cost 125 nillion women-days of

wage labor on Java * yutt.BS Moreover, the study concludes,

I'Most of those losing work and sources of incone
from hand-pounding are likely to be menbers of
the poorest fanilies in the rural areas with
little or no access to land. Thus the spread
of rice hullers has, in our opinion, probably
worsened the distribution of incone in a sub-
stantial way." (89)

.¡¿t

84.
85.

86

87.

Information based on a discussion with a Bimas official in Surakarta.
R.M. Purba, Muniruddin, M. Junan, "Weed cõ-lrtrot experinent on lowland
ricewithherbicides'',@Medan/W.S.S.I.,L973.
Thisisthefigurecite@mlnerin||ChoiceofTechnique
in Rice Milling on Javafr, BIES, Vol. X, July L973, pp.57'76.
W. Collier, J. Colter, Sinarhadi, Robert Shaw, I'Choice of Technique
in Rice Milling on Javarr, B!ES, VoL. X, No. 1, March, L974, pp.106-7.
Ibid. , p.I20.
Ibid. , pp. 106-7.

88
89
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Another study conducted by the Gajah Mada University reinforces

the conclusion that this technical change has had a substantial impact.

It is stated that in irnpoverished areas such as Cianjur, Polanharjo and

elsewhere the replacement of traditional hand-pounding has exacerbated

the problens facing the poor by removing one of their few sources of

.90
1ncome.

While this single technical innovation costs 125 nillion women-days

of work, let us look at direct ernploynent created in the kabupaten Progr¿rn.

This is the Indonesian Governrnentrs nationwide attenpt to initiate rran

integrated nultiple-effect approach to development"9l and it cteated 30.2

nillion nan-days in r97r/2 and 4s.6 nil.lion nan-days in L972/s.92

Day-Wage Rates

If, as Sajogyo and Collier suggest, HYV|s could increase the overall

denand for hired labor to the point where people are attracted back fro¡n

the cities to the countryside, then it would be expected that the increased

labor denand would be reflected in rising u¡age rates for day laborers. Any

analysis of daily wage rates in rural Java presents great difficulties since

neals are often included and because, for a nultiplicity of reasons rates

vary enormously frorn district to district.

Fron Table 19 it cai be seen that in the two villages in Klaten

(Lestari and Pandanan) no appreciable increase occurred. In Sekaralas it

was found that wage rates for wonen had moved up substantially (fron Rp. 25

for % day in 1973 to Rp. 50 in 1974) in the wake of the Green Revol'ution.

This is explicable in terms of the shift in denand from sìale to fenale

labor which accompanies the adoption of HYVIs. Another trend discerned

90. Suparmoko, T an Ten a ada Intensifikasi Penananan Padi
dan P I aü¡a un S s,

tY've
Y.B. de Wit,
L973, p.65.
Ibid. , p.82.

91.

92.

ttThe Kabupaten Programrr, BIES, Vol. IX, No. 1, March
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TABLE 19

Agricultural Wage Rates in 4 Villages (Rp's)

Pandanan Kendal Bulur SekaraLas
L973
160-'

L973t973
Hoeing (1 day)

Weeding (% aay
female labor)

Hoeing (1 day)

Weeding (r2 day
fenale labor)

50 50

t974

160

50

140 (1 neal) 100 (1 meal)

50 2s

1974 1974

140 (1 meal) 100 (1 neal)

50 50

through discussions with farners, is the current tendency for larger land-

owners to employ a nore select, if not seni-professional labor force and

to pay this a narginally higher hrage. For exanple, in Sekaralas one

wealthy farmer paid Rp. 125 per day instead of the going rate of Rp. 100.

This nay be in line with trends previously cited where the nr¡mbers of har-

vesters are linited.

0f course the lack of a substantial increase in wages for agricultural

laborers in the 1970ts does not indicate this class is necessarily worse off.

The landless may be able to work nore days in the rice enterprise, although

certainly their cash will buy thern less rice than a few years ago. All in

all there is a lack of enpirical data on this subject. The 1971 census

results on unemployment have proven to be of doubtful accuracy,9s while

donestic per capita rice consunption data do not, of course, reveal who is

eating well and who is not.

Poverty in Java

In the absence of firn statistical evidence many researchers are

reduced to presenting observations of rural conditions. Heinz Arndt, in a

recent article ained at those who have presented Indonesia as a I showcase

93. See Gavin Jones, rrlabor supply in the regions of Indonesiar',
Department of Denography, ANU, 1974, Mineo.
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statef has stated that,
ItNowhere in Indonesia, in the cities or in the
cotmtryside of Java (let alone the outer Islands)
does one see anything approaching the hideous,
heart-breaking poverty so obftrusively evident
in Calcutta, Delhi and Bonbay and in nuch of
rural Uttar Pradesh." (94)

Ithile the present writer has not visited India, observations at the

village level in sorne of the nore impoverished areas of Java such as Ngawi

and Tulung Agung leave the impression that, for nany Javanese villagers,

the slightest adverse change in econonic position can result in death

through starvation or via susceptibility to disease.

In Sekaralas there are few dogs and despite the Moslen prohibition

against eating their flesh, their disappearance at night tine is not un-

conmon. Strong village censure is applied to any inhabitant who rears

chickens or other fowl since any food they eat is considered fit for hunan

consumption. As for infant mortality, a nurse attached to one of the

Christian organisations operating from Surakarta informed me that a great

many, perhaps half, of the new born children in the district die in their

first year or so. Disease precipitated by nalnutrition is the cause.

Doctors at the village leve1 are a rarity,gs and the terns are strictly

cash at the time of treatnent, regardless of the nature of the i11ness.96

None of this is particularly new of course. Hunger oedema was des-

cribed as rrendenicrr in the limestone hill regions of Java in a 1961 rural

nutrition st,rdy.97 The clinical features of hunger oedema, redish dis-

coloration of the hair, pallor and weight loss are by no means unknown in

the poorer areas of contenporary Java. Further, a L967 study found that,

H.W. Arndt, rrDevelopnent and Equality. The Indonesian Casef', World
Developnent, VoI. 3, Nos. 2 tt 4, February - March 1975, p.77.

94

95 The government recently had to threaten to revoke the I
doctors refused to work in village health centres. It

icences if
was estimated

that, in 1974, Indonesia had 295 nutritional experts and half of these
were unemployed. ttBilakah Kemerdekaan Ekononi?", @, no.52,
August !974, pp.6-13.

96. A man had recently died in Sekaralas after his relatives had been un-
able or unwilling to purchase medicine for the treatment of tetanus.

97. Studies were made on patients attending the Palijan district energency
. . /cont.
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of 156 children exanined in an urban area of Bogor, 20 suffered night

blindness and of these two children suffered fron Kwashiorkar with oedema

and narked retardation of growth.98

The point labored here is that conparison with other countries is

irrelevant. A substantial proportion of the Javanese people do eke out a

living on the very edge of starvation and granted this, the slightest

technical change can have devastating results. There is little doubt nor

debate over the position of the better off landowners in relation to the

Green Revolution. They have greatly benefitted from it, thus continuing

to experience a rise in real income. This had already amormted to 48Yo

in the period 1959-6899 and the rate has probably been accelerated since.

rrMiddlerr peasants, those with sufficient land and even some rrpoor'r peasants

have probably benefitted too although by no means to the same extent. The

moot point is whether the poorest Indonesians, the landless and those with

minute plots of sawah, tegal or lìekarangan who nust sel1 their labor power

have reaped any rewards or will do so in the future.

The present writerrs view is that the expansion of cultivated area

by increased cropping intensity has, to date, offset negative aspects of

the Green Revolution such as changes in land tenure arrangements, attenpts

to linit the nunbers of farm workers and the onset of mechanisation. Aide

fron cropping intensity, the effect on labor demand associated with the

adoption of HY\lsis seen as narginally beneficial.

97. cont.
hospital in the Gr,mung Kidul Regency, noted for hunger oederna. From
Decenber, 1957 to April 1958 sorne hundreds of patients with oedema
were seen in the outpatient department. See R.V. Bailey, rrRural
Nutrition Studies in Indonesiar', Tropical and Geographical Medicine,
Vol. L3, 1961, pp.216-233.

98. See D.M. Blankhart, 'rlndividual intake of Food in Young Children in
Relation to Malnutrition and Nigh t Blindnessrr, Tropical and Geo-
graphical Medicine, Vol. 19, 1967, pp.L44-L53.

99. Fron Paul R. Deuster, rrRural Consequences o f Indonesian Inflation,
Case Study of the Jogjakarta Regionrr, Unpublished Ph.D. Wisconsin
L97L, quoted in R.D. Montgomery, op.cit., pp.22B-9.
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Nevertheless, even stalrnch defenders of the present regine concede

that it is likely that in the areas of greatest population pressure, some

Javanese rrare wotse off in terns of per capita real income and food con-

sumptiontrlOO 
"rrd 

there is every reason to believe that this will becone

the general plight of the landless and poor. For one thing, the extension

of irrigation faciLities and thus the expansion of sawah available for

double cropping, will proceed far more slowly and at nuch greater cost than

during the First Five Year Plan.

secondly, there is little doubt that socially oriented and job

creating policies have taken a poor second place to production oriented

ones. The fact that Repelita 11 provides for a change in direction in that

large arno¿nts of money have been allocated for socially oriented expenditure,

will not ensure the well being of the poor, since corruption is virtually

built into the aùninistration. For exanple, it is well known that even

the noney allocated for villages is sometimes nisappropriated.l0l

Thirdly, the Green Revolution has reinforced the econornic and

political power of the large landowners at the village level, despite the

fact that a substantial group of formerly part tine farmers has now gained

independence through self-sufficiency. Several new factors have enhanced

the doninance of the large landowners.

Firstly, village government has becone more Inonolithic and law-and-

order oriented. The pervasive village spy systen and the knowledge that

100. H.W. Arndt, op.cit., p.85. Although Arndt stresses the psychological
dimension offrty, stating that, I'Unquestionably, the poverly ot
the nany has Lecone psychologically nore intolerable because of the
increasingly evident display of the comforts of the well-to-do and
the luxuries of the rich...rr
A survey undertaken by researchers fron the University of Gadjah Mada

found that in L97L/72 only 8L% of sarnple desas received the entire
Rp. 100,000 subsidy decara utuh 86% received subsidy moneY

as a lump payment meneï secara s Banbang Riyanto, Evaluasi
Pro Modernisasi sa -IV e taL i Java
p. c s sl- money so sapp t

101.

re-surfaced regularly, e.g. See Progres, No. 52, Aug. 1972-
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anyone can be denotmced as a PKI member, in addition to the political

voicelessness of the peasants, except through Government controlled

organisations such as the Indonesian Farmers I Association (Hinpunan

Kerukunan Tani Indonesia - HKTI) have served to instill a deep fear in the

ordinary Javanese. This fear has enabled large landowners in some parts

of Java to press ahead with measures which would have created havoc in the

early 1960ts. These have already been delineated and include nechanisation,

the accunulation of land via land renting and strategies ained at liniting

the ordinary villagersf share in the harvest.

Given the political and economic circumstances these practices are

likely to proliferate rapidly. Paddy tractors rnay well be quite coÍtmon

within a few yeats, weedicides could be in general use and the very s¡nall

plots of sawah could be well on the way to being swallowed up by large

operators.

The reasons why the present regine nay be unable to prevent these

changes (though some action may be possible if political security is

threatened) are precisely the ïeasons why the Suharto Government is currently

unable to take drastic renedial action against corruption. Many of the

same generals who nake decisions on policy are deeply involved both with

nulti-nationaL companies, to whose interests they must, to some extent,

- t02panderr^-o and in their own entrepreneural ventures which include agri-

"rrltrrru.l03 Despite a s¡nall neasure of freedon of action made possible by

increased oil revenrr"rl04 foreign (especíally Japanese) investnent in

102. E.g. numelous accounts have seen the January upheaval as a power play
beiween lobbies representing nultinational and national business
interests with the now retired General Sumitro representing the
former. See rrThe Bangkok-Jakarta Connectionrr, Journal of ContenPorary
Asia, Vol. 4, No. 2, L974, pP.238-24L.
ñan money fron pawnbrokers and the like is known as Generals noney
in some parts of Java. Ace Partadireja, Rural Credit
Palnier suggests that in the final analysis rrthe political character
and ethos of the Government would suggest further underdevelopnent

103.

104.

is nore 1

Econonyrr,
ikely than new developmentr'. r'0i1 Prices and the Indonesian
Journal of ContenÞorary Asia, Vol. 4, No. 2, L974, p.185.
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Indonesia is formidible and debts substanti.t.l05 Japan plans to nove into

the rndonesian narket in a big 
"ty106 

and has the lever^gë}Zna capital

to acconplish this end. Japanese made rice hullers are already humning in

alnost every village on Java.

105. Fron 1967 to L974 IGGI loans amounted to a massive US$4,598.6 nillion,
MajaLah Keuangan, No. 43 , July L974, p.23.

106. Develop-and-Inport programs valued at $soo nitlion (much of this with
Indonesia in mind) were under consideration in 1974. Projects include,
general developnent and irrigation ($25 nillion), lunber ($80 rnillion),
beef ($14 nillion), Foreign Agriculture, September 9th L974, pp.8-9.

707. The Japanese frBig ten" inctu¿iñg Ir4itsubishi, Mitsui and others
handled $2,400 nillion worth of Indonesiars inports and exports in
L972 and an estinated $33,411 nillion the following year.
J. Panglaykirn, rfBusiness Relations Between Indonesia and Japan: A
Viewrt,
p. 23L.

Ekonomi Dan Keuangan Indonesia, Vol. XXII, No. 5, Sept. 1974,
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLICATIONS FOR REVOLUTION

The Green Revolution on Java, as we shall see, is part and parcel

of a prograrn of counter-revolution. Yet history has a way of planting

the seeds of change when the tide of enancipation is reversed. Repression

can lead to revolution, the seizure of state pohrer by the revolutionary

classes.

In the context of Indonesia it has been argued that land reforn and

then collectivisation of agriculture night offer a solution to the

rrMalthusian problemsr' looming in the 70's.1 However, revolutionary change

in Indonesia or elsewhere in the Third World is not just a matter of land

reform or even of collectivisation, although these neasures in thenselves

may remove some obstacles to progress.2 If we go to the heart of the

problerns of Indonesiars rural developnent we find inequitable class

relations which support an tmjust rnethod of capital accunulation where the

poorest section of the people fail to participate on anything Like an equal

footing with the rich and consequently, where social or human capital is

dorrmgraded. This system is supported by overt political terror (by any

standards) which in itself must provide a massive disincentive to develop-

nent. Finally, these problens are compor.mded by rural unenployment and a

high birth rate. In this context a fundamental restructuring of Indonesian

society is inperative and it is this rather than land reforn per se which is

irnportant.

The case for collectivisation is presented by R.R. Snith in his, Lnpasse
in Javats Agricultuïe: A Case for Chinese Style Collectivisation, Un-
published M.A. thesis, Monash, L974. Unfortunately Srnith docunents a
good deal of evidence indicating the benefits of collectivisation without
a word on the potential of Indonesian society to produce class struggle.
The case of Egypt where land reform was effectively carried out but
failed to bring substantial benefits in its train is relevant here. See

K.G. Karve, rrAgriculture in a Developing Economyrr, P.20.
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The Denands of Social Revolution

Since this restructuring can be undertaken only through the agency

of the landless and poor, it is the problem of the organisation of these

classes that is paramount. Indeed, land reforrn in China and elsewhere has

served the purpose of nobilising the potentially most revolutionary but

necessarily the nost fettered and oppressed nembers of society. To take

the case of China: Hamza Alavi in his article rrPeasants and Revolutionrr

elaborates the way in which revolutionary consciousness among the Chinese

nasses was developed through the dynamic of social revolution.S He points

out that land reform took place tmevenly and followed the growth of

revolutionary consciousness amongst the peasants. If the Chinese Communist

Party had effected land redistribution itself (frorn the top) this would

have done little to involve the masses so as to raise their ideological

level. Instead, the CCP allowed the revolutionary impulse to spread down-

wards to enbrace the poor and landless rather than just the niddle peasants.

In February, 1948 Mao war:red: ffDo not be inpetuous. The speed of land

reform should be determined according to the circumstances, the level of

political consciousness of the masses."4

Accordingly, land reform was ultinately irnplemented by peasant

conmittees rather than by the bureaucracy. The CCP merely played the role

of encouraging the poor and landless to press their denands although, of

course, the Party did not create these denands.5 The CCP was motivated to

3.HanzaA1avi,llPeasantandRevo].ution'',@,(Month1y
Review Press, New York and London, 1965), pp.244-6.

4. Mao Tse-tung, rrEssential Points in Land Reform in the New Liberated
Areasrt, Selected Works (Fore ign Languages Press, Peking, L967), Vol. IV,
p.20L.
For the role of the CCP, see Mao Tse-tung, rrlntroductory note to rHow

the Doninant position passed fron the Middle Peasants to the poor
peasants in Wutang Agricultural Producers Cooperative in Kaoshan Town-
ship Changsha Countyt', (Foreign
Languages Press, Peking, 1967), pP.344-7.
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do this not sinply because it recognised the inportance of mass involve-

nent for its own sake but because it realised that the lower strata of

peasants were the most anenable to collectivisation and the denands of

development. In a speech nade in June 1950, Liu Shao-Chi said,

rrThe results of agrarian reform are beneficial to
the inpoverished labouring peasants, helping the
peasants partly solve their problern of poverty.
But the basic ain of agrarian reform is not
purely one of relieving the inpoverished peasants.
It is designed to set free the rural productive
forces from the shackles of the feudal landowning
system of the landlord class in order to develop
agricultural production and thus pave the way for
new Chinars industrialization.'r (6)

The point here is that social revolution demands the rnobilisation

of the poorest nenbers of society and that this, rather than other ear-

markings such as land reform, is the essence of change. At this junction

it is worth enphasising that t'the revolutionary character of a class is

historical, i.e. tenporary, relative and changingr'7 ^rd 
that types of

revolutionrrdisplay a lirnited determinate relation to each other".8 This

means that each instance of a revolutionary path may well preclude others

of that genre or open the way for new ones. An example given by Barrington

Moore is: I'Without the prior democratic modernization of England the

reactionary nethods adopted in Gernany and Japan would scarcely have been

o
possiblett. "

With these obstacles to predicting the course of events in Indonesia

in nind, the irnplications of the Green Revolution on Java for social

Liu Shao-Chi I'speech dedicated to the National Corunittee of Chinars
Peoplefs Consultative Conference 4/6/501', quoted fron Dun J. Li,
The Road to Comnunisn since 1912 (Van Nostrano Reinhold Co., New York
1969) , p.304.

7. T. Shanin trClass and Revolutiont', Journal of Cont Asia Winter
L970, p.33, As PauL Sweezy has po te out of capital-

6
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9

ism, the working class prol-etariat is not always revolutionary; rrlt was

becoming so only as a consequence of the introduction of nachinery in
the industrial revolution.rr Paul M. Sweezy, rrMarx and the Proletariattr,
Monthly Review, Vol. L9, No. 7, December 1967, P.42.
Barrington Moore Jr.,
rbid.

Social Orig ins of Dictatorship and DemocracY, p.4L4.
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revolution will be explored heuristically. The following questions seem

pertinent:

(1) What are the objective conditions for the seizure of State pourer

by the poor and landless peasants in Indonesia?

(2) In the light of an analysis of these objective conditions in what

way is the Green Revolution countel-revolutionary?

(5) Could the Green Revolution also be the catalyst to revolutionary

change, i.e. can it help fulfil the objective conditions for

revolution?

Objective Conditions for Peasant Revolution

The first objective condition for peasant revolution arising out of

the historical process is the failure of the rural social structure to meet

the needs of the peasantry. This is obviously a condition which has been

fulfilled in relation to the near majority of Javanese villagers for some

tirne. While it is superfluous to lestate points previously made the

situation can best be suruned up by citing the results of Deusterrs study

which indicate that the real incones of the landless declined through nost

of the 1960ts. Certainly the very substantial support found by the PKI

amongst the inpoverished nernbers of Javanese society in the 1950rs and

early 1960's when struggle along class lines (after 1965) ü¡as consciously

chosen as a policy, supports the connection between peasant nobilisation and

poverty.

However, in the light of Alavits study and Eric Wolfrs article on

Peasant Rebellion and his book Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century the

idea that a sinple equation can be nade of poverty and rebellion is assuaged.

Historically, it has been the niddle rather than the poor and landless who

have taken up the cause of reb_elIion. In Al.avirs latest exposition of

his view he says,

rrln surnming up the result of our analysis we
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I'expressed the view that rThe niddle peasants...
are initially the nost nilitant element of the
peasantry. . . But their social perspective is
linited by their class position.' (Alavi 1965:
275). In other words the tniddle peasantsr are
(initially) nore nilitant but not revolutionary.rr 10

Barrington Moore contends that a further relevant objective factor

relates to the bond between the peasants and the social order as a whole,

in particular to the landed class or rural elite. Moore holds that,

rrThere is considerable evidence to support the
thesis that where the links arising out of this
relationship between overlord and peasant com-
nunity are strong the tendency toward peasant
rebellion (and later revolution) is feeble. In
both China and Russia the links were tenuous
and peasant upheavals endemic to those states,
even though the structure of the peasant com-
nunities thenselves were about as different as
could be inagined.'r (11)

By Moorers view the traditionally passive outlook of the Indian

untouchable is to be at least partly explained by the strong patron-client

bonds tying hin to his caste rrrpu"iotr.12 Further, the caste system which

permeates the entire social- order provides a definite, though hurnble niche

for the untouchable and thus ties hin to the prevailing order.

Inequality then, does not necessarily constitute an objective con-

dition for rebellion or revolution and in fact the opposite nay be trrre.13

In the context of Java,the predominance of sharecropping in the 1950rs and

1960ts and the patron-client bonds surviving in that practice have already

10. H. Alavi rrRural Bases of Political Power in South Asiarr, Journal of
Contenporary Asia, Vol. 4, No. 4, L974, p.419.
Barrington Moore, op.cit., p.469.
Ibid. , p.477.
ÃTãnd Corporation study of factors influencing U.S. control in South
Vietnan in 1967 found that rrThe observed relationship is between
greater inequality and greater GVN control...not the reverse... Greater
inequality means not only that nost peasants are relatively worse off,
but also that the upper classes, the landlords, are either more
numelous or better off. Coincident with this inprovenent in the
economic position of the wealthier classes is a stronger political

11.
L2.
13.

position. The landlord is often able to exercise considerabLe
authority over his tenantsrr. Edward J. MitchelL, Land Tenure and
Rebellion: A Statistical Anal s of Factors Aff îilnent

tro V t oDr
ect

, PP. _)o
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been delineated (Chapter 1). Debt labor bonds where labor is sold in

advance at a discount represent another dinension of patron-client links

(Chapter 5) while help given by the larger landowners to the poorer (which

brings prestige to the former) is another. Without doubt the resilience

of patron-client bonds between landowners and a large portion of the landless

was denonstrated by the routing of the PKI (by farn laborers as well as land-

owners) after the so-called Untung coup attempt.

Nevertheless it stands to reason that if a large portion of the

rural people are landless then the possibility of some of these being cut-

off frorn the landed class is considerable. In his research in India, Donald

Zagoria found that landlessness in cornbination with high rural population

density accounted for nore tlran 30% of the variance in the communist vote

in several different regions.14

Peasant revolution denands one further condition: even though

peasants rnay be inpoverished and cut off fron the control of a landed class

they will not necessarily cone together to forge an alliance based on common

interests. After all prenodern society contains enorrnous forces both

within the mode of production and the superstructure which act to prevent

any such alliance.

However, the political party, the conscious organised and organising

group, given the existence of aforementioned objective conditions and the

scope for free contact with the masses can effect this solidarity. A party

rnay utilize traditional elements such as precedents to nodern revolutionary

movements and draw upon ideals reflecting radicaL goals in order to create

mass involvenent and nobilisation aLong class lines. The party will use the

Zagoti-a suggests that,
rrsuch high cross-regional correlations would seern to suggest that these
factors contribute to the Connunist role irrespective of cultural
variations such as difference in caste and language." ttThe Ecology of
Peasant Connunisn in India", The American Political Science Review

T4

Vol. LXV, No. 1, March 1971, p.
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relevant features inherent in a specific society to create solidarity,

undernine the legitinacy of the existing order and so act as a catalyst to

the other objective conditions.

In Vietnan the idea of a Leninist style party made a good deal of

sense because special interest groups were already an accepted part of

traditional life. In pre-French tines these took the forn of councils,

co-operatives and groups of various kinds and the existence of these gave

the revolutionaries an opening in countering the inadequacies of the

existing social order. The revolutionary potential of this tradition was

noted by Paul Mus in 1949.

frHere perhaps is where the two worlds - the old
and the new - have a point of contact. In
certain respects the trevolutionaryr front
initates the traditional structure of society
by proliferating groups not only of workers,
soldiers and peasants according to the
hollowed formula but also of women, children,
old people, merchants ...r' (15)

Other aspects of earlier traditional rnovernents were also utilized

by the Corumrnists in Vietnan. The struggle against the French and the

puppet regirnes of Diem and his successors could be depicted as a continuous

nationalist stïuggle against subjugation since the flight of Han Nghi fron

the capital in the face of the French and the birth of the Can Vuong

(loyalty to the King) novenent had establ.ished as a precedent a clearly

legitinate alternative to French and Collaborator rule. It lent rrcrucial

rnoral and spiritual continuity to the long struggLe against the foreign

collaborator. "16

This is, of course, not to suggest that revolution in Indonesia

would parody this path. Rather, the subjective preparation of the people

sets each revolutionary movement apart, a fact that Mao certainly

15. Paul Mus, rrThe Role of the Village in Vietnamese Politics", Pacific
.27L.
onialisn 1885-1925

Affairs, No. 20, Sept. 1949, p
David Marr, Vietnamese Anticol16.
California 19 I ,P.

(University of
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appïeciated..I7 Nevertheless the experiences of other countries, where in

the face of all adversity, not to nention decades of pessinism amongst

western supporters, revolutionary parties have managed to organise, fight

and win, has shown what can be accomplished.

The Green Revolution and the Social Status Quo in Java

There is a good deal of uncertainty and controversy over the inpact

of the Green Revolution on the pre-existing social structures of nany

Third World countries. Partly because of fears that the adoption of the

new technology night lead to social unrest the Indonesian Governrnent pursued

(1963-70) a strategy where the technology was inplemented fron the top and

where the peasant played a passive, if not a peripheral role in rural

developnent.

This approach amor.¡nted to a particularly blatant way of enforcing

the social order and circumventing even the remotest possibility of change.

It failed in the sense that production targets were not met but, at the

same time, its denise ü¡as no victory for the underdogs of Javanese society.

The Green Revolution on Java, even when the non-market approach to change

had been dropped,has, in several irnportant ways, reinforced the existing

social order.

The first and foremost counter-revolutionary aspect of the Green

Revolution has been the establishnent of a populous class of t'key farmersfl

who have reaped great benefits fron the technology and who are very much

aligned with the Government. In fact many of the large landowners are

actually village officials.

Mao states that, 'rFor the Chinese Connunist Party, it is a natter of
Learning to apply the theory of Marxism-Leninisn to the specific cir-
cumstances ofChina ... any talk of Marxism in isolation fron Chinars
characteristics is rnerely Marxism in the abstract, Marxism in a
vacutrm.rr Mao Tse-tung, rrThe Role of the Chinese Conmunist Party in

L7.

the National Warrr, Selected Works Vol. 11, p.209.
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Village goverilnent has become increasingly nonolithic in recent

years and officials now constitute a landed elite with a good deal of

power, not merely over personally controlled land but communal land as

well. By way of comparison Van Hoevel Reis, in describing his travels

over Java in the 1840ts states that the village Governnent in a desa of

500 sawah bouws controls about 20 bouws.18 By the late 1950rs Slamet

noted that village heads had increased their econornic power and were num-

bered ¿unongst the econonic and politically strong groups in the villages.19

But in recent years the trend has been further accelerated. A recent study

of Klaten found that nearly one-fifth of the best land is in the hands of

officials or local got"trt"rrt.20

Further, after 1965 much Land formerly redistributed by the BTI

reverted to its former owners and to third persons with anny complicity.

Land owners vrere thus effectively screened political1-y by the government

and it is likely that land reverted to those favored by local nilitary

"o6*rrd""r.21 
Army rnenbers thenselves may have taken a stake in rice-land

at this chaotic tine.

In relation to land reforn, it is clear that the ceilings set down

by the 1960 Agrarian law have not prevented the creation of a class of

large landowners but rather have nade this class more populous. In the

first place the ceilings are far too high, particularly after the adoption

of HYVIs. Secondly,landowners who have reaped the rewards of the Green

Revolution have been able to escape the provisions of the land law by

18. Van Hoevel Reis, Java Madura and Bali (P.N. Van Kampen, Ansterdam,
1849) , p.\7 .

Ina T. Slamet, Pokok Pokok t Desa p.2.19.
20.
2t.

Anne Booth, tt

Parallels can
p ten p.

be found here with the Dien land reform in South Vietnam.
The new landlords were those aligned with the GVN, e.g. peasants who

had occupied land illegally or who had not paid rent and taxes were
precludeã. Thus the réforln helped the rich peasants and employees of
lhe regime such as soldiers, officials etc. See Vu Can,rrThe Peoplers
Struggles against the U.S. Diem Regime from 1954 to 1960,11

Vietnanese Studies No. 18/19, pp.75-86.
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leasing sawah fron indebted snall-holders (Chapter 3).

Granted that a populous and wealthy class of large landholders has

been estabLished in the countryside a critical question in relation to the

objective condition for the prevention of revolution now loorns. What are

the links between the landed class and the poorer menbers of Javanese

society?

Patron Client Bonds

Firstly, in areas such as Klaten, officials who control village

land, both tanah bengkok and tanah kas desa (I7.4 per cent of all sawah

in Klaten) exercise a good deal of pohler within the village. In the

first place officials rarely have tine to work the land allotted to them

personally and in some cases sharecrop this out, thereby forging links

with poorer peasants. In more recent times however official.s have tended

to rent out tanah benkok to wealthy farmers. Franke saw the beginnings

of this in 1971,

tfThe local bureaucracy, while not maintaining
any apparent farnily ties with higher-level
government officialdom, does claim an array
of rather close links with nany of the inde-
pendently wealthy households in Lestari
itself. These links seem to produce only
minor and infrequent infringenents on the
pure narket nature of land rental fron officials
to large farm operators, but the very presence
of both groups in the village, and their
territorial and fanily affinities make possible
a set of ongoing rental arrangements. These
ongoing renting patterns do not account for all
of the transactions which put the bureaucratrs
parcel under cultivation, but they do account
for a large portion." (22)

However, the utilization of tanah kas desa is another mattel. Des-

pite the leanings of the village pohrer holders there are strong social

pressures, not to mention longstanding traditions, denanding that tanah kas

22. R. Franke, The Green Revolution in a Javanese Vil lase . p.L2I.
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desa be leased or share-cropped out to those who do not own land at all.

Hence, village officials have established patron-client links with landless

peasants who conpete for the rights to work this 1and, which is not to say

that large landowners are always precluded from a stake in it.

What of the links betu¡een the independent farrners and the poor and

landless? In the Geertzified picture of rural Java patronage between

these groups works to the naterial advantage of the latter and gives social

prestige to the forrner. While this picture is, in essence, rejected

(Chapter 1) a diluted version is still operating and deserves nention here.

For exanple, in Sekaralas, sone large landowners still pay lip service to

traditions ofrtshared poverty''by share-cropping out their land in the risky

dry season. Indeed, this rnay benefit the landless and the practice does

constitute a bond between the better off and the irnpoverished.

In the main, however, the prevalence of patron-client links based

on good will has been greatly reduced as traditional agriculture has given

way to cornmercial farning. Does this nean that patron-client links are

inconpatible with agrarian capitalism? Engels, for one, rnaintained that,
frthe capitalistic node of production v¡as incon-
patible with the feudal systern, with the
privileges it conferred upon individuals, entire
social ranks and local corporations, as well as
with the hereditary ties of subordination which
constituted the framework of its social
organisation.rr (23)

0n the contrary, there is a good deal of evidence to suggest that

changes in the underlying structure of relations to the means of production

can be quite consistent with the continuation of patron-client bonds. In

other words, the creation of a frfreeff class of proletarianised wage laborers

as postulated by Lenin in his "The Developnent of Capitalisn in Russiarf does

not appear inevitable in practice.

In the case of Java, Franke has docunented the non use of cheap

23. F. Engels, rrSocialisn: Utopian and Scientific", Selected Works
(Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 196 o ,P. L2.
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goveflment credit by debt bound households in the early stage of the Green

Revolution in Lestari. Certainly, a good nany poor and landless peasants

are still economically and politically subservient to the large landholders

through debt labor practices and sheer cornpetition for farn enployment.

Since nuch competition centres on itinerant versus vilLage labor, (particu-

Latly in relation to harvesting) (Chapter 3) it is often in the landowners

interest to establish patron-client links with Iocal peasants who will then

protect his crop. These ties should not be r:nderestinated.

Middle peasarits have provided the initial impetus for rebellion in

several historical instances, the nost resounding being the Chinese

Revolution. Fron the evidence produced in the previous chapter on social

change it seens likely that the real incomes of these farmers in Java have

increased substantially as a result of the Green Revolution. To some

extent, then, the middle peasants a1-ong with sone of the less inpoverished

poor peasants nay have been bought off and do not constitute a particularly

rnilitant elenent in Javanese society. Moreover, it is clear that the Green

Revolution has not merely established a more populous class of large land-

ovmers but of self-sufficient farmers too and that these may serve to

reinforce the social status quo at the village LeveI.24

Further, institutional arrangenents nust linit the freedom of action

of "poor faîmersrr even though cheap credit may help free some of them from

the depredations of the large landowners. For example, government credit

rnust pl.ace the farmer in a dependent position in relation to the village

officials-curn-large landowners who have a say in such matters. In a sense

control is institutionalised, dependence transferred fron the private to

goverilnental sectors. The large landowners serve to control those peasants

It has been shown in the case of the [Iuk movement that in areas of
high tenancy (82 - 95% including part ownership) oü¡ner operatorsrfmay
pLay a conservative role far exceeding in inportance their proportion
õf tne population". Edward J. Mitchell, "Sone Econometrics of the Huk

RebeLliontr, The Anerican Political Science Review

24.

Dec. 1969, p.11
Vol. LXIII, No. 4,
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who own so little land they escape the institutional net.

Cooperatives, like credit facilities operate l4lithin the preexisting

social order and tend to reinforce it. As we have seen (Chapter 2) BUUDTs

and KUDts are very nuch in the hands of the military and their surrogates

in the villages. There is little doubt that they exercise economic power

with political considerations in mind, thus ensuring the obedience of the

poor stratum of farners.

Another institutional dimension of control concerns village govern-

nent itself. It is interesting to note that while the power of the village

head has been undermined in several important ways (see Chaptet 2) a certain

facade of traditionality has been retained. There has been no attenpt to

replace village heads with outside aûninistrators except in a de facto sense

and village heads are usually those who command influence and respect

alnongst the people. One survey found that ¡nost leaders are over 40 years

of age with an average education equivalent to only elernentary school

25IeveI.

In sumrnary, the Green Revolution on Java displ-ays several counter-

revolutionary facets. Firstly a populous class of weaLthy and powerful-

landowners has been established and these landowners are either identified

with the nilitary administration or synononous with it, in the case of

viLLage government. The establishnent of this class took place via the

rnonol.ithic growth in village government, the reversion of land to politi-

cally screened forrner ovmers (1966-67) and ironicalLy, through the implenen-

tation of the 1960 Agrarian law, which allowed land concentration via

renting.

The landed class control the poor and landless in a plethora of ways

some of which have been touched on here. Firstly village officials have

patron-client links with the landless through control of tanah kas desa and

25. Sediono M.P. TjondronegoTo, rfPeminpin Pedesaan dan Peristiwa
Penbangunanrr, Ekononi Dan Deuqngq4 In4gnesia, Vol. XXII, No. 1,
March 1974, pp.70-7L and Table 2.
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in rare cases tanah benkok which nay be privately leased out by the

officials.

As for the independent farmers agrarían capitaLism has not brought

the wholesale destruction of patron-client links. Debt labor practices

and conpetition for work, nuch of this centering on itinerant versus village

labor, involves the landless and poor with the large landowners.

The niddle peasants and to a lesser extent the less impoverished

poor peasants have probably benefitted by the Green Revolution and can be

discounted as a nilitant element in Javanese society. Dependence on large

landowners has been replaced by dependence on institutions such as rural

cooperatives which are tightly controlled by the nilitary regine and its

surrogates.

T'he Green Revolution as a Catalyst for Social Revolution

It can be seen that the Green Revolution has enbraced all those who

possess land, even the snallest of farmers, but has excluded the very sub-

stantial class of landless. Indeed, by the lapse of sharecropping practices

and with the increase in land-renting (Chapter 3) effective land concen-

tration has occurred and the ranks of the landless have been swollen.

Fron 1959 to 1968 the landless in the Yogyakarta area experienced a

decline in real income by about L6e"26 and the Green Revolution has not

reversed this trend. The real price of rice has increased substantially in

the 1970rs while wage rates have stagnated. While the Green Revolution may

have increased enployment marginally through the increase in cropped area

nade possible by the quick growing HYV!s other factors are now offsetting

this. These include the increased substitution of capital for labor and

measures to exclude the landless from a share in the harvest.

Paul R. Deuster, 'rRural Consequences of Indonesian Inflation, Case
Study of the Jogjakarta Regionrr, unpublished Ph.D. Wisconsin 1971
quoted in R.D. Montgonery I'Migration, Enployment and Unenployment
in Javaf r , p.229 .

26
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This is in no way unexpected given the prevailing counter-revolutionary

clinate which places peasant interests after all others and this approach is

far fron anathena to bourgeois econonics. For one thing, since there is a

huge pool of unenployed landless laborers conpeting for very linited work

opportunities the economic uninportance of this group is obvious. Sinilarly,

childhood nalnutrition has little influence on national economic gro"th.27

0n the other hand it is possible that, in the long tern, the con-

tinued denand for rice nay depend on increased incomes for the landless and

poor. These classes conprise a very significant section of Javanese society

and they channel the bulk of their income into the purchase of food staples.

Eventually the inpetus of the Green Revolution nay depend on their purchas-

ing power. But, given the present situation it is unlikely that nany con-

cessions will be made towards the poorer Indonesians, even if this slows

the long term grohrth rate of agricultural production. One thing is certain,

the landless and poor will be given no say whatsoever in the p6licies that

will affect their livelihood.

Landowners are far fron oblivious of the effect of the use of water

buffalo or paddy tractors on their land. Similarly, they are well aüIare

that by entering into tebasan arrangenents (Chapter 3) or by terminating

share-crop agreernents they are affecting in an adverse way the livelihood

of the poorer rnembers of the connunity. The fact is that the landless and

poor are now politically emasculated and can rely only on the good will of

the better off villagers. The latter now find traditions of nutual obliga-

tions an ernbarrassnent and sinply not worth the effort.

The trend towards a police state exenplified by a lar¡¡ and order

approach at the village level supports the larger landowners in their bid

to cut thenselves off fron the poorer villagers. At the same tine the

27. See Richard Franke and Gerald V. Barrett, rtThe Econonic Implications of
Malnutritiontj Econonic Developnent and Cultural Change, Vol. 23, No. 2,
Jan. 1975, pp.341-350.
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village spy system and the knowledge that anyone can be called a cornmunist

nakes the landless shrink frorn resisting changes initiated by the

economically and politically powerful.

The gist of the present argument is that the landless laborers of

Java, perhaps allied with some poor peasants, could rnake revolution. 0n

the other hand there are fornidible obstacles in their way. The landless

class would not have the support of the niddle peasants who have, histori-

cally, as we have observed, been initially the nost militant peasant class.

Looking at the situation with the studies of Zagoria and Mitchell

in nind tl^¡o on-going developnents, one revolutionary and the other counter-

revolutionary, can be discerned. In the first place the growth in the

nr¡nbers of landless coupled with high population density is decidedly

explosive but then, the establishnent of large and nediun sized (self-

sufficient) farmers has a narked countervailing effect. Nevertheless,

the creation of this latter class has taken place through the agency of

the Green Revolution technology rather than tenurial reforrn. In the

absence of such reform (and given the rising demand for it by those nost in

need) it is possible that the landed class in the countryside may not be

capable of suppressing discontent at the village level in the long tern.

In other words the essentially bourgeois character of Indonesiars tenurial

reform nay serve as an eventual catalyst to radical reforn and sociaL

revolution.

Migration to the Cities

The probable impact of the present developrnent strategy on rural to

urban nigration rates and the inplications of this for social conflict also

deserve nention here. Studies on rural-urban nigration in Africa and Latin

America show that several factors influence the movement of ruraL people off

the land. These include the orientation of development, whether towards

capital. intensive or labor intensive industry, the differential between
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urban and rural incornes, the capacity of agricultural developnent to create

new work opportr:nities28 and the land tenure systen itself.29

Like rnany other Third World countries, Indonesiats technological

dependence on the developed cotmtries leads to the adoption of capital

intensive technology, often at the expense of local fitrns.30 With the

exception of fishery and construction the amount of dollars needed to employ

one worker has been found to be far higher in relation to foreign capital

than for donestic.Sl In fact, the rnassive U.S.$1.6 billion foreign invest-

ment fron the United States between 1968-71 created just 150,000 new

5obs.32 Moreover, the establishnent of a relatively highly paid urban

work force must constitute an incentive for inpoverished rural p"oplu.35

The problem must be exacerbated by the strategy of relying on large

and rniddle landowners in the countryside while excluding the poor and

landless. Inportant considerations here are the failure6f the Green

Revolution to generate new enployrnent opportunities in the long term, the

denise of share-tenancy, concentration of sawah and partial nechanisation

of the rice enterprise. It stands to reason that the growth in the mrnbers

of landless (already a fairly nobile class in Javanese society) will

increase the pressure on the cities and towns.

It is little wonder, then, that the present approach nust lead to

the establishnent of nassive urban megalopolies. One authority has

See Michael P. Todaro, rrPolicies Affecting Rural-Urban Migration in
Africaff, DeveLopnent Digest, Vol. XIII, No. 2, April L975, pp.8'23'
R. eaut S@d the Rural Exodus in Latin Americaf r,

ibid. , pp.24-3I.
ilg. thé- growth of Japanese investnent in textiles led to the closure
of nany local firns
Soedjana Sapiie, rrTransfer of Technology: A Proposed Solution for
Indonesiatr, The Indonesian Quarterly, Vol. III, No. 1, Oct. L974, P.50.

28.

29.

50.

3L.

32. Ibid., pp.48-49.
35. ñ-interesting contrast can be dra with the Chinese(Peoplets Republic)

experience. Fron around 1958 developrnent in China caLled for a

reärrrre of emphasis on small-scale, labor intensive industries operated
and controlleã by the various localities themselves. All in all the
dispersion of inâustry integrated agriculture and industry and the
livés of the workers in these sectors. For a comprehensive report see

Carl Riskin, rrSmall Industry and the Chinese Model of Devel-opmentrr,
The China Quarterly, No. 46, April/Jan- L97I, pp.245'273'
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envisioned that Java will, in the not so distant future, have about seven

I'nillion cities and two urban corridors are stretching fron Jakarta through

Bopr to Bandung and another in the Surabaya-Malang-Kediri triangls.rr54

With this frightening scenario, the role of the urban slum dwellers

may assume greater inportance and this class nay or may not be amenable to

political indoctrination and organisation. In Jakarta, the explosiveness

of the Kanpung dwellers is well established, but sporadic riots do not nake

a revolution.

It is hard to see the rrNew Orderil allowing a political party of

radical bent into the villages to organise the peasants in the near or

distant future. Further, if an underground party was formed there would

be no neutral base areas in which to seek asylun from Indonesiafs well

equipped army. Neutral base areas have been crucial to success in China

and Vietnam while initial protection afforded to the Naxalite movernent in

India at least allowed that novenent to make some headway.

Itrhile parlianentary politics cannot rurdernine the village power

structuïe, it seems possible that Indonesian Islam, the one political- force

other than Government sponsored parties to continue to muster connitment

anong the rural masses in the 1971 elections night be subject to increasing

pressure fron poor peasant supporters. Werthein has suggested that,

f'The traditional cleavage between santri and
abangan anong the ethnic Javanese will nake
it more difficult for nuslim believers to
develop feelings of class solidarity across
the traditional religious boundaries, and to
accept their former fiercest enemies, the
marxists, as bedfellows in a political and
social struggle against landlords and rich
peasants. Nevertheless, f would not be
surprised if Indonesian Islam as professed
by broad segments of the population develops
into a truly dynanic factor, in open opposition
to a nilitary establishment wedded to over-
whelrning foreign interests.'r (35)

If this happens then a classical narxist r?two stage't revolution where

the revolutionary forces comprise some sections of the national bourgeoisie

34. Gavin Jones, "Inplication of Prospective Urbanization for Developnent
Planning in South-East Asia, p.49.

55. W. Wertheirn, rtlslam Before and After the Electionsrr, p.96.
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as well as workers and poor peasants nay be a possibility. Such a

revolution would be initially targeted at irnperialist interests and land-

lord hegenony.

Another interesting possibility involves inter-army factionalisn

based on the cleavages now opening up within the ranks of ABBRI (Chapter 2).

It is just possible that a breakdown of the adninistration precipitated

by such infighting could create a poü¡er vacuun in rural areas. In turn,

the opportunity for a Red Army style action in the villages nay develop

as a viable possibility. Perhaps those elernents currently becorning dis-

illusioned with the Strharto regirne (such as the students) could forn the

core of such a movement.

In conclusion, the energing picture of rural Java atJthe end of the

1970rs is one where a greatly increased number of people are torn between

villages that can neither enploy nor feed then and burgeoning cities that

offer nothing and do not want then. The Green Revolution cannot offer

a solution; instead it will exacerbate the pre-existing situation. By

the end of the present decade the Green Revolution will have precipitated

further class pol.arisation by way of knocking out sharecroppers as a

significant social class and by land concentration where very smalL plots

of sawah are effectively expropriated by the village capital-holders.

The failure of the Green Revolution to provide a significant increase

in work opportunities in the long tern will be conpounded by further

nechanisation and nust heighten grass roots pressure for land reforn.

Rura1 nisery will find expression in increased rural-urban rnigration and

sporadic outbursts of mass violence, particulatly in urban slums.

No doubt, the nilitary will be reduced to sho,ring up the existing

order by increased repression possibly including the forcible curtaiLnent

of the flow of people from the villages. Transnigration will renain far

too expensive to be of great significance.

In both the viLlages and cities increased repression could easily
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backfire, at least on a local scale. To take the case of the villages, the

visible gap between the rrlaw and orderr', increasingly Western oriented,

large land holding bureaucracy and the poor and landless has been steadily

widening in recent years. The officials who control a disproportionate

area of the best sawah are increasingly identified with a government that

is known to be riddled with corruption, in league with foreign interests

and most inportant of all, willing to see fanilies starve while a rninority

grows fat.
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n.d., p.91.
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